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gloSSaRy 

anchor load a term referring to a single heat load within a development which, in isolation, provides 
a maintained level of heat demand. 

whilst district heating networks can be viable with a suitable combination of a number 
of complimentary heat loads, the presence of an identifable anchor load is preferable 
when the use of CHp equipment is being considered. 

biomass biomass is biological material derived from living, or recently living organisms. in the context 
of biomass for energy this is often used to mean plant based material, but biomass can 
equally apply to both animal and vegetable derived material (biomass energy Centre) 

CHp Combined Heat and power 

distribution system the system consisting of electric lines owned or operated by the dno and used for 
distribution of electricity (Sp Manpower) 

dH district Heating 

dno distribution network operator – responsible for electrical infrastructure 

de decentralised energy – energy supplied in a local area not sourced from 
the national grid network 

eHv extra High voltage networks – networks for serving large regional substations. 
these are more than 22kv but not more than 72kv (Sp Manpower) 

electricity Substation term for equipment which transforms voltage within a transmission or distribution system 
from high to low (or vice versa) using transformers 

Fault level the maximum prospective current or power that will fow into a short circuit at a point 
on the network, usually expressed in Mva or ka (Sp Manpower) 

Hv High voltage more than 1kv but no more than 22kv (Sp Manpower) 

lv not more than 1kv (Sp Manpower) 

load capacity the level of energy or electrical demand which a given system can meet 

Mva Mega volts amps – measure of electricity demand/available capacity 

Mwth Mw thermal heat – thermal capacity of CHp plants in Mw 

Mwe Mw electrical – electrical capacity in Mw 

Metering panel Comprises equipment which measures electricity consumption (or generation) at a given 
point within a distribution system 

transformer equipment enables the transfer of electrical energy between different circuits/systems 

Switchgear a combination of equipment which facilitates the isolation of electrical equipment or circuits, 
allowing for maintenance and/or connection works to take place 
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1. intRoduCtion 

1.1 intRoduCtion 

arup was commissioned to undertake a Renewable energy 
Study in July 2009 for a partnership of eight local authorities 
to provide the technical evidence base to support local 
planning authorities in setting out a policy framework for 
low and zero carbon development. Halton borough Council; 
Knowsley Metropolitan borough Council; liverpool City 
Council; Sefton Metropolitan borough Council; St Helens 
Council; and wirral Metropolitan borough Council are the 
core members of the liverpool City Region, and warrington 
borough Council and west lancashire district Council have 
also partnered with the project. 

Following completion of Stage one, this second stage 
study was commissioned in February 2010. this document 
should be read in combination with the Stage one report 
and is complemented by a further study carried out in 2009 
looking at ‘Renewable and low Carbon energy options’ for 
Knowsley borough Council. 

it should be noted in reading this report that at the latter 
stages of development of this technical report, signifcant 
political changes at national, regional and sub-regional 
scale have taken place with the establishment of a new 
government and changes to regional planning structures. 
the implications of these changes for this study have been 
emerging throughout the development process including the 
abolition of Regional Spatial Strategies. Further details on 
how this relates to the study are set out in the report where 
appropriate, however it is important to note up front that, for 
the purposes of this technical report, it has been agreed by 
partner authorities, to continue to work with the evidence 
based RSS targets for renewable energy. 

1.2 puRpoSe 

the primary aim of this study has been to prepare a 
technical report that provides evidence to support the 
emerging local development Frameworks (ldF) for the eight 
participating authorities. the commission has been split in 
to two distinct stages to ensure that each local authority has 
a robust, credible and consistent level of evidence to move 
their ldFs forward. Stage one provided an introduction to 
renewable energy technologies and targets, the key 

issues associated with them and how suitable they are in 
the context of the partner authority areas. Heat mapping 
for the eight partner authority areas was also carried out. 
the report output was designed to provide planners and 
other professionals and stakeholders with an introduction 
to energy technology and infrastructure and the strategic 
planning and development context for low and zero carbon 
energy in the study area. 

the purpose of Stage two is to provide more detailed 
spatial evidence for each local planning authority by 
identifying priority zones for delivery of low and zero 
carbon energy technologies and to identify broad areas of 
potentially least constraint for wind energy development. 
the study will inform planning policy in terms of promoting 
low and zero carbon technology delivery and provide part of 
the evidence for informing future land allocations. a guiding 
policy structure for energy and low carbon development has 
also been developed to enable partner authorities to develop 
a consistent policy approach that supports the principles 
set out in national policy and enables the results of this 
study to be actively promoted by the planning system. whilst 
this policy wording is unlikely to be reproduced exactly, it 
provides a framework from which partner authorities can 
work to achieve consistency at a strategic sub-regional level. 

1.3 Stage two appRoaCH 

the Stage two project team worked with each local 
planning authority to identify priority zones for low and zero 
carbon energy technology, taking account of existing heat 
demand information (Stage one heat mapping) and linking 
that to future growth potential identifed through emerging 
Strategic Housing land assessments and employment 
land Studies. this exercise has been complemented by 
an update on electricity grid capacity. broad areas were 
also considered for wind energy development and whilst all 
areas presented some levels of constraint, three broad areas 
have been identifed as having least constraint. other areas 
across the partner authorities may also be suitable subject 
to further detailed site specifc research. 

alongside this, a viability assessment tool has been 
developed to assist each local planning authority consider 
potential for low and zero carbon energy generation 
associated with new development proposals. 

Stage two has been developed working closely with the 
local planning authorities through one to one interviews, a 
policy workshop and regular steering group engagement. 
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1.4 Key iSSueS identifed in this study and similarly some proposals may 
not be acceptable within the broad areas, dependant below is a short summary of the key issues that have 
on the outcome of further detailed impact assessment; emerged through the development of the Stage two report: 

• the building Regulations are quickly driving 
targets towards zero carbon development; 

• plans for growth across the eight partner authority areas 
up to 2025 amounts to potential future demand for 
energy to increase by approximately 200,000 tonnes of 
Co2. to enable sustainable growth, serious measures 
will be required to ensure that new development can 
access the infrastructure necessary to meet energy needs 
without contributing to growth in carbon emissions; 

• without the right infrastructure in place there 
is a risk that developers will seek to prioritise 
other authority areas for investment; 

• planning authorities will need to support 
and promote the delivery of infrastructure for 
district heating to enable developers to achieve 
demanding future building Regulation targets; 

• planning policy requiring investment in low and 
zero carbon energy needs to be balanced with 
other planning objectives for development; 

• Consultation on a new planning policy statement for 
planning for a low carbon future in a changing climate 
was published at time of writing which provided a useful 
guide to policy development. However more recent 
government plans are for all planning policy statements 
to be rationalised and replaced. the ppS documents 
would be replaced by a consolidated national planning 
framework covering all forms of development and setting 
out national economic environmental and social priorities; 

• the targets identifed in this report for delivering low and 
zero carbon energy technologies are set out as guidelines 
and should not be interpreted as maximum targets for 
energy delivery. nor should they be considered restrictive 
in terms of what technology is proposed, for example a 
spread of smaller scale wind energy technologies across 
a wider area may achieve a similar or better result than 
focusing a single large scale array in one location; 

• whilst 10 priority zones have been identifed, not 
all will be developed. instead the priority zones 
are indicative areas where, based on available 
data, the critical mass of heat demand and 
development growth would indicate potential; 

• other areas across the eight partner authorities will 
also have good potential for dH and larger scale energy 
schemes. However, without access to consistent and 
detailed data, it is diffcult to pin point all opportunities; 

• availability of suitable wind energy sites in the study area 
is limited by a range of constraints, including, for example, 
proximity to natural environment designations. the exact 
nature and scale of a wind energy proposal may mean 
that schemes will be acceptable beyond the broad areas 

• offcer training is needed to improve technical 
skills in relation to energy planning. 

1.5 Key ReCoMMendationS 

the following key recommendations have 
emerged from this study. Further details of these 
recommendations are presented in Section 8: 

• partner authorities are encouraged to fnd 
a mechanism to coordinate future partner 
working to help create the right environment 
for low carbon development and to 
develop effective monitoring systems; 

• 10 priority zones have been identifed for 
delivery of district Heating (primarily CHp but 
other low and zero carbon energy technologies 
also have the potential to contribute to energy 
delivery in these and other areas). Further 
site specifc investigation is now required into 
the feasibility and viability of these zones; 

• other areas are also potentially suitable 
for delivery of district Heating and partner 
authorities are encouraged to actively seek 
out opportunities through the development 
planning process (the content of this report 
provides support to facilitate this); 

• opportunities to create wider ‘low carbon 
economic zones’ could be investigated and areas 
ear marked with potential to link into the wider 
agenda for economic growth and regeneration. 
the principles of such zones would need to be 
investigated further as part of a more focussed 
delivery strategy for low and zero carbon energy; 

• all eight partner authorities should seek to 
incorporate a consistent planning policy for energy 
into their local development Frameworks; 

• a pilot planning application should be 
used to test the draft policy; 

• investment is required in the resources and skills 
necessary to deliver low and zero carbon energy; 

• Support for planning departments across 
the local authorities will be necessary 
to deliver a low carbon future; 

• Further detailed appraisals of the broad areas of 
least constraint for wind will be required before any 
wind scheme could be considered acceptable; 

• an economic impact assessment to 
consider the implications of changes to the 
building Regulations is recommended. 
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2. developMent Context FoR Renewable eneRgy 

2.1 intRoduCtion 

this section presents a brief overview of the context for 
future low and zero carbon development in the partner 
authority areas, including estimated projections for future 
energy demand growth and associated carbon emissions. 
it includes a brief update on planning policy context 
following on from the Stage one study plus presents details 
on forthcoming changes to the building Regulations in 
relation to energy performance of buildings. this is followed 
by an overview of key development projects identifed by 
the partner authorities. 

the purpose of this section is to frstly highlight the wider 
context for future development standards (and justifcation), 
which is particularly relevant to planning policy wording 
discussed in Section 5. 

2.2 poliCy and developMent ManageMent 
Context update 

Since publication of the Stage one report there have been 
developments in national policy and legislation as well as the 
regional and local context. the key changes are summarised 
here. this review is relevant to ‘appendix b1 Review of local 
authority Renewable energy policies’ in 
the Stage one report. 

the UK Renewable Energy Strategy was adopted in 
2009 and the requirement for generation of electricity from 
renewable sources is reduced to 30% from 35% 
as previously set out in the draft strategy. 

the Climate Change Act 2008 has set a target for the uK 
to reduce carbon emissions by 80% by 2050 from the 1990 
baseline. the Household Energy Management Strategy 
now sets out the current strategy to help people make 
their homes warmer, more energy effcient and encourage 
greater use of small scale use renewable energy sources. 
a target has been set to reduce carbon emissions from the 
household sector by 29% to help meet national targets. 

the Infrastructure Planning Commission (ipC) is now 
active and will make decisions on nationally signifcant 
energy infrastructure proposals, including onshore electricity 
generation stations with a capacity of 50Mw or more. 
national policy Statements (npS) have been produced to 
guide decision making by the ipC on applications for energy 
infrastructure. draft npSs were produced by the previous 
government subject to public consultation and parliamentary 

scrutiny. the Coalition government has announced that it 
will publish revised drafts for further consultation and the 
revised draft energy npS was published for consultation 
in october 2010. of the seven draft npSs produced there 
are three that are of particular relevance to decentralised 
energy. these are: 

• Overarching National Energy Infrastructure 
Policy - this draft recognises that Combined 
Heat and power is technically feasible for all 
types of thermal generating stations, including 
nuclear, energy from waste and biomass. 

• Renewable Energy Generation - this draft applies 
to large generation from on shore wind, biomass 
and waste plants (over 50Mw generating capacity). 
Combustion plants which generate electricity 
using waste or biomass are also included. 

• Fossil Fuel Electricity Generating Infrastructure 
– this draft covers nationally signifcant 
electricity generating infrastructure over 50 
Mw of electricity generating capacity. 

the ipC is soon to be replaced with the Major 
Infrastructure Planning Unit. this will be established 
within the planning inspectorate to continue fast-tracking 
major infrastructure projects. Ministers will take decisions on 
applications within the same statutory fast-track timeframe 
as the current regime. in addition, all npS will be subject to 
ratifcation by parliament. 

‘Planning for a Low Carbon Future in a Changing 
Climate’ was consulted upon in early 2010. this draft 
proposed to bring together the planning and Climate 
Change supplement to ppS1 and ppS22 on Renewable 
energy. it was envisaged at the time of writing this report 
that the ppS would become a consolidated supplement to 
ppS1. in the latter stages of completing this study however 
the new government identifed plans to streamline the policy 
into a wider, less detailed, national planning framework. 

in the absence of further information on how the more 
streamlined policy will emerge, reference to the draft is 
maintained for the purposes of this study and has been 
helpful in developing the policy recommendations set out 
in Section 5. 
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there were several key changes in the document relevant to the draft ppS also provided guidance for local authorities 
this study: in determining planning applications for the development 

• targets: upon introduction of the proposed 2013 
revisions to part l of the building Regulations, targets 
for a minimum level of decentralised energy use in new 
developments should be considered to be unnecessary. 
However, up until 2013 targets should be expressed in 
a dpd. targets should also be expressed as either: 

- the percentage reduction in Co2 emissions to be 
achieved. in doing so, local planning authorities 
should set out how the target relates to standards 
for Co2 emissions set by building Regulations; or 

- an amount of expected energy generation expressed 
in kwh. 

the draft ppS proposed that when setting out local 
requirements for decentralised energy, including those 
expressed as a target, a local authority would seek to 
ensure that the requirements: 

• Relate to identifed development areas or specifc sites; 

• be consistent with giving priority to 
energy effciency measures; 

• Focus on opportunities at a scale which developers 
would not be able to realise on their own in 
relation to specifc developments; and 

• are consistent with national policy on allowable 
solutions set out in support of the zero 
carbon homes and buildings policy. 

local authorities would also have been encouraged 
to assess their respective areas for opportunities for 
decentralised energy with a focus on securing: 

• decentralised energy to meet the 
needs of new development; 

• greater integration of waste management with 
the provision of decentralised energy; 

• co-location of potential heat suppliers and users; and, 

• district heating networks based on renewable energy 
from waste, surplus heat and biomass, or which could be 
economically converted to such sources in the future. 

the draft ppS indicated that local planning authorities 
should ensure that their development management policies 
should not prevent, delay or inhibit proposals for renewable 
and low carbon energy; and associated infrastructure. 
in assessing planning applications, authorities would 
have had to only require information which would have 
been proportionate and not require specifc stand alone 
statements regarding energy. 

of renewable or low carbon energy and associated 
infrastructure. of particular note were the following 
considerations: 

• give signifcant weight to the wider environmental, 
social and economic benefts of renewable or 
low-carbon energy projects whatever their scale; 

• do not require applicants for energy 
development to demonstrate the overall need 
for renewable or low-carbon energy; 

• expect developers of decentralised energy to 
support the local planning approach for renewable 
and low-carbon energy set out in the ldF; 

• do not refuse planning permission for a 
renewable energy project because a renewable 
energy target set out has been reached. 

2.2.1 Regional 

on the 6th July 2010 eric pickles, Secretary of State 
for Communities and local government announced 
that Regional Spatial Strategies would be revoked with 
immediate effect. Further to this government has also 
announced that england’s Regional development agencies 
(Rdas) are to be scrapped and replaced with a new 
network of local enterprise partnerships (leps) headed up 
by locally-elected leaders. 

in light of the abolition of the statutory basis for Regional 
Strategies the government has placed decision-making on 
planning and housing matters solely in the hands of local 
authorities. 

despite this emerging position, to enable this study to 
proceed, the relevant energy targets in the north west of 
england RSS have been retained. Similarly, regional targets 
for housing and employment have been referred to for the 
purposes of illustrating the energy demand and carbon 
emissions potentially associated with new development, 
described below. 

2.2.2 Local 

local development Frameworks and local planning remain 
in place and planning authorities now have a further role in 
setting the policy context and framework for development. 
a review of local authority policy was carried out as part 
of Stage 1 and is detailed in appendix b2 of the Stage 
1 report. Since publication of the Stage 1 report local 
authorities have progressed production of their ldFs. as 
progress continues at pace with each local authority, for 
the latest information on ldF progress, please refer to the 
relevant planning website page for each local authority. 
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the table below is current as of time of writing (october 2010). 

loCal autHoRity Stage 2 update 

St Helens amended Core Strategy re-published in January 2011. examination in public is now 
expected to be in august 2011. target adoption date is august 2012. 

Halton Core Strategy preferred options stage completed end of 2009. Consultation on proposed 
Submission document scheduled for november 2010. target adoption date is october 2011. 

liverpool the Submission version of the Core Strategy is currently (october 2010) being prepared 
for publication, following consultation on the Core Strategy preferred options Report in 
March 2010. the target date for adoption is november 2011. 

Sefton Core Strategy preferred options is to be determined in autumn 2010 with a possible 
further consultation period in Summer 2010. 

west lancashire Core Strategy at options stage and due to publish preferred options early 2011. 
target adoption date Summer 2012. 

Knowsley the Core Strategy is currently at the issues and options stage. 
target adoption date is September 2012. 

warrington Consultation on the Core Strategy preferred options is targeted for august 2010 
with adoption targeted for winter 2011. 

wirral Consultation on the Core Strategy preferred options is due to commence in november 2010. 
target adoption is 2012. 

2.3 RegulatoRy CHange 

Regulations 17a, 17b and 17C of the building Regulations part l implement articles 3, 4 and 5 of the energy performance 
directive. these specify the Secretary of State’s right to approve the methodology for calculation of the energy performance 
of buildings and approve the minimum energy requirements for new buildings in the form of target Co2 emission Rates (teR). 
emission factors are given for each fuel to allow the calculation of the building Co2 emission Rates (beR)1. 

progress towards the ‘zero carbon’ development will be made through progressive tightening of the building Regulations. 
over time these changes will replace the energy related elements of the Code for Sustainable Homes (CSH) standards and 
the building Research establishment environmental assessment Method (bReaaM) standards for non domestic buildings 
(note, these standards cover other sustainability criteria such as water use and ecology which will not be covered by 
changes to Part L). 

Changes will improve energy performance requirements based on reducing carbon emissions relative to the standards set out 
in 2006. the target improvement rates for all new homes are as follows: 

2010 2013 2016 

25% improvement 44% improvement Zero Carbon Homes 

proposals are also in place to introduce improved energy effciency standards for new non-domestic buildings, 
with net zero carbon target from 20192. 

the changes to the building Regulations will have direct implications for growth trajectories for all local planning authorities 
whereby, beyond 2013, new developments that will come forward will need to achieve very high effciency standards. where 
frameworks are not in place locally to support these higher standards there is a risk that growth targets will not be achieved. 

1 when systems are capable of being fred by more than one fuel then for biomass-fred systems rated at greater than 100kw output but where there is an alternative appliance to provide 
standby, the Co2 emission factor should be based on the fuel that is normally expected to provide the lead. this is to encourage biomass (either solid or liquid) systems, but which are often 
backed up by fossil-fuelled standby plant. 

2 Communities and local government, 2007, building Regulations energy effciency requirements for new dwellings, a forward look at what standards may be in 2010 and 2013 
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2.3.1 Smart grid 

a key factor relevant to promoting the wider agenda for a low carbon energy future is the Smart grid approach to energy 
management. Smart grids are anticipated to transform energy use and management by delivering electricity to residents 
and businesses using two-way digital technology. this technology will facilitate control of appliances at consumers’ 
properties, recognising when energy is not needed and switching appliances off (subject to prior arrangements), making 
the most of available electricity capacity in the existing electricity supply network. a nationally signifcant initiative is taking 
place in the study area at toxteth where the Mersey partnership, with ea technology limited, is working to establish a 
major smart grid scheme. 

2.4 eneRgy and CaRbon tRaJeCtoRieS 

the table below summarises the estimated heat and electrical consumption data for housing and employment 
per partner authority based on potential future growth as set out in the RSS with adjustments as described in 
the footnote below1. 

Sub 
Region 

aRea 
type 

pRoJeCted additional eneRgy ConSuMption on (Mwh) 

2015 2020 2025 

Heat eleCtRiCity TOTAL Heat eleCtRiCity TOTAL Heat eleCtRiCity TOTAL 

Halton Residential 17,387 15,648 33,036 31,992 31,645 63,637 34,915 34,846 69,761 

Knowsley Residential 10,946 9,851 20,797 20,140 19,921 40,061 21,981 21,938 43,919 

liverpool Residential 56,904 51,213 108,117 104,703 103,565 208,268 114,264 114,037 228,301 

Sefton Residential 12,161 10,945 23,105 22,376 22,132 44,508 24,420 24,371 48,791 

St Helens Residential 19,821 17,839 37,660 36,471 36,074 72,545 39,800 39,721 79,521 

warrington Residential 13,215 11,894 25,109 24,316 24,052 48,368 26,539 26,486 53,025 

west 
lancashire 

Residential 7,297 6,568 13,865 13,427 13,281 26,708 14,654 14,625 29,279 

wirral Residential 14,590 13,131 27,721 26,846 26,554 53,400 29,297 29,239 58,536 

warrington 
employment 
land 

6,060 6,387 12,447 11,625 12,186 23,811 12,712 13,314 26,026 

Merseyside 
and Halton 
(minus 
warrington) 

employment 
land 

36,360 38,323 74,683 69,751 73,114 142,865 76,273 79,887 156,160 

to put these fgures into context: 

• a typical three bedroom house will consume 9.5 Mwh of heat and 4.5Mwh of electricity per year; 

• a typical four storey offce block (accommodating around 160 people) will consume 
approximately 250Mwh of heat and 350Mwh of electricity per year; 

• Fiddlers Ferry power station produces at peak output a quantity of electricity 
equivalent to the combined demand of some 750,000 homes. 

these projected energy consumption fgures are important because they demonstrate the challenge ahead in terms 
of achieving decreases in carbon emissions as described above. if growth is to proceed in each of the eight partner 
authority areas, then serious measures will be required to ensure that new development can access the infrastructure 
necessary to meet energy needs without contributing signifcantly, if at all, to growth in carbon emissions. 

1 For clarity, the data herein has been derived from the following sources: 
Residential data 
· provided sub-region specifc RSS fgures of new homes from 2005-2021 plus ‘growth point’ percentages used to compile a total fgure for new homes 
· associated build-out per year derived, assuming even spread over 16 years and taking account of possible building regulation changes 
· according fgures of ‘already completed’ homes calculated (i.e. 2005-2010 = 5 years of build-out at the assumed even rate) 
· these fgures removed from total and remaining build-out per year used alongside arup consumption benchmarks to reach fnal fgures 
Employment Land data 
· a fgure of planned additional RSS employment land for Merseyside and Halton plus warrington (in hectares) was provided and was equally split between the 7 relevant local authorities 
· assumptions were made as to how these hectares will be sub-divided between space-types to be built (i.e. b1, b2, b8 and ‘general’) and arup consumption benchmark fgures applied to reach fnal fgures 
· fgure shown for warrington represents a 7th of the calculated total for Merseyside and Halton, with the remaining 6/7ths attributed evenly between the remaining 6 authority areas 
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2.4.1 Combined Energy Trajectory 

the following fgure displays a combined total of additional 
energy consumption trajectories for the eight partner 
authorities: 

Combined Housing and Employment Delivery Target: 
Total Energy Trajectory 

900,000 

2.5 Key developMent pRoJeCtS 

priority Zones for delivery of district heating (dH) have been 
identifed in this study based on local planning authority 
housing and employment land data and taking into account 
existing heat loads based on heat mapping carried out at 
Stage one. these are presented in Section three of this 
report. However, there are other development projects in 
the study area that may have potential for delivery of district 
heating that have not been identifed through the growth 
trajectories data provided. 

in developing the study, partner authorities were asked 
to provide information on other major projects that may 
have potential to support dH development and also specifc 
energy projects such as the Mersey tidal scheme. 

a schedule of all identifed major developments is presented 
in appendix b. it is important to note however that, as 
the source of data is somewhat ad hoc, the information 
provided could not be used as part of the overall evidence 
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2.4.2 Combined CO Emissions 2 base to identify priority zones for dH. in addition to the 

in order to relate projected additional energy requirements to 
potential Co2 emissions, the following fgures plot “business 
as usual” emissions for each partner authority area, on the 
basis of all electricity notionally being imported from the grid 
and all heat being derived from conventional gas-fred plant. 

the following emissions factors for these fuel-types have 

priority Zones identifed the following schemes are also 
considered as having potential for delivery of dH and would 
merit further investigation both through the use of the pilot 
viability tool developed as part of this study and through 
direct dialogue with relevant developers: 

been used, sourced from defra (at the time of writing); 

• natural gas - 0.204 kg/Co2/kwh 

• grid electricity - 0.541 kg/Co2/kwh 

the following fgure displays a combined total of projected 
combined Co2 emission trajectories for the eight partner 
authorities. 

Combined Housing and Employment Delivery Target: 
Total Emissions Trajectory 
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• liverpool waters • 3Mg (Mersey Multimodal gateway) 

• Sefton business/Commerce park • butts green 

• Mersey docks and Harbour • omega 

• lea green Colliery • greenalls brewery Site 

• worsley brow • derby Street 

• vulcan works • biossense, eastham 

• triplex Housing (ex triplex Site) • bromborough Masterplan 

• united glass Site (new Rugby 
Stadium) • woodside Masterplan 

• widnes waterfront 

there will be genuine value in taking steps to review these 
sites further and to develop a consistent methodology for 
monitoring in order to create a comprehensive listing of 
major schemes and proposals. by having access to up to 
date and consistent listing of schemes, planning authorities 
will be much better placed to identify opportunities for 
joining up projects to promote district heating. 
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a key innovative project at Knowsley industrial park is also 
discussed further in a little more detail below to highlight the 
potential to lead the way for low carbon project delivery. 

2.5.1 Knowsley 

in July 2009, the Knowsley Renewable and low Carbon 
energy options report was published (see http://www. 
knowsley.gov.uk/residents/environment,-recycling,-waste/ 
sustainable-development/environmental-policy.aspx). 
the study identifed that Knowsley already has a thriving 
Renewable energy sector. though still in its infancy, with 
effective and timely support, there is considerable scope to 
ensure that the area becomes a key location for employment 
in the energy sector. the study identifed that the local 
business community is one of the main drivers to help make 
Knowsley self suffcient in its energy needs in the long term. 

the study also identifed potential for the creation of a 
biomass hub (see below) as well as potential for district 
heating and large scale wind (four potential options). options 
for building integrated energy solutions and micro generation 
were also highlighted. 

Site specifc recommendations have included: 

loCation ReCoMMendation 

Kirkby Shopping Centre 

Creation of a notional 
district heating network 
based on a cost of some 
£30-40m connecting 
the shopping centre to 
adjacent dwellings 

Huyton business park 

district heating linking the 
business park and adjacent 
dwellings and commercial 
buildings. estimated capital 
cost of £50-65m 

whiston Hospital 
Heat distribution with 
estimated capital costs of 
£20-25m 

Jaguar land Rover plant in 
Halewood 

Heat network to serve 
factory and neighbouring 
residential area with 
estimated capital cost of 
£15-20m 

Knowsley industrial park See below. 

these areas of potential were identifed through a local 
authority specifc study and whilst not all have been picked 
up as priority zones for the purposes of this study, the 
nature of the sites provide a helpful indication of how other 
potential sites can be identifed through a combination of 
local knowledge and developer engagement. Further advice 
on how to identify other areas of potential is provided in 
Section 3.8. 

2.5.2 Knowsley Industrial Park 

a masterplan for Knowsley industrial park is currently 
under development. as part of the masterplanning process, 
a number of opportunities for low carbon innovations, 
including energy generation are being investigated. the 
potential for introducing renewable technologies has been, 
in part, identifed by the 2009 Knowsley energy study and 
Stage one of this study. this has demonstrated the value of 
developing evidence and skills to support local authorities 
to drive forward initiatives. the options currently being 
considered at the industrial park include: 

• installation of a heat network using waste heat 
from park occupant Sonae to supply space 
heat and potentially process heat to initially 
a small cluster of neighbouring units; 

• installation of a heat network using waste heat from 
energos site to supply space heat and potentially 
process heat to initially a small cluster of units; 

• establish a site for a biomass hub that would receive 
biomass fuel from a variety of northwest sources 
and blend it to provide a consistent fuel stream for 
potential customers inside and outside the park; 

• to partner with Scottish power to invest in upgrading 
the electricity supply to smart grid standards. 

in identifying such opportunities the masterplan team, 
including Knowsley Metropolitan borough Council and the 
Mersey partnership, will collectively seek to investigate 
the development of innovative fnancing arrangements to 
facilitate investment in green energy. 

a considerable amount of further work is required to deliver 
projects including, for example: identifying what individual 
businesses have relevant heat requirements, work with 
companies producing waste heat to identify constraints on 
heat supply, identify funding sources; establish partnerships 
and agreements with land holders, energy providers and 
energy customers; establish the business case for projects; 
and establish appropriate governance structures (e.g. who 
will construct, own and manage the pipe network, how 
much will heat be sold for etc.) 
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2.6 building SCHoolS FoR tHe FutuRe 

a number of building Schools for the Future (bSF) initiatives 
have been proposed in the partner authority areas (although 
further to recent government cuts, the number of schools to 
be developed under this scheme will have been dramatically 
reduced) and have been suggested as having potential to 
support priority zones. However, in isolation, schools are 
unlikely to constitute a dH opportunity at a signifcant scale 
without access to neighbouring heat loads. 

this is due to the frequency of use of school buildings 
and levels of occupancy outside of term time. as such, it 
is recommended that schools be assessed individually as 
proposals are being developed. 

2.7 loCal developMent oRdeRS 

in addition to the above development context information, 
this report refers to local development orders (ldos) 
in Section 5 as a way for planning authorities to take 
action to help initiate the delivery of decentralised energy. 
an ldo is an order made by a local planning authority 
extending permitted development rights for certain forms of 
development (planning and Compulsory purchase act 2004, 
S40). ppS1 supplement for Climate Change states that: 

“Planning authorities should give positive consideration 
to the use of local development orders (LDO) to secure 
renewable and low-carbon energy supply systems. LDOs 
could be used to provide additional permitted development 
rights across the whole of a planning authority’s area. LDOs 
could also be used to grant permission for certain types of 
development in parts of a planning authority’s area.” 

the london development agency (lda) is currently running 
a project with the planning advisory Service and arup to 
set up ldos to help tackle cross-boundary issues and test 
complex issues of adoption and implementation at a multi-
authority level. the ldo is intended to cover two boroughs, 
possibly extending to a third. 

works permitted will include: site investigations, enabling 
works and temporary works and development below-
ground works, (e.g. trenching and laying of pipe and other 
apparatus above ground apparatus and street furniture 
small buildings and building extensions works in the public 
highway). 

in the context of the eight partner authorities engaged 
with this study, it has been discussed and agreed that 
opportunities for setting up ldos will be considered and 
investigated further in connection with the identifed priority 
zones and or in the context of other areas of potential that 
are identifed in the future. the current masterplan for the 
Knowsley industrial park presents a clear opportunity to 
consider the use of an ldo. 
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3. pRioRity ZoneS and aReaS oF SeaRCH 

3.1 intRoduCtion 

this section includes descriptions and locations of identifed 
priority zones (pZ) suitable to support district Heating 
biomass CHp and identifes areas of search for wind energy. 

it also includes details of the methodology employed to 
select these zones and provides guidance on how future 
zones may be identifed. 

in reading this section and the subsequent 
recommendations, it is important to note that the identifed 
priority zones are based on CHp and wind energy only. 
the identifed areas do not preclude other areas from being 
identifed for energy development, nor do they preclude 
the delivery of other technologies in these particular areas 
including for example, building integrated solar pv and or 
wind. 

Having highlighted these areas it would be worth 
considering what other types of coordinated investment 
would be appropriate to create a critical mass of investment 
supporting investment in ‘low carbon economic zones’. 
Further investigation into where and how such zones could 
be developed could help to drive further innovation and 
investment and is suggested as a recommendation of this 
report. 

3.2 appRoaCH 

of the renewable energy technologies discussed at Stage 
one that support aspirations for delivering low carbon 
decentralised energy, onshore wind turbines and biomass 
CHp represent the two most proven technologies. they are 
also the most dependent upon the location of: 

1. Related demand for the energy produced (in the case 
of CHp and specifcally the heat it generates); and 

2. Required resource (in the case of wind). 

the methodologies applied in identifying areas have 
refected these different criteria and are described below. 

3.3 bioMaSS CHp and diStRiCt Heating 

the successful implementation of biomass CHp requires 
that use of the heat produced is maximised. this can 
be achieved either via direct use of heat energy within a 
localised process (most commonly in an industrial setting) 
or via the production and subsequent distribution of hot 
water via district heating (dH). 

the priority zones selected for biomass CHp during this 
stage of work relate directly to the opportunities for district 
heating within the areas of the eight partner authorities. 

Further details of the link between biomass CHp technology 
and district heating are included within appendix d. 

3.3.1 Heat Density 

Stage 1 featured the mapping of existing heat density 
within each of the partner authority areas, allowing the 
identifcation of a number of locations with high existing 
heat densities, potentially offering opportunities for district 
heating. 

at Stage 2, these areas have been considered further to 
determine more precisely the nature, location and suitability 
of the heat demands present and likely to emerge based on 
possible growth trajectories for employment and housing 
land. this process featured the following steps: 

• establishing of existing and future potential space-
types present (i.e. residential, commercial etc); 

• Removal of areas for which heat demands 
are primarily process driven; 

• identifcation of any potential “anchor” loads (eg 
hospitals and leisure centres with swimming pools); 

• division of approximate total build foor area by 
type based on employment land and Strategic 
Housing land availability assessment data; and 

• assessment of likely level of maintained heat demand. 

a subsequent appreciation of the location and physical 
distance between key potential load centres within each 
area provides an indication of applicable heat density for a 
potential heat network. 

3.3.2 Approximate Plant Capacity 

For all identifed pZ’s, broad indications have been given as 
to the likely viable capacity of CHp plant which could be 
sustained. these capacities have been based on a number 
of assumptions relating to the proportion of identifed space-
types and related heat loads which may connect to any heat 
network. 

details of these assumptions are presented within 
appendix d of this report. 
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3.3.3 Gas Demand 

it is worth noting that the provisional capacities provided for 
biomass CHp arrangements do not represent an estimated 
maximum heat demand for these zones, rather the likely 
maintained level of demand against which CHp plant might 
operate. 

as such, peak heat demand fgures would be in excess 
of the proven capacity fgures and would necessitate 
supplementary heat generation plant to operate alongside 
and CHp arrangement, most commonly gas-fred boilers. 

3.3.4 Priority Zones 

the following tables provide a summary of the priority Zones 
(pZs) identifed in relation to potential CHp applications, via 
district heating, along with details of their key features and 
approx viable plant capacity. 

note that the priority Zones are identifed as areas of search 
and specifc sites are not defned although grid areas are 
shown on plan for illustrative purposes. 
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TABLE 1: CHP PRIORITY ZONES 

pRioRity 
Zone 
type 

and ReF 
no. 

Sub 
Region 

StatuS 
loCation 

deSCRiption 

Mix oR SpaCe typeS 
potential CuStoMeRS/ 

paRtneRS 

appRox. 
viable CHp 
CapaCity 

potential ConStRaintS CoMMentS 

DH 1 liverpool existing 

City centre area 
to west of lime 
Street station 
and east of 
prince’s dock 

• Commercial buildings 

• Retail (shopping centres) 

• Hotels 

• town Hall 

• law Courts and prisons 

• leisure facilities 

• Residential buildings (fats) 

≈ 3 MWe 

• likely costs of pipework 
installation 
in dense urban area 

• Mix of land ownership 

• built heritage 

• air quality 

• any CHp capacity will 
depend heavily 
on take-up within identifed 
area 

• SHlaa plans feature new 
build-out areas in close 
proximity to priority zone 

• Need to identify potential 
energy centre sites 

DH 2 warrington existing 

area including 
and adjacent 
to the South 
and South-east 
of warrington 
Hospital 

• Hospital 

• Commercial units 

• Retail park 

• School 

• Residential area 

≈ 4.5 MWe 
• linking to Retail park 

would entail crossing an 
a-road 

• warrington Hospital 
represents key anchor load 

DH 3 liverpool existing 

Royal liverpool 
Hospital & 
university of 
liverpool 

• Hospital 

• university Campus 
≈ 3.5 MWe 

• Requirement to cross 
lime Street rail cutting 
to link to South of 
university Campus 

• Royal liverpool Hospital 
represents key anchor load 

DH 4 
west 
lancashire 

existing 
ormskirk town 
Centre 

• Commercial park 

• Supermarket 

• Retail park 

• College 

• Swimming pool 

≈ 1 MWe • Separation between main 
load centres 

• Swimming pool represents 
a key anchor load 

DH 5 Knowsley emerging 

Knowsley 
business park 
& South of 
industrial park 

Existing 
• Commercial buildings 
• light industry 

Emerging 
• new employment land 

build-out 
• energos energy from 

waste-plant 

≈ 9 MWe 
(proposed 

by Energos) 

• potential requirement to 
cross east lancashire 
road to access emerging 
industrial park load 
centres 

• Signifcant beneft offered by 
the commitment of energos 
to install generation plant 

• Heat availability not 
necessarily limited by 
emergence of related 
demands 

DH 6 Sefton emerging 

development 
areas around 
Southport & 
Formby district 
general Hospital 

Existing 
• Hospital 

Emerging 
• new college 
• Residential 
• light industry 
• Hotel 

≈ 1.5 MWe 

• planned Kew Southport 
residential development 
is awaiting cleanup of 
contaminated land 

• build-out dates for new 
King george v College 
not known 

• Southport and Formby 
district general Hospital 
represents key anchor load 

• good mix of space-types 
planned within close 
proximity to Hospital 

DH 7 St Helens emerging 

area around 
Sutton leisure 
Centre and 
lea green 
distribution 
Centre 

Existing 
• leisure Centre 
• Sports College 
• distribution Centre 

Emerging 
• new employment land 

built-out 

≈ 0.5 MWe 
• viability will depend 

on build-out phasing 
on employment land 

• leisure Centre represents 
potential anchor load 

DH 8 Halton emerging 
green-feld area 
in daresbury to 
west of a56 

Existing 
• business park 
• Science park 

Emerging 
• new employment land 

built-out 
• new residential 

≈ 0.6 MWe 
• planned build-out area is 

relatively large at approx 
2km in length 

• existing load centres are 
at either end of planned 
development area, with 
feasibility of connection 
dependent upon new-build 
elements and precise types 

• new-build scheme providing 
opportunity to introduce dH 
from the start 

DH 9 wirral potential wirral waters 

Planned 
• Commercial/offce space 
• Retail and leisure 
• Residential 
• Hotels 

≈ 3.5 MWe 

• extent to which heat 
network could serve 
entirety of site could 
depend on timing and 
phasing of scheme 

• any anchor load(s) would 
ideally emerge early within 
scheme build-out 

• potential to size plant 
against sizeable and mixed 
heat loads 

• new-build scheme providing 
opportunity to introduce dH 
from the start 

DH 10 Halton potential Runcorn docks 

Planned 
• large residential area 
• likely requirement 

for complimentary 
non-residential spaces 

≈ 0.2-0.7 
MWe 

(based solely 
on residential 
build-out of 

between 
1,200-4,000 

homes) 

• pure residential would 
not provide suitable mix 
to maximise plant size 

• Scheme at this scale is 
likely to require provision 
of associated additional 
Community, Commercial 
and Retail spaces 

• new-build scheme 
providing opportunity 
to introduce dH from 
the start 
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3.4 onSHoRe wind 

the following image (below) displays the indicative physical 
size of wind turbines and their approximate relevant 
generation capacity. to help put these into context, 
the port of liverpool turbines (2.5Mw capacity) have 
hub heights of around 80m (second from the right). 

5,000kW 
ø 124m 

H114m H104m H80m H54m H43m H24m 

2,000kW 
ø 80m 

800kW 
ø 50m 

500kW 
ø 40m 

100kW 
ø 20m 50kW 

ø 15m 

Highlighting the indicative physical size of wind turbines and their approximate 
relevant generation capacity 

unlike the installation of CHp technology, wind turbines 
have a lesser requirement to be located in close proximity 
to areas of high demand for generated energy (although all 
generation is best located near demand as it reduces the 
need for higher capacity infrastructure at all voltage levels 

as well as reducing the losses created by moving electricity 
across distribution networks). the key technical driver is 
that of resource availability, i.e. local wind speeds, and the 
proximity of electrical distribution network infrastructure. 

3.4.1 Approach 

it is wind speeds, in combination with local topography 
considerations that ultimately infuence the potential electrical 
output from turbines. For the purposes of the Stage 2 study, 
wind speeds exceeding 6.5m/s, plus local constraints, have 
been referred to in order to identify areas of least constraint 
for large scale wind energy development. 

table 2 below presents the elements considered in 
identifying constraints to wind energy development. 

3.4.2 Wind Speed Data 

the wind speed data used to identify wind potential in this 
study is taken from the noabl database produced by 
department for energy and Climate Change (deCC). whilst 
it is acknowledged that other sources of data exist, and 
there is a margin of error with this tool, including the fact 
that it does not take account of local wind obstacles, use 
of the noabl database was felt to be appropriate, as a 
recognised industry standard, for the purposes of deriving 
relative wind potential. 

TABLE 2: CONSTRAINTS 

ConStRaint type ClaSSiFiCation pReSent in aReaS identiFied RationaliSation 

Scheduled Monuments prohibitive no 

parks & gardens prohibitive no 

Conservation areas prohibitive no 

100m listed building buffer prohibitive no 

500m address buffer non-prohibitive bordering all areas identifed whilst not considered wholly 
prohibitive, extents of these buffer 
areas have been used to limit borders 

deep peat areas prohibitive no 

bird Migratory Zones prohibitive no 

Spa prohibitive no 

SaC prohibitive no 

lnR prohibitive no 

nnR prohibitive no 

SSSi prohibitive no 

Ramsar prohibitive no 

green belt land prohibitive - unless very special 
circumstances are demonstrated 

yes - all 3 areas use of green belt land to site wind 
turbines is not without precedent 
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the outline quantifcation of associated potential wind 
turbine capacity and output within Stage two work has 
featured the rationalising of noabl data to account for 
realistic wind speed availability, including potential obstacles. 

note that industry standard guidance is that average wind 
speeds in excess of 5 - 6m/s are required to generate 
worthwhile quantities of electricity. given the relative 
imprecision of the data available, the areas of least 
constraint identifed in this study have shown wind speeds 
equal or greater than 6.5m/s. this shows a best estimate of 
suitable locations, subject to identifed constraints, including 
green belt. 

it is highly recommended that further study into the 
suitability of recommended areas take place, including 
site-specifc wind studies in the event that development 
proposals come forward. without these, localised effects 
produced by factors such as prevailing wind directions, 
proximity and height of buildings, cannot be determined. 

3.4.3 Areas of Least Constraint 

the following table provides a summary of the areas of 
least constraint identifed in relation to potential wind turbine 
installations. note that all sites are within green belt areas 
and all are constrained to a greater or lesser extent. 

table 3 does not identify these sites as being most suitable 
for wind energy development, but presents a best estimate 
of where wind energy generation may be most effective in 
the study area. 

TABLE 3: WIND AREAS OF LEAST CONSTRAINT 

bRoad aRea 
and ReF no. 

Sub Region 
loCation 

deSCRiption 
loCal wind 
ConditionS 

appRox. annual 
eleCtRiCal outputS 

potential ConStRaintS 
pRoxiMity to 

tRanSpoRt linKS 

Wind 1 west lancashire 
adjacent to River alt, 
South of great altcar 

approx. average 
wind speed at 

45m 
agl = 6.5-7.0m/s 

15kW ≈ 10.6MWh/year 

• Flood risk zone 3a 
(essential that any 
development would 
be designed to remain 
operational and safe for 
users in time of food) 

• green belt 

• other environmental 
considerations 

area is adjacent 
to a565, just South 

of little altcar 

Wind 2 Sefton 
adjacent to River alt, 
South of great altcar 

approx. average 
wind speed at 

45m 
agl = 6.5-7.0m/s 

15kW ≈ 10.6MWh/year 
2.5kW ≈ 1,100MWh/year 

• Site is closer to residences 
within and around great 
altcar than adjacent pZ 1 

• other environmental 
considerations 

area is adjacent 
to a565, just South 

of little altcar 

Wind 3 west lancashire 
adjacent to a5209, 
between burscough 
and newburgh 

approx. average 
wind speed at 

45m 
agl = 6.3-7.0m/s 

15kW ≈ 10.6MWh/year 

• green belt 

• adjacent to conservation 
area 

• other environmental 
considerations 

area is adjacent 
to a5209 
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3.4.4 Interpretation 

it is important to note that whilst this desk based study 
has helped to identify areas of least constraint for onshore 
wind in the study area, it has not provided a full viability 
assessment. Major potential constraints, such as landscape 
character, food risk and cumulative impacts of development 
have not been accounted for. the fndings of the study 
therefore do not identify preferred areas and do not 
preclude the requirement for detailed assessment should 
a development proposal come forward. Similarly the broad 
areas, whilst showing least constraint do not preclude 
other areas from having protential for wind development. 
For example, the study did not identify areas of potential 
in liverpool, however, wind energy development is already 
taking place on the water front, demonstrating that whilst 
there may be constraints, these do not have to be show 
stoppers. 

in recognition of this, partner authorities demonstrating 
most potential for wind energy were asked to identify if 
there were any over-riding issues of local importance that 
might constrain this type of development. in the case of 
wirral, the project team was asked to consider local valued 
landscapes as an additional key constraint and therefore 
no area of least constraint has been identifed in this area. 
in west lancashire, it was noted that the site adjacent to 
a5209, between burscough and newburgh neighbours 
a conservation area and whilst the area continues to be 
identifed, implications of a development on the character of 
the conservation area will be a key consideration should any 
development proposal come forward. 

the results showing broad areas of least constraint 
demonstrate that there will be particular value in assessing 
in more detail whether or not wind development in these 
areas can be considered acceptable by the planning 
authority. the broad areas should in no way be considered 
as either a designation or a conclusion that wind energy 
elsewhere in the study area is unsuitable. 

to illustrate this point further, in the 2009 Knowsley Study, 
opportunities for wind energy were also identifed to the 
north of Halewood. these sites have not come through in 
the current assessment due to the constraints considered, 
however there will still be potential to promote these sites, 
subject to further detailed site investigation. 

Landscape and the Green Belt: a key question raised 
by stakeholders is whether or not the provision of wind 
energy may cause harm to the green belt and or sensitive 
landscape areas. 

the green belt is in place to, amongst other things, 
safeguard the countryside from encroachment and avoid 
harm to visual amenity by development that would be 
conspicuous. 

ppS22 for Renewable energy recognises the potential for 
wind turbines to have “the greatest visual and landscape 
effects”. However the policy requires that local authorities 
recognise that the impact on the landscape will vary 
according to the size and number of turbines and the type 
of landscape involved. 

to this effect, the approach recommended is that green 
belt is considered to be a constraining factor for wind 
energy development. very special circumstances need 
therefore to be demonstrated before a wind energy proposal 
could be deemed acceptable in the green belt. 

3.5 pRioRity ZoneS and bRoad aReaS Key pointS 

it should be noted that the identifed priority Zones and 
broad areas of least constraint are not intended to represent 
an exhaustive list of all potential areas where biomass CHp 
and onshore wind turbines may be employed. instead, these 
zones represent areas where suitable (relevant) resources for 
each technology have been identifed and which represent 
the “quickest wins” in terms of implementing them. potential 
sites for energy centres have not been identifed and where 
the relevant planning authority wishes to promote a priority 
Zone, a key task will be to identify potential energy centre 
sites. 

the map overleaf displays the locations of all identifed 
priority Zones for decentralised heat and the broad areas 
of least constraint for wind, with reference numbers linked 
to the summary tables presented in this section. 

3.6 CapaCitieS 

the following summarises the potential capacities for 
biomass CHp with district heating and onshore wind within 
the identifed priority Zones. See table 4 overleaf. 
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3.7 diSaggRegated taRgetS 

one of the original aims of the study was to provide the 
partner local authorities with an indicative breakdown of 
the renewable energy targets based on those identifed for 
sub-region by the Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS). as has 
been explained elsewhere, RSS has now been rescinded 
and these targets, which were in any case indicative, do 
not carry any statutory weight. However, the partner local 
authorities elected to proceed with this exercise as an aide 
to developing their own approaches to the setting of goals 
for renewable energy and in anticipation that new targets 
may emerge in time. 

in examining this issue, the key aim is to achieve growth 
in the installed capacity of renewable energy generation 
generally, rather than prescribing an exact mix of renewable 
energy technology to be pursued. this study has sought 
to suggest how suitable particular technologies might be 
for implementation within the study area, but it remains for 
the partner local authorities to determine for themselves the 
particular mix that is locally suitable. 

the approach taken here is to suggest how RSS might be 
divided between individual local authority areas, and then 
to provide an indication of the contributions that might be 
made by the technologies under principal consideration 
within this report, which are biomass CHp and on-shore 
wind. all of the fgures presented below draw on the work 
undertaken in Stage 1 of the study. 

the targets suggested here are indicative and do not imply 
any binding commitment on the part of the partner local 
authorities to achieve them. it is also the case that they 
are not maximum targets. it may be that the gathering of 
further local evidence during the ldF process will lead local 
authorities to make adjustments before any targets are fnally 
incorporated into policy. in that respect, the fgures provided 
below should be seen as a starting point rather than as a 
defnitive position. 

presenting in this way demonstrates the total renewable 
energy potential and does not compromise the targets by 
imposing technology specifc reasoning. 

the targets on table 5, do not equal the identifed 
technology specifc potentials identifed later in this section 
as they are based on the weighted disaggregation of refned 
RSS targets. 

TABLE 4: APPROXIMATE CAPACITIES OF IDENTIFIED OPPORTUNITIES 

appRoxiMate CapaCitieS oF bioMaSS CHp onSHoRe wind 
(Mwh) identiFied oppoRtunitieS eleCtRiCal (Mwe) tHeRMal (Mw) 

Halton 0.7 - 1.0 0.8 - 1.3 -

Knowsley 9.0 9.9 est -

liverpool 5.4 6.5 -

Sefton 1.3 1.5 up to 1,100 

St Helens 0.4 0.5 -

warrington 3.8 4.5 -

west lancashire 0.8 1.0 up to 2,000 

wirral 2.9 3.5 -

ToTAL 24.3 - 24.6 28.2 - 28.7 up to 3,100 

TABLE 5: COMBINED BIOMASS CHP AND ONSHORE WIND TARGETS 

CoMbined bioMaSS CHp and 
onSHoRe wind taRgetS 

MeRSeySide Halton and waRRington weSt lanCaSHiRe 

2010 2015 2020 2010 2015 2020 2010 2015 2020 

original RSS target (Mw 28.24 39.36 39.36 12.66 14.19 54.19 no additional capacity required 

Refned target (Mw) 16.74 27.86 27.86 10.54 12.07 30.67 23.27 28.42 28.77 

disaggregated 
targets (Mw) 

Knowsley 3.26 5.35 5.35 

liverpool 3.81 6.66 6.66 

Sefton 5.68 8.75 8.75 

St Helens 2.89 4.48 4.48 

wirral 1.11 2.61 2.61 

Halton 5.27 6.04 12.24 

warrington 5.27 6.04 18.44 
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3.7.1 Biomass CHP Potential 3.7.2 onshore Wind Potential 

local authority suggested goals for biomass CHp Suggested goals for onshore wind have been 
have been disaggregated from the RSS targets in disaggregated from the RSS indicative targets in 
consideration of the following (see table 6 below): consideration of the following (see table 7 below): 

• Results of heat mapping work; • Results of wind speed mapping work; 

• derived energy trajectories; • number and scale of identifed areas of 

• number and scale of identifed dH priority zones; and least constraint for wind; and 

• Cognisance of potential biomass/SRF sources. • Cognisance of constraints. 

TABLE 6: CHP TARGETS 

bioMaSS CHp taRgetS 
MeRSeySide Halton and waRRington weSt lanCaSHiRe 

2010 2015 2020 2010 2015 2020 2010 2015 2020 

original RSS target 4.00 9.00 9.00 2.10 2.10 42.10 targets were lancashire-wide 

Refned target 3.70 8.70 8.70 no additional capacity required 18.60 0.63 0.98 1.33 

disaggregated 
targets 

Knowsley 0.65 1.52 1.52 

liverpool 1.20 2.83 2.83 

Sefton 0.46 1.09 1.09 

St Helens 0.28 0.65 0.65 

wirral 1.11 2.61 2.61 

Halton no additional capacity 
required 

6.20 

warrington 12.40 

TABLE 7: WIND ENERGY POTENTIAL 

onSHoRe wind taRgetS 
MeRSeySide Halton and waRRington weSt lanCaSHiRe 

2010 2015 2020 2010 2015 2020 2010 2015 2020 

original RSS target (Mw 24.24 30.36 30.36 10.56 12.09 12.09 no additional capacity required 

Refned target (Mw) 13.04 19.16 19.16 10.54 12.07 12.07 22.64 27.44 27.44 

disaggregated 
targets (Mw) 

Knowsley 1.63 2.40 2.40 

liverpool 1.63 2.40 2.40 

Sefton 3.26 4.79 4.79 

St Helens 1.63 2.40 2.40 

wirral 
no goal set, wirral will pursue other 
renewable energy opportunities in 

preference to on-shore wind 

Halton 5.27 6.04 6.04 

warrington 5.27 6.04 6.04 

NOTE: with no information on potential within the rest of Lancashire, the refned target resulting from our Stage 1 work has 
not been altered, however West Lancashire specifc potential for wind energy output (MW hours) is shown in table 1 of this 
section at up to 2,000MWh. 
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3.8 identiFiCation oF new potential ZoneS 

as existing development proposals progress and new ones 
arise, it is appropriate that their suitability for decentralised 
energy generation be assessed. the broad methodology 
used to identify zones in this stage of work may be applied 
to these future opportunities and uses the following steps: 

1. establish use class(es) of developments 
and related split of foor areas; 

2. project level of heat consumption, in combination 
with suitable benchmark fgures; 

3. use knowledge of use classes to gauge 
level of maintained heat demand; 

4. identify distance between buildings on site 
(in order to gauge heat density); and 

5. take account of any major constraints to potential dH 
infrastructure (e.g. major roads or watercourses). 

this process serves as a suitable ‘frst-pass’ approach to 
initially highlight potential opportunities for district heating 
(and in turn biomass CHp). 

a viability tool, provided alongside this study and 
summarised in appendix e, can be used to determine 
many of these parameters, given a suitable level of 
input information, and will return initial information about: 
heat consumption; heat density; and outline suitability 
for district heating. 

Further detailed analysis of suitability is likely to comprise 
the following additional steps: 

1. identifcation of potential sites for locating energy centres; 

2. undertaking heat demand profling, to confrm 
site base heat load; 

3. identifcation of any phasing of site build-out, to 
understand development of heat load scale and locations 
(e.g. does site development radiate from a central point); 

4. Sizing of potential district heat network to 
serve site, either with knowledge of or to 
determine energy Centre location; and 

5. Sizing of likely heat generation plant (both CHp 
and supplementary heat generators). 

this level of detail would ultimately be required in order to 
perform a complete commercial appraisal of a potential dH 
scheme. 
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4. inFRaStRuCtuRe CapaCity 

4.1 intRoduCtion 

in the context of the energy technologies being considered 
in this report, the key infrastructure element is that of the 
existing electricity network. 

there are two incumbent distribution network operators 
(or “dno’s”) in the northwest who are responsible for the 
electrical infrastructure: 

1. Scottish power Manweb (Sp Manweb) 

2. electricity north west (enw) 

Sp Manweb is responsible for the majority of the electrical 
infrastructure for the eight partner authorities; however 
enw does also have a role. in the case of enw, physical 
infrastructure is operated and maintained by united utilities. 

this section provides an introduction to the existing energy 
infrastructure in the eight authority areas, including details 
of existing infrastructure and electricity network constraints. 
guidance on how new development can connect to the 
network is provided in appendix F. 

4.2 exiSting inFRaStRuCtuRe 

4.2.1 Voltage Levels 

electricity infrastructure operates at a range of voltages, 
depending upon its position within the overall network. 

the great britain national grid features electrical 
transmission at either 400kv or 275kv and links power 
station generation to grid supply points, where power is 
transformed to lower voltages. 

beyond these points, regional distribution networks operate 
at up to 132kv and provide either direct connection to heavy 
industry or to primary substations. 

these substations transform the incoming 132kv feed 
to either 66kv or 33kv, at which level additional industry 
applications connect and extra High voltage (eHv) networks 
serve large regional substations. 

a further voltage drop occurs to establish localised “High 
voltage” (Hv) 11kv and 6.6 kv networks which distribute 
electricity around towns and cities, via either overhead or 
buried cables. 

a fnal stage of transformation to low voltage (lv) 
subsequently occurs before distribution to residential, 
commercial and light industrial buildings. 

4.2.2 Networks within Study Area 

dno’s publish 5-year long term development Statements 
(ltdS) which feature, amongst other information, snapshots 
of demands on available load capacity within their networks. 

the following image is taken from Sp Manweb’s ltdS 
and displays their 132kv network within the study area. 
the original ltdS document can be viewed online via 
the following link: http://www.manweb.co.uk/uploads/ 
SpM2009ltdS.pdf 

4.3 netwoRK CapaCity 

the dno within a given area maintains records of network 
capacity within their systems and can determine where 
available capacity exists to meet the demands of any new 
requested connections. 
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4.3.1 33kV system 

the following image and data table are taken from Sp 
Manweb’s ltdS. the map shows indicative available load 
capacity within their northwest network at 33kv level. 

33kV Load Spare Capacity Map (2009) 

this map indicates that the majority of the electricity 
network within the study area contains in excess of 2 Mva 
capacity at 33kv for new connections. this can be equated 
to between approximately 750 - 1,000 new homes. Many 
areas have access to spare capacity of more than 10 Mva 
(or supply for up to 4,000 homes). However it is important 
to note that single large scale developments such as an 
industrial/commercial development could knock out 
signifcant volumes of spare capacity. 

the following areas are where outline network capacity is 
below 2 Mva: 

• north Sefton 

• north-west liverpool 

• Much of St Helens 

• bromborough 

For the area within the study area not covered by this map, 
specifc information has been obtained from electricity north 
west in reference to their 33kv substations within west 
lancashire. 

the information, displayed in the table below, identifes 
the capacity of the substation and the recorded maximum 
existing demand (for the year 2008/09). it also forecasts 
demand for a 5-year period (2009-2014) based upon 
known planned addition (or removal) of connected load. 
this information suggests that available load capacity at 
33kv within much of west lancashire is within or beyond 
the 2-10 Mva level. 

4.3.2 Local Distribution Networks 

whilst information is available from dno’s regarding capacity 
within 132 kv and 33 kv substations, a corresponding level 
of detail is not published for local 11 kv substations. dno’s 
will only reference capacity at this level upon receipt of a 
new connection enquiry, with a resulting connection quote 
refecting ability of the local infrastructure to provide the 
demand requested. 

enw SubStation 
naMe 

voltage 
level 

SubStation 
CapaCity 

Max. 
load 

(2008/09) 
FoReCaSt load (Mw) appRox. available CapaCity 

kv Mva Mva 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 <2 Mva 2 10 Mva > 10 Mva 

burscough 33 17.5 13.3 12.7 12.7 12.7 12.7 12.8 

ormskirk 33 22.9 13.9 13.1 13.1 13.2 13.2 13.2 

pimbo 33 30.0 18.9 18.4 18.4 18.4 18.5 18.5 

Scarisbrick 33 5.0 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 

Skelmersdale 33 22.9 18.1 17.7 17.7 17.7 17.8 17.8 

tarleton 33 17.5 16.9 16.9 16.9 16.9 17.0 17.0 

willow Hey 33 22.9 14.8 13.8 13.8 13.8 13.9 13.9 

woodfeld 33 22.9 22.1 21.0 21.1 21.2 21.2 21.3 

wrightington 33 22.9 15.1 14.8 14.9 14.9 14.9 14.9 

This information suggests that available load capacity at 33kV within much of West Lancashire is within or beyond the 2-10 MVA level. 
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4.4 planning poliCy and inFRaStRuCtuRe 
CapaCity 

published in 2008, ppS12 sets out the importance of 
spatial planning in creating strong, safe and prosperous 
communities stating that planners need to “collaborate 
actively with the wide range of stakeholders and agencies 
that help to shape local areas and deliver local services”. 

the ppS requires that the Core Strategy, as the key plan in 
the local development Framework (ldF), is supported by 
evidence of what physical, social and green infrastructure is 
needed to enable the amount of development proposed for 
an area to occur. 

the priority for a planning authority is to gather information 
to enable constructive dialogue with stakeholders to facilitate 
development supportive of a spatial strategy and vision. this 
includes building relationships with infrastructure delivery 
partners such as utilities companies, to align processes and 
strategies and also building suffcient fexibility into plans to 
take account of areas where certainty or strategic alignment 
cannot be achieved. 

this section has identifed that there is existing capacity in 
the electricity network for the study area. it also highlights 
however that there are some constraints, in particular in 
north Sefton, north-west liverpool and much of St Helens. 

in terms of ldFs, the key message is that it should be 
assumed that growth targets can be pursued but that 
developers, in particular for larger scale schemes, will need 
to factor in costs for connecting to the electricity network 
where capacity is limited to access energy. Similarly, where 
creating new energy sources, connection to the grid may 
result in system reinforcement costs that will need to be 
given consideration in terms of overall viability and feasibility. 

Further to this the exercise of gathering comprehensive data 
on existing, forthcoming and planned development has the 
potential to establish an invaluable source of knowledge and 
information about infrastructure delivery. where gathered in 
a comprehensive way, connections between development 
opportunities can be made and areas of infrastructure 
constraint can be anticipated effectively. 

Comprehensive understanding of both infrastructure and 
development will enable authorities to tackle queries such 
as: 

• How is the demand for infrastructure changing 
from existing parts of the area such as increasing 
electricity demand for air conditioning, or an increase 
in demand for residential care for elderly residents? 

• where is technology change bringing in 
new infrastructures, such as high speed 
broadband or smart grids? 

• what will be the impact of the need to reduce 
carbon emissions, such as the provision of heat 
networks, or electric vehicle charging points? 
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5. planning poliCy 

5.1 intRoduCtion 

this section of the report provides a suggested model policy 
wording for low and zero carbon energy, taking account 
of the earlier technical elements of the study. it presents 
recommendations for wording to be integrated with all 
partner authority local development Frameworks (ldFs). it 
provides supporting narrative to explain the policy context 
and highlights opportunities for promoting low and zero 
carbon development, including district heating. 

given the identifed potential for growth in carbon emissions 
associated with growth trajectories shown in Section 3, the 
policy recommendations set out an expectation that the 
partner authorities will commit to driving forward the agenda 
for low carbon development. policy and supporting text are 
not therefore simply based on setting out expectations for 
new development proposals but require each authority to 
take action to create the right environment that will support 
a low carbon future. 

the wider economic implications of creating a low carbon 
infrastructure across the authority areas are not yet fully 
understood, however, it is likely that as building Regulations 
change, developers will be dependant on having access 
to decentralised energy networks to achieve low and zero 
carbon targets. this will be particularly the case after 2013 
when carbon reductions targets for housing development 
will require a 44% improvement over 2006 standards. it is 
understood that the building Regulations are likely to be the 
preferred mechanism for delivering carbon savings in new 
development. 

this section of the report assumes that the changes in 
buildings Regulations will proceed as expected at the time 
of writing. However, it is recognised that these assumptions 
could be affected by government reviews of planning 
and energy policy and that any such change may have 
implications for policy at the ldF level. 

Currently, a number of emerging Core Strategies within the 
study area rely signifcantly, at least as an interim measure, 
on direct continuity from policy eM18 of the former RSS 
and/or on local udp policies requiring 10% renewable 
energy provision or carbon reduction in new development. 
Monitoring of the implementation of these policies has not 
been comprehensive, though the approach is considered 
to have been generally successful. However, the need to 
improve monitoring is a key recommendation of this report. 

the latest indications are that a target-setting approach will 
be supported only up to 2013 when building Regulations 
are due to be updated. However it is possible that the 
policy approach suggested may prove to be a useful fall-
back position should signifcant changes in the direction of 
government policy occur. However, in the current context, 
assembling a suitable evidence base to support a specifc 
carbon reduction requirement may not be cost-effective for 
the short period the target would be in effect. the policy 
wording suggested below does not therefore include a 
specifc carbon reduction target for new development. 
that said, where authorities do have development specifc 
experience of successfully applying a 10% target, there 
remains scope to retain this policy on the basis of the 
current building Regulation standards. any target would 
have to be taken through the statutory local development 
Framework adoption process. 

5.2 planning poliCy 

prior to abolition, the northwest Regional Spatial Strategy 
sought to promote sustainable energy production, and 
energy effciency and conservation. the eight partner 
authorities have agreed to continue to seek to create a 
positive planning framework that supports both low carbon 
development proposals and facilitates the accommodation 
of new energy infrastructure. 

planning policies for energy need to be developed with 
consideration of a wide range of factors from detailed and 
robust evidence base of what is suitable and acceptable, 
understanding of geographical opportunities and what can 
be expected of developers as well as what local authorities 
have to facilitate. planning policies must be supported by a 
credible evidence base, fexible over approximately a 15 year 
period and be: 

• Justifed; 

• effective; and 

• Consistent with national policy. 

Further to this, local planning authorities must be able to 
demonstrate that policies are deliverable and results can be 
monitored into the future. 
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a useful reference for testing good policy is to be able to 
ensure that the following questions can be answered: 

• what? 

• why? 

• where? 

• when? 

• How? 

whilst in the policy wording it may not be immediately 
apparent what the answers to these questions will be, 
it is important that the supporting context of the policy 
can respond effectively to these questions either through 
supporting text or as part of supporting baseline evidence. 
a summary note of questions (ie what, why and where?) 
is provided at the end of the section. 

5.2.1 Local Development Framework 

the proposed local development Framework (ldF) 
policy wording set out below is presented to be relevant 
to all types and scale of development (subject to certain 
exclusions set out in 5.2.4 below). it is presented on the 
basis of including the entire policy in a single development 
plan document (dpd). 

it is recommended that the wording is included in the Core 
Strategy, not least as this will help the policy to be adopted 
in the shorter term. However, it may be appropriate for some 
authorities to include policy within a separate development 
Management dpd where one is proposed. if the policy is 
not included in the Core Strategy then an appropriate policy 
hook will be required for inclusion in that document. 

note that it would not be appropriate to include this type of 
detailed policy within a Supplementary planning document 
(Spd). However supporting guidance, for example in relation 
to the viability tool, could be provided in an Spd. 

it should also be noted that there are links between this 
energy policy and policy for broader issues related to 
sustainable design. this is particularly relevant where 
Code for Sustainable Homes (CSH) or building Research 
establishment environmental assessment Method 
(bReeaM), or similar, standards are required to improve all 
aspects of building sustainability, for example in relation to 
water consumption and biodiversity. 

in relation to energy, the CSH standards achieve the 
following: 

• CSH level 3 = 25% carbon saving on the 
2006 building Regulations standards = new 
part l building Regulation standard 2010; 

• CSH level 4 = 44% saving on 2006 building 
Regulations standards = proposed part l 
building Regulation standard 2013; and 

• CSH level 6 = 100% saving on 2006 building 
Regulation standards = proposed part l 
building Regulation standard 2016. 

where relevant, it is important that this relationship 
is consistent across different policy areas. 

5.2.2 Carbon Reduction Targets 

in developing the policy approach, a key question has been 
raised regarding how achievable specifc carbon reduction 
targets are for developers and how appropriate it might be 
to use these in the policy wording of ldFs. in this context, 
experience of using targets elsewhere in the uK has 
been considered and examples from greater london and 
Sheffeld are presented below. 

Greater London experience 

the report ‘Monitoring the london plan energy policies 
phase 3’ was published by london South bank university 
in december 2009. produced to analyse and report on 
the energy and Co2 savings achieved through the gla’s 
planning process and application of the london plan energy 
policies. 

the report identifed that since the publication of the 
draft Further alteration to the london plan in September 
2006, more than half of the planning applications 
analysed achieved Co2 savings (over building Regulations 
standards) of at least 30% and approximately a quarter 
met or exceeded 40% Co2 savings through the use of 
a combination of energy effciency, CHp and renewable 
energy measures. 

a quarter of the sample met or exceeded the plan’s 20% Co2 

savings from renewable energy technologies policy, a third of 
developments achieving between 10% and 20% Co2 savings, 
and a further 38% achieving up to 10% savings. 

it is noted that the contribution that energy effciency, CHp 
and renewable energy can make varies from development to 
development. For example in some applications renewable 
energy was able to contribute well over 30 per cent of 
savings, but in some cases contributed under 10%. 

this analysis has shown that, in the context of development 
in the greater london area, percentage targets over and 
above building Regulation standards have been relatively 
successful. 
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However, in the context of the partner authority areas for 
this current study, the results, whilst optimistic, cannot be 
assumed to be directly relevant. this is due to the signifcant 
differences in land and development values. that said, 
whilst targets to achieve 40% improvement over building 
Regulations may be too ambitious without specifc local 
testing, the results indicate that some improvements over 
minimum building Regulation standards could be considered 
to be achievable at least until Regulations change. 

Sheffeld City Council experience 

in the case of Sheffeld City Council a planning policy is 
in place to reduce carbon emissions associated with the 
development by 20%. the City Council’s policy team has 
advised that at the time of producing their energy policy, the 
detail of evidence to support the percentage improvement 
was limited to a strategic level energy study carried out 
in 2006. to support the percentage target position the 
authority instead referred to experience in its Housing 
Market Renewal areas where there was already evidence 
that high standards for carbon reduction were achievable. 

Subsequently, it has been found by the Council that delivery 
of the policy has not generated any serious issues with 
developers, in part due to the viability/feasibility clause that 
enables developers to avoid meeting the targets where 
satisfactory evidence is provided to show it is not possible. 

in looking back, the Council has advised however that, 
based on their experience to date, if re-writing the policy, 
a percentage target for carbon reduction on building 
Regulations may be too onerous in the future given the 
emerging changes to building Regulations (whereby a 20% 
improvement over a higher standard in 2013 or 2016 will not 
be as achievable). 

in conclusion, both examples from london and Sheffeld 
indicate that a target to improve carbon emissions 
associated with development is realistic and achievable. 
However, the exact extent of what that target might be 
needs to be linked to evidence of successes elsewhere 
in the local area, in particular if a target of 20% or above 
is to be set. Further to this, in the context of forthcoming 
changes to building Regulations (see 5.2.1) and signifcant 
improvements in minimum standards for energy effciency, 
an achievable target in today’s context may not be 
achievable in the future. 

5.2.3 Policy Suggestion 

the following text presents suggested policy wording for 
renewable and low carbon energy that refects the fndings 
of the priority zones study and responds to the existing and 
emerging national and regional planning policy context. 

it is recommend that all authorities consider this text and 
seek to incorporate this, or similar, wording to ensure that 
there is a consistent policy framework for low and zero 
carbon development. the wording has been set up to be 
linked directly to the fndings of this study to ensure that 
policies are evidence based and robust. 

Policy title: Low carbon development 
and renewable energy 

a) All development 
using contemporary building Regulations standards 
as the baseline for carbon (Co2) reduction standards, 
all applicants for development (subject to exclusions 
set out in the supporting text) should seek to achieve 
additional reductions in carbon emissions associated 
with the development. 

How improvements are achieved should be set out 
in an energy plan as part of the planning application. 
the energy plan will quantify improvements to the Co2 

emissions savings over the required baseline standard 
associated with the following: 

• all energy effcient building design solutions 
that ensure future occupiers will have 
reduced energy requirements; and 

• energy supply from decentralised 
low and zero carbon sources. 

development not achieving improvements above the 
baseline will not be approved unless applicants can 
demonstrate that it is not feasible or viable to do so. 

b) District heat (DH) 
where a dH network is in, or scheduled to be, in 
place, developers will be required to enter into a 
commercially acceptable connection agreement, 
as part of a planning obligation. 

where it is not considered to be viable or feasible 
to connect to an existing or scheduled dH network, 
and where exceeding baseline energy targets is 
shown to be unfeasible and or unviable, applicants 
will be required to make a fnancial contribution 
towards the development and operation of a local 
dH network where technically and commercially 
feasible plans are in place. 
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within 1,000m of an identifed priority zone, but where a 
network is not yet in place, development proposals will be 
required to make provisions to enable future connectivity 
in terms of site layout, heating design and site-wide 
infrastructure design, where there is a clear prospect of a 
viable and realistic scheme coming forward. 

c) Large scale grid connected energy and 
offshore energy 

Subject to successful assessment and mitigation 
of impacts of development proposals, the planning 
authority will seek to support proposals for 
grid-connected renewable energy infrastructure 
and equipment, including, but not limited to wind, 
solar pv and biomass CHp. 

development proposals to create on-shore 
infrastructure for off-shore energy will also be 
supported in principle by the Council subject to the 
appropriate mitigation of signifcant environmental 
impacts. 

5.2.4 Supporting Text 

the above recommended policy wording is relatively lengthy 
in order to cover all aspects of promoting low carbon 
development. in setting out the wording, we have sought 
to keep the detail as limited and clear as possible, however 
it will be important that the policy is read in the context of 
supporting text. the following paragraphs set out what 
is proposed. 

SUPPORTING TEXT the following paragraphs provide further advice to 
developers on how the planning authority will implement the planning system has a key role to play in delivering 
this policy framework: targets for low and zero carbon development in the uK as 

part of working towards energy security and mitigating the • Local Development Orders: the planning authority may 
causes of climate change through reducing greenhouse use its local development order (ldo) powers to help 
gas emissions. speed up the development process and to encourage 

the creation of heat networks (as part of a dH scheme) policy has been set out to ensure that, through effective 
in identifed priority zones. this will be where a strategy development Management, the planning authority 
has been developed to demonstrate deliverability infuences the quality of development proposals to promote 
and where key development partners are engaged in energy effciency and sustainable sources of energy 
the process. the intention will be provide confdence supply. the policy also sets out a supportive framework 
to developers and energy services companies that for delivering low and zero carbon energy infrastructure 
potentially viable schemes will be supported by the to demonstrate to investors the authority’s commitment 
planning authority and that schemes will not be delayed to supporting the right types of development in the 
by the planning system unnecessarily. this commitment right locations. 
will have a key role in ensuring that the council area 

the above policy wording has been developed with direct is ready for the emerging low carbon economy and 
reference to planning policy Statement (ppS) 1 supplement the tough emerging targets for new buildings that will 
for climate change and also to the draft ppS, ‘planning come into force through the building Regulations. 
for a low Carbon Future in a Changing Climate’. note 

Connecting to future networks - 1,000m threshold: that whilst the draft ppS is no longer being progressed • 

the distance to any connecting network or generation by government, it has been used as a basis throughout 
plant has the largest single effect on the related the development of this study and provides a clear 
capital costs, through provision of both dH pipe-guiding framework for promoting low and zero carbon 
work and (most critically) related trenching and development through the planning system. 
installation costs. a notional upper limit for likely viable 
connecting distance has been set at 1,000m, with 
distances larger than this deemed prohibitive from a 
commercial perspective except in special cases. 

Continued overleaf 
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• Connecting to future networks - measures • Viability and feasibility 2: where it is concluded that 
for developers: measures that developers the connection to dH is not viable or feasible, the 
will be expected to consider include: developer should provide the following information to the 

- provision of communal heating systems; planning authority in advance of submitting a planning 

- safeguarding routes for laying 
application for further appraisal by that authority: 

network infrastructure; and - low energy targets for the development; 

- providing an undertaking to enter into - energy options and costs considered; 

negotiations with future network operators - Funding sources considered; 
to agree to connect to such a network. - total site area (m2); 

• Planning contributions referred to in this policy will be - Combined building footprint area (m2); 

in line with the planning Contributions policies and will - Related total building foor area(s) (m2); 
take account of the type and scale of development. - number and type of residential properties; and 

• Energy conservation: the planning authority will - Schedule of non-residential foor areas by type 
consider favourably proposals that also provide (eg commercial or industrial). 
targets for Co savings that can be achieved 2 

through infuencing conservation behaviours • Identifying Opportunities and Monitoring: in order 

amongst building occupiers and users and set out to optimise opportunities for joining up development 

a framework for ensuring targets will be met. proposals and to measure the relative success of 

• Energy development and Environmental 
Assessment: for all energy development proposals 

energy policy and the commitment to preparing for 
a low carbon future, the planning authority will: 

(note minor schemes would be covered by permitted - Require all applications to fll out the 

development rights and therefore automatically on-line dH viability tool; and 

excluded) the planning authority will require the - Monitor all energy projects developed or consented. 
submission of an environmental impact screening the stakeholder forum established to 
opinion request in advance of applications being 
submitted. the request for a screening opinion 
should be accompanied by suffcient information to 

promote low carbon energy delivery will 
also be responsible for monitoring. 

enable the planning authority to determine whether Exclusions: 
or not a full environmental impact assessment 
is required before an application is made. 

in certain circumstances the planning authority does 
not consider it appropriate to require applicants to 

• Viability and feasibility 1: where it is considered by submit energy plans as part of planning applications. 
the developer that it is not viable or feasible to exceed these exclusions include applications for: 
baseline carbon reduction targets, this should be raised 
with the planning authority in advance of submitting 
a planning application as part of pre-application 
discussions and then explained in full as part of the 

- Material change of use of land or buildings, 
unless it also involves operational development; 

- all householder development; 

application with reference to the factors set out in the - advertisement control; 

supporting text for this policy. no improvement over - Shop fronts; 
the baseline target may be acceptable where evidence - tree preservation orders; 
clearly demonstrates barriers to a higher target. - Storage of hazardous substances; 

- Minor operations not permitted under the 
general permitted development order; 

- temporary buildings and uses; and 

- telecommunications equipment. 
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5.3 CRoSS autHoRity CooRdination 

in order to push forward the agenda for promoting low and zero carbon energy solutions and in particular to initiate 
the creation of district Heating networks, the partner authorities recognise that it will be necessary to fnd a coordination 
mechanism for cross authority coordination to help promote district Heating and to initiate the delivery of heating networks. 
as development proposals come forward applicants could, for example, be invited to engage with this forum to test 
opportunities for connecting to existing and proposed schemes. 

5.4 planning poliCy teSt 

as part of the process of preparing the above policy wording, a simple exercise of querying the policy has 
been carried out. the summary table below sets out the outcome of this. 

TEST QUESTIONS: When? 

•the policy promotes pre-application consultation to What? 
encourage developers to explore options for energy; •all development is required to demonstrate how it can 

•at the application stage, it is clear that developers improve upon building regulation standards for carbon 
must provide clear evidence to the authority supporting emissions; 
the energy solutions that will be integrated into the •all applicants (subject to exclusions) are required to 
development; provide an energy plan setting out what is proposed; 

•the timescales for the effective delivery of the policy •where building regulation standards cannot be exceeded, 
will be dependant on the effective promotion of dH developers are required to provide evidence that all 
networks and will only become truly effective once options have been investigated and to provide key data 
priority Zones identifed have been further investigated to the planning authority to enable a further feasibility 
and technical projects are under development. For this assessment to be carried out; 
reason it is recommended that the policy is built into the 

•developers, where relevant, are required to connect to 
Core Strategy where possible, to ensure further delays 

dH or contribute to its delivery; 
are avoided. 

•the policy encourages the delivery of energy applications 
How? subject to the normal tests of suitability and viability; 

and provides a prompt to ensure that all developers are •there is a strong focus on how applicants will be 

aware of the need to screen and scope the potential for required to achieve low and zero carbon development; 

environmental impacts. this is particularly important as •the policy will beneft where the planning authorities can 
developers seek to take up on incentives for low carbon create an environment that facilitates low and zero carbon 
technologies such as the Feed in tariff and begin to development; 
investing projects for which they may not have much • it is of importance that responsibility for creating low 
previous experience. carbon infrastructure is not left entirely with developers. 

the local authority (including departments other than Why? 
planning) has a key role in ensuring that there is •the national and regional framework for delivering low 
infrastructure in place to prepare for the future low carbon and zero carbon development is set out in the main 
economy. the policy framework has been worded based report (Stage one and two) and is referred to in the 
on the commitment by the local authority to create a supporting text. 
modern energy infrastructure that will support future 

Where? development as building Regulations change. 
•the policy has been phrased to avoid prescribing on site 

energy solutions but instead encourages various solutions 
including those that seek to connect to dH networks; 

•the policy is linked, where appropriate, to the identifed 
priority zones. 
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    6. SuMMaRy ConCluSion and ReCoMMendationS 

6.1 intRoduCtion 

in developing this Stage two report key areas with potential 
for promoting low and zero carbon energy solutions and 
developments have been identifed and a supporting policy 
framework has been presented. 

it is important to note however a number of key messages 
regarding how to move forward with the information 
provided. this fnal summary section highlights an 
overview of key issues that have emerged and presents 
recommendations on how to progress. the report is 
then completed with a short note of next steps that are 
recommended in the short term. 

6.2 Key iSSueS 

• whilst 10 priority zones have been identifed, not 
all will be developed. instead the priority zones 
are indicative areas where, based on available 
data, the critical mass of heat demand and 
development growth would indicate potential; 

• other areas across the eight partner authorities will 
also have good potential for dH and larger scale energy 
schemes. However, without access to consistent and 
detailed data, it is diffcult to pin point all opportunities; 

• the building Regulations are changing and driving 
targets for zero carbon development by 2016 
(housing) and are aligning with targets for Code for 
Sustainable Homes and sustainable buildings in 
terms of buildings and effcient energy supply; 

• planning authorities will need to not only promote 
sustainability in association with new development 
applications but also support, promote and develop 
procurement opportunities for the delivery of new 
decentralised energy infrastructure to ensure that 
in the future new development applicants can 
achieve demanding building regulation targets; 

• without creating a policy and infrastructure framework, 
that will support the establishment of low and zero 
carbon buildings, there is a risk that developers will seek 
to prioritise other authority areas where decentralised 
energy networks are emerging or in place; 

• the skills and capacity of offcers at most of the 
partner authorities are currently limited in relation 
to energy and low and zero carbon development. 
there is a need to create a realistic framework that 
enables planners to promote innovative solutions 
whilst minimising the amount of assessment tasks; 

• Skills none the less need to be enhanced and it will be 
through application of policy in association with new 
development that this skills base will be enhanced; 

• planning policy requiring investment in low and zero 
carbon energy needs to be balanced with other 
planning objectives for development including affordable 
housing, school provision, safe and effcient transport 
network etc. Further understanding of the importance 
of creating a development framework for low carbon 
development will help to determine the relative 
importance of energy policies in this wider context; 

• availability of suitable wind energy sites in the study 
area is very limited. three areas of least constraint have 
been identifed by considering the constraints as detailed 
within section 4.2.5 of this report. However these areas 
still demonstrate levels of constraint, for example in 
terms of food risk and cultural heritage. of all areas in 
the eight authority areas, it is these areas that might be 
most likely to attract developer interest for wind. Further 
investigation of suitability is therefore recommended to 
ensure that the relevant authorities have confdence in 
knowing whether or not these sites to have potential. 

• the identifcation of the broad areas indicate where 
pressure for development might occur and it is 
important to note that these areas are not prioritised 
for wind but enable authorities to be well placed 
to guide developer enquiries where these arise. 

• in relation to identifying broad areas of least constraint for 
wind, partner authorities were asked to identify if there 
were any over-riding issues of local importance that might 
constrain wind energy development. wirral suggested 
local valued landscapes as an additional key constraint 
to wind energy development. no other over-riding local 
constraints were identifed by the partner authorities. 
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6.3 ReCoMMendationS 

• all authorities are encouraged to fnd a mechanism 
to coordinate future partner work to help create the 
right environment for low carbon development in the 
future, providing the right infrastructure that future 
developers and investors will need to continue to 
invest in the area as building Regulations change; 

• 10 priority zones have been identifed for delivery of 
district Heating. Further site specifc investigation is 
now required into the feasibility and viability of these 
zones, including determination of the potential reach 
of a distributed network to ensure that there is a clear 
understanding locally of what and how development 
can contribute to and connect with networks plus, 
identifcation of potential sites for energy centres; 

• opportunities to create wider ‘low carbon economic 
trade zones’ could be investigated and areas 
ear marked with potential to link into the wider 
agenda for economic growth and regeneration; 

• whilst the identifed priority zones offer the potential 
for signifcant contributions toward managing 
carbon emissions, planning authorities should 
continue to identify other potential priority zones, 
for example at the omega site in warrington; 

• all eight planning authorities should seek to 
incorporate a consistent planning policy basis for 
low and zero carbon energy generation in line with 
the recommendations set out in this report; 

• if there is a risk that dpds will be delayed coming 
forward, serious consideration should be given to using 
the recommended policy wording in the Core Strategy; 

• the eight partner authorities should continue 
to work together to establish improved 
monitoring systems in order to enable future 
priority Zone opportunities to be identifed; 

• there is value in testing the emerging policy 
recommendations with a pilot planning application, 
subject to cooperative working with a developer; 

• investment is required in the resources and skills 
necessary to deliver low and zero carbon energy. 
opportunities for sharing demanding resource 
requirements should be investigated further. 

• Support for the planning department from across 
the local authority will be necessary to deliver the 
ambitions of the recommended priority zones and 
policy wording. in the early stages, there may be 
value in the authorities working together to seek 
further support from a sub-regional and national 
level including from the planning advisory Service; 

• Further detailed site appraisals for the broad areas 
of least constraint for wind should be carried out 
at the development application stage. this work 
should take into account of further constraints as 
noted above and a review of community impacts 
and sensitivities should be carried out; and 

• in order to continue to demonstrate the value of creating 
a low carbon infrastructure network across the partner 
authority areas, it is recommended that an economic 
impact assessment is carried out. this study would 
consider the implications of changes to the building 
Regulations on developer willingness to invest in areas 
with and without decentralised heat networks and 
supportive context for low carbon technologies. this 
could prove particularly helpful in circumstances 
where there is opposition to development proposals, 
in particular large scale energy facilities and infrastructure 
or where there is limited willingness to invest in front 
loading the creation of suitable infrastructure. 

6.4 next StepS 

• the eight partner authorities have agreed to run 
shared workshops to help disseminate the fndings of 
this study to other planning authority offcers. these 
workshops should seek to provide an overview of the 
key fndings and recommendations, present examples 
of dH networks and promote commitment to creating 
low carbon infrastructure across all authority areas; 

• the current project steering group for this study should 
seek to fnd a way to coordinate to promote delivery 
of district Heating and to coordinate development 
proposals. Coordination will also help to identify other 
potential priority zones. the partner authorities should 
also seek to identify how monitoring can take place to 
improve coordination. the partner authorities could take 
a lead on promoting the agenda for investment in the low 
carbon economy and seek to identify particular priority 
zones for establishing potential clusters for investment; 

• the authorities should seek to make the viability tool an 
online resource so that developers will be in a position 
to upload application data quickly and effectively. 
it may be possible to secure funding to set this up 
through the emerging local economic Forums as 
announced by the new government in July 2010; 

• planning policy teams should seek to review policy 
wording and take a view as to how to incorporate the 
policy into the ldF, with a view to achieving adoption 
as soon as possible. it is recommended that the project 
steering group continues to communicate to ensure that 
a consistent cross authority approach is achieved and 
where there are variations that these are complementary; 
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• advantage should be taken of the free eSCo development 
advice offered by energy Saving trust. For the lCR 
participating authorities a workshop is anticipated 
to be the most appropriate delivery of the advice. 
details of MeaS have been passed to the programme 
manager in order to commence with the dialogue; 

• one priority zone should be identifed to further test 
the recommendations of this report and to develop 
offcer skills, including fnancing and procurement 
skills for delivering decentralised energy, including 
setting up and running energy Services Companies 
(eSCos). this would ideally incorporate both housing 
and commercial development proposals. partner 
developers should be approached and opportunities 
discussed before establishing a more formal agreement 
for moving forward. this should be done in the context 
of a development proposal that the relevant planning 
authority is confdent will secure planning consent. 
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a1 StaKeHoldeR woRKSHop 

a1.1 intRoduCtion 

a planning policy workshop was held on the 12th april at 
the arup liverpool offces. the workshop started off with 
introductions and arup providing a project update. envirolink 
then presented on renewable energy applications and 
delivery in the northwest, before arup provided a planning 
policy overview. the second half of the workshop was 
divided in to three breakout sessions on delivering effective 
local authority local development Framework policies for 
renewable energy across the liverpool City region. these 
were facilitated by arup and the key purpose was to seek 
feedback from council staff on planning policy suggestions 
for low and zero carbon development and to discuss their 
capacity to follow through. Six discussion topics were set 
and lead with the following questions: 

1. are delegates confdent that the three policy 
streams cover everything and link effectively with 
wider objectives? the three policy streams area: 

i. grid connected 
ii. decentralised energy 
iii. other development proposals 

2. what is the likely developer response where 
policies affect development proposals? 

3. How will the political climate affect effective 
delivery of policy objectives? 

4. How will the planning offcers’ skills need 
to be developed to deliver policy? 

5. How can monitoring systems be adjusted to 
ensure that targets will be measured? 

6. what actions will you take away from today? 

the workshop was closed with a summary of the day 
from arup. 

a1.2 delegateS 

oRganiSation delegate 

Halton borough Council 
Rachel winstanley 

andrew plant 

Knowsley Metropolitan borough 
Council 

philip Monaghan 

Justin wilson 

Jan lourens 

liverpool City Council 
Ray bowers 

dave Horton 

andrea o’Connor 

Sefton Metropolitan borough Council david Colbourne 

Sue tyldesley 

St Helens Council 
Chris page 

alan Kilroe 

Kevin usher 

warrington borough Council Mike davies 

dave Ringwood 

west lancashire district Council 
gillian whitfeld 

peter Richards 

wirral Metropolitan borough Council 
eddie Flemming 

Matt Rushton 

Merseyside wda Carl beer 

government offce for the north west paul Stower 

envirolink denise oliver 

Merseyside environmental advisory 
Service 

paul Slinn 

Ruth Jackson 

arup 
Mark anderson 

Steve pimlott 

alison ball 
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a1.3 woRKSHop diSCuSSion 

A1.3.1 Question 1: Are the delegates confdent 
that the three policy steams (grid connected; 
decentralised energy; and other development 
proposals) cover everything and link effectively 
with wider objectives? 

there were a few issues that delegates felt were not 
covered or discussed in detail. More clarifcation on how 
infrastructure will be paid for was requested. the question 
of how existing property owners contribute to deliver 
targets was raised. it was asked whether it was possible 
for planning to infuence existing land owners to link into 
decentralised energy and how forward planning policy can 
infuence the partnership structures necessary to support 
the delivery of decentralised energy. 

the scale of development thresholds was also raised as 
something not covered in detailed. it was suggested that a 
local authority could have different thresholds to those set 
in the RSS. it was noted that developers have been known 
to split applications to come in under the thresholds. to 
combat this it was suggested that policies could be applied 
to all developments rather than set a threshold, however this 
would need to be across the areas of all partner authorities 
to be successful. 

there was a general discussion on what ‘other development 
proposals’ meant to the delegates. the issue of meeting 
targets in this area, including RSS targets and sustainability 
checklists was a concern, especially in light of the council 
offcer skill shortage in this area. 

A1.3.2 Question 2: What is the likely developer 
response where policies affect development 
proposals? 

the key issue discussed here was cost and the economics 
in relation to installing renewable energy in a development. 
it was pointed out that developers are primarily concerned 
with the short term as the long term commercial viability 
of schemes is more often than not of no interest to the 
developer as they are not usually responsible for long term 
involvement in site management and operation. Some 
developers may not even want to get involved in the initial 
stage of delivering and/or connecting to a distributed or 
building integrated scheme, and would prefer to make a 
cash contribution. it was queried whether arup could help in 
this area by providing information on the cost benefts that 
building occupiers would consider to give reassurance that 
the decentralised energy solution would be more attractive 
than linking into the national grid energy provider. it was 
also highlighted that the free encraft online energy calculator 
provides a means of assessing technology viability for those 
with little knowledge. 

it was thought that policy needs to be carefully worded and 
balanced in relation to developers. development pressures 
need to be considered strategically and there is a need to 
ensure that the policy framework and the priority zones 
don’t discourage investment in key areas. developers need 
to have certainty as they have many considerations. lpas 
need to keep it simple and clearly set out where energy 
sits as a priority against other requirements. Code for 
Sustainable Homes is currently an issue and it was thought 
energy requirements will add another layer of complexity for 
how applications are determined. it was pointed out that 
dC offcers are looking at this study to provide clarity and 
certainty on how applications will be dealt with. 

in terms of the fnancial implications of policy for developers 
it was highlighted that contributions requirements will 
need to be part of a contributions dpd. there was also 
concern that there could be conficts with other priorities for 
contributions such as affordable housing. it was generally 
recognised that the policy options provide a real opportunity 
to link planning with economics; however in doing so any 
policy would need to recognise that the economics of 
proposed schemes can change rapidly. 

Finally the issue of choice and prescriptive policy was raised. 
it was pointed out that planning cannot restrict where 
occupants source their energy from. it was also viewed 
that policies should recognise that at the point of delivery, 
an alternative renewable technology may provide improved 
options for the overall development. Consequently it was 
viewed that policies should focus on energy capacity and 
carbon savings only and not prescribes technology options. 

A1.3.3 Question 3: How will the political climate 
affect effective delivery of policy objectives? 

this question was not widely discussed, but a few points 
were made. it was pointed out that members are politically 
motivated and whilst they will support the broad vision for 
a low carbon future, we need to be confdent that policy 
is mindful of factors that infuence political decisions. it 
was suggested that if arup provide wording on emissions 
targets that is not too technical, it will help support the 
case for supportive planning decisions. this could include 
overarching statement on air Quality Management in relation 
to biomass – linked to the priority zones for example. 
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A1.3.4 Question 4: How will the planning offcers’ 
skills need to be developed to deliver policy? 

there was a general acknowledgement that there 
are signifcant skills gaps in local planning authorities 
to implement policy in the determination of planning 
applications for low carbon energy. there was also a 
concern about offcers having a suffcient skills base to 
understand information submitted by applicants and there 
is the danger that developers are likely to exploit this lack of 
knowledge. it was recognised however that the lCR Stage 
1 report provides a starting point for understanding issues 
about specifc technologies, though there are still diffculties 
understanding the commercial aspects of developments 
as a whole and how energy fts into this. another specifc 
knowledge concern was knowledge of the resource supply 
for biomass and other fuels for CHp. there was a worry 
that schemes would be given consent that then import their 
resources from outside the region/uK resulting in carbon 
increases. 

the concern regarding skills is compounded by the fact 
that development control departments often work on a 
geographic basis and there could be resource issues if one 
part of a borough had more potential for low carbon energy 
than another. 

it was therefore readily agreed that skills and education 
programmes are needed across councils. it is therefore 
important that the appraisal tool that arup produces is 
user friendly and designed for use by planners. the tool 
should also limit the amount of resources necessary for it to 
function effectively. Knowsley and Sefton also acknowledged 
that pretty much everyone is likely to need a 3rd Stage 
study to cover eSCo and 3rd party model delivery vehicle 
development. a partnership approach to delivery would also 
help combat the skills shortage. 

another solution to the resource and skills problem 
suggested is outsourcing. envirolink can provide an 
application overview role and there are application energy 
performance checking services such as Croydon energy 
network (Cen) and the Ce appraisal certifcate scheme 
(paid for). there was also the suggestion that applicants 
who cannot meet policy targets pay a fee to the Council 
to enable an independent viability assessment to be 
carried out. 

A1.3.5 Question 5: How can monitoring systems be 
adjusted to ensure that targets will be measured? 

the key concern expressed here was in relation to the 
capacity of local authorities to conduct the monitoring. it 
was thought that dC offcers would not be able to carry 
out the monitoring without incentives or additional staff 
resources, and that this need should be communicated 
back to government. it was viewed that central resources 
such as Merseyside environmental advisory Service would 
be useful in delivering grant assistance to enable monitoring. 

the other discussion arising concerned process, with a 
reminder that the planning role is generally focused on 
applications not installations. it was stressed there is a need 
to request applicants provide information in a consistent 
manner. envirolink stated that standardised monitoring 
and application questions should be used by all planning 
offcers. it was suggested that for big schemes it would be 
possible to have conditions for providing post completion 
updates to the Council. 

there was some discussion regarding enforcement with an 
acknowledgement by some local authorities that they have 
no powers or resources to enforce targets. Specifcally, 
Sefton have to-date restrained themselves from requesting 
that developers installing renewable generation provide proof 
of operation by revealing their RoCs. 

A1.3.6 Question 6: What actions will you take away 
from today? 

Many of the authorities stated that they would be raising 
the issues discussed with their wider teams, including 
energy and policy specialists. Some believe it could have an 
immediate effect on their Core Strategy and they would be 
looking at policy wording in the Core Strategy as a result. 
wirral thought that there was potential for the workshop 
discussions to infuence a current major application and 
would arup would contact them directly concerning this. 

A1.3.7 Additional Discussion 

additional comments were made on viability. it was 
commented that there is a need to join up project 
viability models and ensure energy viability work is a key 
component. it was however noted that viability assessments 
could delay decision making periods and affect Hdg. one 
way to avoid this is through the use of planning performance 
agreements, but this is not a technique often used in the 
study area and may require further investigation. 

a discussion on delivering priority Zone projects was also 
held. Some thought it was hard to see a role in delivery as 
priority Zones are currently outside of planning. However it 
was pointed out that priority Zones provide direction and 
a starting point for knowing where the most commercially 
viable areas are. 
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the issue of potential oversupply was discussed i.e. 
current concerns with the amount of pipeline efw and the 
sensitivities surrounding it such as in Cheshire at present. 

there was also a discussion of the post planning process 
and who would take the implementation/development role. 
utility companies or housing departments were highlighted 
as usually taking this role. Supply chain issues could be 
recognised in policy as a potential barrier to implementing 
consented schemes, however it was recognised that this 
was not within the planning remit and therefore other 
organisations would need to ensure the market could be 
serviced. 

other issues concerned fnance. KMbC are initiating an 
asset management project for example, resulting from the 
earlier work arup undertook to identify project potential. it 
was suggested that a Sustainable infrastructure Fund (SiF) 
approach could be an interesting capital raising option, but 
development timing may prove to be a challenge. a SiF 
however might push developers into locating schemes in 
neighbouring local authorities where it is not required and 
renewable targets are low. or it might encourage more 
effort to be put into exploiting a council’s limited knowledge 
base. any use of SiF and the creation of target setting policy 
should therefore be replicated across all local authorities. 

a1.4 SuMMaRy oF Key MeSSageS 

the key issue arising from the workshop was delivery; on 
the developer front as well as delivery by the local authority. 

A1.4.1 Developer 

the short versus long term viability of a scheme is 
an important consideration. developers will mainly be 
concerned with short term gain and prefer just to make 
a cash contribution. if this is to be the accepted process 
then contribution levels need to be set out in a planning 
Contributions dpd. 

there needs to be a joined-up approach in policy of the 
mandatory requirements of developers. policy should be 
kept simple both to enable the developer to deliver and the 
dC offcer to interpret the policy. Careful consideration is 
needed of how prescriptive a policy can be on technologies 
and location. a realistic approach is needed to writing policy 
otherwise targets will not be met. a unifed approach was 
also felt to be equitable in terms of ensuring that there is a 
level playing feld in policy terms across the partner authority 
areas and preferably the region. 

A1.4.2 The Local Authority 

there is a very strong perceived lack of skills and resources 
to deal with applications and relevant low carbon energy 
requirements. experience is needed in dealing with 
developers’ viability and feasibility arguments as well 
as in understanding technical issues and opportunities. 
offcers will need to have a more in-depth knowledge of 
technologies and locational issues to process applications 
and monitor developments and targets. the resources 
to deal with applications and carry out monitoring is an 
ongoing concern. two solutions are possible. Firstly local 
authorities can to develop skills of offcers and the Stage 1 
and 2 (and possibly 3) reports should help this. Secondly, 
outsourcing applications to specialists should help with 
dealing with technical/specialist issues. 
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aRea 
developMent 

pRoJeCtS 
detailS CoMMentS 

Merseyside 
Wider Area 

peel energy estuary 
power from the Mersey scheme in the Mersey estuary 
that has the potential to supply up to 260,000 homes. 

not applicable to Stage 2 priority Zones as this scheme 
is off-shore and consequently not subject to planning 
controls. However, policy recommendations have 
considered facilitating relevant on-shore infrastructure 

Halton 

west point energy 
from waste 

ineoS Chlorvinyls is a leading manufacturer of chlorine 
and pvC. this is a highly energy intensive site. the latest 
investment at the Runcorn Site will see the construction 
of £400 million energy from waste CHp plant. 

ineoS website suggests that heat generated via efw will 
be used to raise steam for use on site. Further details 
would be required before the amount of waste heat in the 
form of usable hot water could be derived. 

Runcorn docks 

Runcorn docks will be subject to comprehensive 
redevelopment for a residential led, mixed use development 
with the capacity to deliver up to 4,000 households, 
delivered by peel ports. 

identifed as a dH priority Zone. note that given the 
identifed potential, it is recommended that opportunities 
are discussed with developers in advance of any planning 
application 

daresbury 

largest single development area in Halton with potential 
to deliver signifcant amounts of housing and employment 
development. this includes an extension to the world class 
Science and innovation Campus and daresbury park. 

identifed as a dH priority Zone. note that given the 
identifed potential, it is recommended that opportunities 
are discussed with the developer in advance of any 
planning application 

3Mg (Mersey 
Multimodal gateway) 

Multimodal logistics and distribution facility in ditton, 
widnes (184 ha), focused on b8 employment development 
to deliver regionally signifcant logistics and distribution 
development. 

not identifed as a priority Zone, however future potential 
may exist. 

widnes waterfront 

this area is an employment-led, mixed-use regeneration 
area (C3, d2, b1, b2, b8), encompassing 139 ha. the area 
also includes planning permission for the Hive development 
on the widnes waterfront venture Fields site (07/00011/ 
out), a new leisure park with a mix of entertainment 
facilities, restaurants and hotel 

not identifed as a pZ, however this may have potential and 
should be tested using the viability tool 

Knowsley 
Knowsley industrial 

park 

planning permission has recently been granted to build an 
energy from waste gasifcation plant in Knowsley, through 
the technology supplier energos. 

identifed as a dH priority Zone. See notes below regarding 
Knowsley industrial park 

Liverpool 

liverpool waters Mixed use development at pipeline proposal stage. 

whilst not identifed as a priority zone, given that a mixed 
use development is proposed, there would be merit in 
investigating further with the developer what opportunities 
may be available and how these could be linked to other 
existing and proposed development 

Royal liverpool 
Hospital 

to be redeveloped and to continue operation of on site 
CHp. 

identifed as a dH priority Zone. note that given the 
identifed potential, it is recommended that opportunities 
are discussed with the developer in advance of any 
planning application 

liverpool university 

independent energy masterplan being prepared favouring 
city centre campus. Currently the university has a new 
£14m energy centre that aims to reduce the university's 
annual energy consumption. 

identifed as a dH priority Zone. note that as works are 
ongoing looking at energy opportunities, there may be 
value in engaging further with the developer to seek 
opportunities for sharing knowledge and experience 

dock estate 

Further information on these projects would be necessary 
to enable comment 

However, should the planning authority consider that these 
schemes have potential, then the content of this report 
and the supporting viability tool should help to enable 
opportunities to be identifed 

Stonebridge business 
park 

project Jennifer 

alder Hey Hospital 
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aRea 
developMent 

pRoJeCtS 
detailS CoMMentS 

Sefton 

Council own building 
stock energy review 

identifcation of specifc areas of interest for renewable 
energy. working with Capita investigating the details for 
potential of district heating in the borough. information is 
not currently available to inform this study. 

the opportunities being identifed by the Capita study 
are not currently available, however, the policy framework 
recommended in this report should provide a supportive 
framework for results that emerge 

Southport Floral Hall Has an existing CHp plant. 

it can be assumed that existing CHp plant has been sized 
to meet existing building(s) demands. in lieu of any details 
of existing loads and age of plant (i.e. likely replacement 
timescale), this is not felt to constitute a pZ at present. 

Kew Southport 

new housing and small business units on a former 
landfll site. a gas fred CHp is being considered 
(for 10% renewables target) on this site which is 
close to business/Commerce park. 

identifed as a dH priority Zone. it is recommended that if 
the opportunity remains, then discussions could be had 
with the developer to investigate potential to broaden the 
scope of the energy element of the proposal. 

Sefton business/ 
Commerce park 

Current connected grid electricity capacity is limiting 
development potential on this site. it could cost up to £2m 
to upgrade the connection according to Scottish power. 

is adjacent to the above development and would best be 
considered as part of related identifed pZ 

Mersey docks and 
Harbour 

gasifcation efw plant proposed to accept industrial waste. 

whilst not identifed as a priority zone, this development 
proposal may offer an opportunity to provide heat to 
the local area as well as connect into the national grid. 
opportunities may be investigated through the application 
process 

Sainsburys plan for new store at Crosby to feature biomass boiler. 

in lieu of electricity generation, it is unlikely that a 
commercial case would exist to upsize any such boiler and 
deliver heat to additional buildings. this is due to the costs 
of infrastructure that need to be recouped 

peel ports 
Mersey docks and Harbour features a major steam raising 
CHp installation 10-12 years old. 

it can be assumed that existing CHp plant has been sized 
to meet existing building(s) demands. in lieu of any details 
of existing loads and age of plant (i.e. likely replacement 
timescale), this is not felt to constitute a pZ at present. 

pontins at ainsdale 
existing leisure destination that may have potential as a key 
energy load. 

whilst site may feature maintained heat requirements 
during peak seasons, it is felt unlikely that such a 
requirement is present all-year round in order to allow plant 
to operate and serve any would-be connecting loads (most 
likely neighbouring residences). 

St Helens 

interRail Freight 
Facility 

in 2006 an application was made for a large scale 
inter-modal freight facility at the former parkside Colliery. 
the developer has now withdrawn from the proposal and 
future development of the site is not uncertain. 

it is understood that the timescale for this development 
remain unknown and that its implementation remains 
uncertain. 

lea green Colliery 650 homes proposed. 
not identifed as a pZ, however this may have potential 
and should be tested using the viability tool 

worsley brow 1,200 homes proposed. 
not identifed as a pZ, however this may have potential 
and should be tested using the viability tool 

vulcan works 650 units proposed. 
not identifed as a pZ, however this may have potential 
and should be tested using the viability tool 

triplex Housing (ex 
triplex Site) 

300 units proposed. 
not identifed as a pZ, however this may have potential 
and should be tested using the viability tool 

united glass Site 
(new Rugby Stadium) 

18,000 seat rugby stadium, food superstore, sport and 
leisure facilities. 

not identifed as a pZ, however this may have potential 
and should be tested using the viability tool 

Warrington 

butts green 99 homes proposed with HCa support. 
not identifed as a pZ, however this may have potential and 
should be tested using the viability tool 

omega 

233 hectare previously developed site (including some 
unimplemented consents) to the north west of warrington 
town centre. the site is designated for employment use 
and it is being promoted for mixed use development 

this site has good potential for a pZ. However, it has not 
emerged through the pZ identifcation process because 
specifc intentions for this site (i.e. to include the relatively 
dense development of primarily Commercial buildings) 
were not known. Consequently the heat demand fgures 
generated as part of the bigger employment land 
quantifcation work did not derive the types of results 
that would have emerged through specifc research and 
assessment if the omega scheme. 

greenalls brewery 
Site 

Stockton Heath; 178 dwellings proposed. 

this omission highlights to the importance of ongoing 
assessment of development opportunities as these come 
forward and highlights that the identifed priority zones in 
this study are in no way a fxed set of priority areas but 
instead a frst stop identifcation of areas of potential 
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aRea 
developMent 

pRoJeCtS 
detailS CoMMentS 

West 
Lancashire 

derby Street 
outline application for a mixed use scheme with approx 
178 dwellings plus and b1 units (840sqm new space and 
4000m2 intended for replacement Council building). 

not identifed as a pZ, however this may have potential and 
should be tested using the viability tool 

Skelmersdale town 
Centre Regeneration 

Masterplan is under development and supported by 
local planning policy. 

Study has assumed that regeneration of existing sites is 
unlikely to greatly alter the existing heat density 

edge Hill university 30 hectare site, 20,000 students and 2,000 staff 

previous heat density mapping work has suggested 
existing loads do not make this a priority Zone at present. 
no confrmed expansion plans provided to help assess 
how this might change. 

Wirral 

biossense, eastham planning permission granted for 30Mw gasifcation plant. 
Further information on this proposal would be required 
before potential could be identifed 

bidston HwRC Methane recovery site. 
Further information on this proposal would be required 
before potential could be identifed 

wirral waters 
peel development proposed to include 10% renewable 
energy. 

identifed as a dH priority Zone. 

bromborough 
Masterplan 

bromborough energy group (group of businesses) were 
keen for local energy generation which would provide 
consistent energy prices and be low in carbon emissions. 
a feasibility study has been carried out but no clear project 
has emerged to date. 

once a project emerges, this could offer a good 
opportunity for introduction of renewable energy 
of some form. 

woodside Masterplan 
endorsed by wirral Council Cabinet in august 2005. 
Major mixed use waterfront regeneration scheme currently 
subject to pre-application discussions. 

not identifed as a pZ, however this may have potential and 
should be tested using the viability tool 

tesco Heswall CHp planning application recommended for approval. application is believed not to be in relation to biomass 

wallasey docklands 
land based infrastructure for receiving power generated by 
the off shore wind farm at burbo bank, which will have a 
capacity of up to 234 Mw following expansion if allowed. 

More details would be needed in order to build up a picture 
of heat requirements and related density. 

port Sunlight 

Close to the bromborough area (above) is the historic 
port Sunlight village. the village trust has recently applied 
for funding to create a small scale biomass facility to test 
potential for low carbon energy supply in the area. 

there may be value in investigating further potential 
in this area. 
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   C1 eneRgy tRaJeCtoRy woRK 

C1.1 intRoduCtion 

the intention of the provided energy trajectory fgures is to 
identify each partner authority’s potential areas for housing 
and employment land and to quantify potential build-out in 
terms of additional heat and electricity requirements over 
the next 15 years in order to identify potentially suitable 
locations for district Heating 

Stage 1 work considered existing levels of energy 
requirement within the areas of the partner authorities. 
For Stage 2, areas of potential energy demand change 
have been identifed by taking account of areas for 
potential future growth as set out in: 

• Strategic Housing land availability 
assessment (SHlaa) data; and 

• employment land Review (elR)/employment 
land and premises Study (eplS) data 

the areas of potential energy demand identifed through this 
process have been used to identify areas potentially suitable 
for delivery of district heating which have been presented in 
Section Four. 

C1.2 MetHodology 

energy trajectory fgures have been calculated using 
predicted kwh/m2/year (ie the amount of energy used, per 
m2 of a property in any one year) benchmark data. these 
benchmarks have been derived taking account of how 
building energy requirements will change in the future as a 
consequence of changes to building Regulations and Code 
for Sustainable Homes (CSH) standards for energy use of 
new buildings. 

the energy consumption estimates are broadly proportional 
to the amount of land (hectares) identifed through SHlaa 
and employment land data. these areas have been 
rationalised to an extent to derive what may comprise the 
actual built foor area (m2). However for data which features 
no subdivision of area, either by intended use class or 
foor area build-out, this process has been, by necessity, 
somewhat imprecise and may result in some returned 
energy trajectory fgures being higher than anticipated, 

in lieu of more detailed information for sites of this size, more 
precise fgures for future consumption cannot be derived 
with much accuracy. this is described in more detail below. 

C1.2.1 Employment Land Data 

the elR data provided by some partner authority areas 
included specifc fgures of both space-types and related 
foor area that are penned for development. these details 
have been used alongside published and projected 
benchmarks of energy consumption for buildings on a kwh/ 
m2 basis to derive outline energy consumption fgures. 

when provided information featured no indication of either 
intended built foor area and/or specifc space-types, 
assumptions were required in order to derive any meaningful 
fgures of potential energy consumption. 

in these cases, the following assumptions were made; 

• if no indication of space-types was provided, an 
even mix of a1, b1, b2, b8 and C1 was assumed 

• unless provided data stated otherwise, an even split of 
area build-out was assumed for 2015, 2020 & 2025 

• if no fgures of built foor area were provided, a 
foor area to foor area to land area factor of 0.46 
was applied, i.e. for every hectare (or 10,000m2) 
of land it was assumed that around 4,600m2 of 
treatable building area would be developed 

this fgure was derived as an average of those calculated 
for the partner authority area information provided featuring 
foor area data 

whilst this fnal assumption is admittedly rather broad-
sweeping and will result in very large energy consumption 
fgures being derived for particularly large identifed elR 
area, such an assumption was necessary in order to project 
these fgures. 

naturally, as greater levels of detail become available, 
specifc site/scheme consumption fgures can be refned. 
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C1.2.2 Housing Land Data 

provided housing land data from all partner authorities 
comprised number of residential units to be constructed, 
often divided by year or across a period of years. 

in order to allow a similar consumption calculation to be 
undertaken, using benchmarks of heat and electricity use 
on a per m2 basis, the following assumptions were required; 

• all units were assumed to comprise an even 
mix of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5-bed properties 

• the following fgures were adopted from 
english partnership guidance on minimum 
foor area per property type 

•	 where not specifed otherwise, the build-out 
of properties was assumed to occur evenly 
over the 15-year period to 2025. 

English Partnerships Guidance on minimum foor area per property 
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C2 ConSuMption benCHMaRKS 

C2.1 intRoduCtion 

in order to derive trajectories of energy usage against 
the provided SHlaa and elR data, benchmarks of 
consumption were needed for each space-type. 

the energy trajectory data has been used to identify the 
priority Zones for district Heating and may subsequently 
be used to inform decisions about future housing and 
employment land allocations. it has not been used however 
to estimate future energy demand (and therefore carbon 
emissions) because this would be likely to present an 
over-estimate of potential future demand. when reading 
the main report therefore, please note that in Section 2.4, 
the table presented refers to Regional Spatial Strategy data 
to estimate future potential energy. 

C2.2 benCHMaRK deRivation 

whilst benchmark data is broadly available for existing 
and recently constructed buildings, the periods of future 
build-out being considered herein (up to 2025) required the 
prediction of bespoke benchmarks for new construction 
following impending and incremental changes to building 
Regulations requirements. 

C2.2.1 Building Regulations (Part L) 

2010 

the recently published 2010 revision of building Regs part l 
stipulates that emissions savings of 25% be achieved above 
and beyond the previous (2006) requirements. this refers 
solely to “regulated” energy use under the regulations which 
includes the following: 

• Heating 
• Hot water 
• Cooling 
• lighting 

but excludes the following: 

• Small power 
• pumps and fans 

2013 

it is currently proposed that the subsequent 2013 revision of 
part l require a further 19% reduction against 2006 building 
emissions levels (so a total of 44% reduction). 

2016 

though acknowledged that it may be refned based on 
industry performance, it is also proposed that the 2016 
regulations push this total emissions reduction to 49% 
against 2006 levels. 

C2.3 applied benCHMaRKS 

based on a related reduction in building energy use, in 
response to the ongoing building Regs requirements to 
reduce associated emissions, the following benchmarks 
were derived and applied for various space-types (note: 
fgures are annual and represent kwh/m2/year). 

2010 benCHMaRKS 

Heating eleCtRiCity 

A1: Retail kwh/m2/year 85.0 265.5. 

B8: Distribution 
& Warehouse kwh/m2/year 109.1 47.0 

B1: Offce kwh/m2/year 74.7 112.1 

C1: Hotel kwh/m2/year 147.7 102.8 

C3: Residential kwh/m2/year 80.0 42.0 

D2: Leisure kwh/m2/year 227.6 88.8 

B2: Industrial kwh/m2/year 83.6 58.7 

D1: Libraries kwh/m2/year 26.8 94.8 

2013 benCHMaRKS 

Heating eleCtRiCity 

A1: Retail kwh/m2/year 81.7 255.2 

B8: Distribution 
& Warehouse kwh/m2/year 102.8 44.3 

B1: Offce kwh/m2/year 67.2 100.8 

C1: Hotel kwh/m2/year 139.2 96.9 

C3: Residential kwh/m2/year 50.0 45.0 

D2: Leisure kwh/m2/year 216.7 78.8 

B2: Industrial kwh/m2/year 79.1 55.4 

D1: Libraries kwh/m2/year 25.3 89.4 

2016 benCHMaRKS 

Heating eleCtRiCity 

A1: Retail kwh/m2/year 80.8 252.5 

B8: Distribution 
& Warehouse kwh/m2/year 101.2 43.6 

B1: Offce kwh/m2/year 65.2 97.8 

C1: Hotel kwh/m2/year 137.0 95.4 

C3: Residential kwh/m2/year 42.0 46.0 

D2: Leisure kwh/m2/year 213.9 77.8 

B2: Industrial kwh/m2/year 77.9 54.5 

D1: Libraries kwh/m2/year 24.9 88.0 
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   d1 CHp plant CapaCitieS 

d1.1 intRoduCtion 

as with all combined heat & power technologies, the 
selection and sizing of suitable biomass CHp plant is 
primarily dependent upon the nature of connecting heat 
loads. 

optimised operation of such plant (both technically and 
commercially) requires the presence of a maintained level of 
heat demand in order to maximise run hours and to ensure 
that any requirement to “dump” generated heat is eliminated 
or at least minimised. 

in planning terms the nature and scale of biomass CHp 
plant can vary considerably and the suitability of schemes 
in planning terms would need to be reviewed on a case by 
case basis depending on the scale of energy generation 
required. 

D1.1.1 Good Quality CHP 

the dumping of heat reduces the overall operational 
effciency of the plant and has fnancial implications, with 
the potential failure to maintain “good Quality CHp”, as 
determined via the Combined Heat & power association 
(CHpa) quality indexing system, denying access to the 
Climate Change levy exemptions and enhanced Capital 
allowance offered to those achieving the required Qi rating. 

D1.1.2 District Heating 

in order to access maintained levels of heat demand, 
buildings served by a CHp arrangement must either operate 
on an uninterrupted 24-hour basis or, more commonly, 
will comprise a mix of building and space-types, with 
complimentary usage patterns and related periods of heat 
demand. 

the most common way of facilitating the combining of heat 
loads from a variety of building types & locations is via a 
district heating network. 

the technical viability for such a network is based both 
around the scale of amalgamated heat demands plus the 
related “heat density”. 

d1.2 CapaCity aSSuMptionS 

in combination with the quantifcation of existing and 
potential future heat loads, further assumptions are required 
in order to estimate the achievable scale of CHp plant to 
serve potential dH networks. 

this section describes and records the assumptions made 
in the analysis and selection of each of the dH priority 
Zones identifed within this report. 

d1.3 MaRKet penetRation 

in reference to the proportion of identifed heat load which 
could connect to a district heating network, bespoke market 
penetration factors were assumed for each space type 
within the priority Zones. 

these factors are included within the following tables and 
were derived based on a mix of considerations, including; 

• proportion of existing/projected heat load 
suitable to dH low temperature hot water 

• physical spread and related heat density 
of buildings present/emerging 

• Cost consideration of connecting to existing buildings 

• proportion of heat load represented 
via new-build elements 
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D1.3.1 - DH1: Liverpool D1.3.1 - DH6: Sefton 

pRioRity 
Zone type 

and ReF 
no. 

StatuS 
building oR 
SpaCe typeS 

aSSuMed MaRKet 
penetRation 

Commercial 50% 

Retail 65% 

Hotels 35% 

DH 1 existing town Hall 80% 

law Courts 80% 

leisure 50% 

Residential 15% 

pRioRity 
Zone type 

and ReF 
no. 

StatuS 
building oR 
SpaCe typeS 

aSSuMed MaRKet 
penetRation 

emerging Hospital 60% 

College 100% 

DH 6 
new 

Residential 100% 

light industry 100% 

Hotel 100% 

D1.3.1 - DH7: St Helens 

D1.3.1 - DH2: Warrington 

pRioRity 
Zone type 

and ReF 
no. 

StatuS 
building oR 
SpaCe typeS 

aSSuMed MaRKet 
penetRation 

Hospital 60% 

Commercial park 50% 

DH 2 existing 
light industry 35% 

School 100% 

Retail park 50% 

Residential 0% D1.3.1 - DH8: Halton 

pRioRity 
Zone type 

and ReF 
no. 

StatuS 
building oR 
SpaCe typeS 

aSSuMed MaRKet 
penetRation 

leisure Centre 100% 
existing 

College 100% 

DH 7 

new 

distribution Centre 80% 

new employment 
land build-out 

100% 

pRioRity 
Zone type 

and ReF 
no. 

StatuS 
building oR 
SpaCe typeS 

aSSuMed MaRKet 
penetRation 

business park 25% 

DH 8 

existing 
Science park 25% 

new 
new employment 

land build-out 
75% 

D1.3.1 - DH3: Liverpool 

pRioRity 
Zone type 

and ReF 
no. 

StatuS 
building oR 
SpaCe typeS 

aSSuMed MaRKet 
penetRation 

Hospital 60% 

DH 3 existing university (academic) 60% 

university (Residential) 35% 
D1.3.1 - DH9: Wirral 

D1.3.1 - DH4: West Lancashire 
pRioRity 

Zone type 
and ReF 

no. 

StatuS 
building oR 
SpaCe typeS 

aSSuMed MaRKet 
penetRation 

Retail 75% 

Commercial 75% 

DH 9 new leisure 75% 

Hotel 50% 

Residential 50% 

pRioRity 
Zone type 

and ReF 
no. 

StatuS 
building oR 
SpaCe typeS 

aSSuMed MaRKet 
penetRation 

Commercial 50% 

DH 4 existing Retail 50% 

College 65% 

Residential 30% 

D1.3.1 - DH10: Halton 
D1.3.1 - DH5: Knowsley 

in the case of the Knowsley dH priority Zone, the potential 
for district heating has been led by the implementation of 
the energos energy from waste plant, thus providing heat 
rather than requiring it. 

as such, the scale of heat available from the energos plant 
has led the sizing of opportunity here, in combination with 
surrounding employment development land, rather than 
details of existing buildings. 

pRioRity 
Zone type 

and ReF 
no. 

StatuS 
building oR 
SpaCe typeS 

aSSuMed MaRKet 
penetRation 

Residential 100% 

DH 10 new (additional non-
residential elements) 

0% 
(no details yet 

available) 
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   d2 wind tuRbine CapaCitieS 

d2.1 intRoduCtion 

with more detailed site analyses required in order to derive 
optimal turbine capacities, the work undertaken within 
this study in relation to wind pZ’s has instead provided 
indications of potential electrical outputs for a small range of 
turbine sizes. 

d2.2 tuRbine outputS 

the methodology applied to determine potential turbine 
outputs followed the following steps. 

D2.2.1 Local Wind Speeds 

wind speed data collated for each pZ area was used to 
derive average speeds for specifc turbine hub-heights, 
as applicable for the capacities identifed. 

D2.2.2 Turbine outputs 

achievable electrical outputs for each selected turbine 
capacity were calculated, using power curves as published 
by turbine manufacturers. 

D2.2.3 Capacity Factor 

Finally, a suitable capacity factor was applied to the 
calculated output fgures, in order to refect the annual 
proportion for which suitable wind speeds occur in order 
for turbines to operate. 
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e1 viability tool 

e1.1 intRoduCtion 

ppS1 supplement planning and Climate Change, sets out 
that in dealing with development applications, planning 
authorities are expected to consider the potential viability of 
energy solutions. 

a tool therefore has been developed as part of this study 
for use in reference to applications for district heating 
arrangements within identifed priority zones, or for 
developments for which decentralised energy networks may 
be considered, potentially creating a new priority zone. 

the tool provides an enhanced fltering process for 
developments that planning offcers can use. it uses a 
combination of bespoke input development fgures and 
relevant characteristics, alongside previously derived 
fnancial characteristics (e.g. plant-specifc Capex (capital 
expenditure) and operation and maintenance (o&M) cost 
levels). 

this is felt to be more appropriate than a tool designed to 
accept large amounts of detailed input data or to perform 
a complete commercial viability calculation, a task most 
often not feasible at the early concept stages at which 
developments proposals frst reach planning departments. 

note that the effectiveness of the tool will be determined by 
the quality of input data. at the time of writing, key cost data 
has been provided, however the partner authorities should 
seek to keep this data as up to date as possible in order 
to refect changing circumstances. Similarly, as additional 
priority zones are identifed, this information should be built 
into the tool. 

e1.2 How it woRKS 

E1.2.1 Tool Structure 

Comprising a look-up/searchable reference tool, this enables 
the user to relate development applications to particular 
priority zone energy infrastructure opportunities. 

the tool consists of three key components: 

1. planning application ‘input’; 

2. priority Zone Reference energy project look-up; and 

3. ‘output’ Summary. 

Represented below as three spreadsheets worksheets 
where the ‘tool’ use process consists of: 

Input output 

Energy 
Project 
Look up 

E1.2.2 Inputs 

developers will be asked to provide quantitative data to 
input to the tool, including: 

• developer name, location, contact details; 

• development location; 

• low-energy targets for: 

1. Residential elements 
2. non-residential elements 

• total site area (m²); 

• Combined building footprint area (m²); 

• Related total building foor area(s) (m²); 

• number and type of residential properties 
(e.g. 2-bed fats, 3-bed houses etc); and 

• approx breakdown of non-residential foor area by 
space-type (e.g. Commercial, leisure, industrial etc). 

these inputs will provide both a record of the application 
characteristics and information from which approximate 
energy load densities of the proposed developments can be 
derived. 

E1.2.3 Additional Parameters 

intended to be applied alongside the provided input 
data/info, the following parameters are used to further flter 
development suitability for dH. these take the form of 
simple drop-down menus, with options: YES, NO 
or UNKNOWN; 

• is development within or immediately adjacent to 
an identifed priority zone? 

• does development include or sit adjacent to 
a Hospital or leisure Centre? 

• is development located within 25 miles of a potential 
biomass fuel supply point? 
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E1.2.4 Priority Zone Look-up 

the priority zone reference energy project look-up consists 
of a table of priority zone project information, presented in 
a spreadsheet format hidden and fxed from the tool user 
rather than as a visible table. 

this contains key tool searchable characteristics which are 
pulled together to form a descriptive output related to the 
developer application input: 

• priority Zone reference 

• pZ characteristic description 

• energy infrastructure options classifcation 

• options vital statistics 

E1.2.5 outputs 

the following output will be produced by the tool as a 
summary of developer details, priority zone characteristics 
and high level energy parameters appropriate to the 
developer: 

• development summary description; 

• applicable priority Zone name/reference; 

• pZ energy option characteristics summary; 

• “priority Zone proximity”, displayed via simple 
traffc light system: HIGH, MEDIUM or LOW; 

• “development energy intensity (heat and power)”, 
using a similar traffc light system: LARGE CONSUMER, 
MEDIUM CONSUMER or SMALL CONSUMER; 

• “development energy density characteristics”: 
HIGH, MEDIUM or LOW; 

• “development suitability to centralised pZ options”: 
SUITABLE, POSSIBLY SUITABLE or UNSUITABLE; 

• “incentive/opportunity for technology to 
be biomass-fuelled”: YES or NO; 

• “initial assessment of fnancial viability”: 
LIKELY VIABLE: Further study justifed, 
POSSIBLY VIABLE: Viability largely dependent 
upon: a) linking to adjacent sites or b) sourcing 
of third-party Capital funding, 
LIKELY UNVIABLE: Would require signifcant 
additional heat loads or third-party Capital 
funding to improve commercial case. 

e1.3 noteS 

whilst the tool is cognisant of certain cost inputs (as derived 
at time of writing) a large part of the tool is given over to 
deriving the likely levels and characteristics of development 
energy requirements. this tool is focussed on technological 
solutions and does not provide information on carbon 
savings. 

the level of additional inputs and related provisional 
heat network details required in order to perform a full 
commercial appraisal are rarely available during the early 
stages of development masterplanning. as such, the 
provided tool seeks to allow a provisional assessment to be 
made, based upon a limited level of development details. 

whilst specifc capital and operating costs will vary from year 
to year, the basic elements required to make consideration 
of district heating a viable strategy remain based on the heat 
demand characteristics. 

given the established nature of district heating technologies, 
marginal year-on-year cost changes are unlikely to affect the 
output from the tool. However, a function has been included 
within the tool whereby the sensitivity of economic viability 
to changes in the capital cost of installing a notional network 
is reported and can be manipulated via the inputs section. 

in the cases where further study is recommended beyond 
the use of the tool, such studies will be able to incorporate 
more precise costs. 
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F1 gRid ConneCtionS 

F1.1 new Supply ConneCtionS 

Requests for new connections are made directly to 
local dno’s and need to include details of precise site/ 
development location and anticipated maximum level 
of demand. dno responses will provide the costs for 
connection and the costs for any required reinforcement 
of the existing network to facilitate the connection of the 
new demand. applicants will be required to pay the whole 
cost of and network extensions necessary to facilitate their 
connection. 

in areas where available capacity within the network is 
low, the party requesting the connection may be required 
to share the cost of associated “reinforcement” of local 
infrastructure, in addition to the normal cost of connection, 
in order to increase the overall capacity whilst maintaining 
the security of supply of the distribution network. 

whilst not negating the need for individual infrastructure 
searches and connection applications, the provided Sp 
Manweb map and enw substation information can be used 
as a rough indicator as to where largely “unconstrained” 
capacity for new electrical connections exists (at the time 
of publishing), though the accessibility of this capacity 
is entirely bespoke depending on the location of new 
development and condition of local high and low voltage 
infrastructure. 

F1.1.1 CoStS oF ConneCtionS 

precise costs of new connection are determined on an 
individual basis and will depend upon a number of key 
factors. these considerations are included in the table 
below, along with related applicability to development types. 

For areas where outline capacity is below 2Mva, such 
as north Sefton, west liverpool and much of St Helens, 
it should be noted that the risk of related costs of 
connection for any new developments is likely to be higher 
than elsewhere due to the need to facilitate network 
reinforcement. 

aSpeCt oF ConneCtion woRKS 
appliCability to ConneCtion type 

deSCRiption 
doMeStiC CoMMeRCial induStRial 

installation of Hv cabling unlikely possible likely 
Hv cabling linking to local 11kv 
network 

provision of Hv Switchgear unlikely possible likely 
provision for direct connection to 
Hv network 

provision of distribution Substation likely possible possible 
providing voltage transformation 
from Hv to lv 

installation of lv mains cabling likely possible possible 

on-site lv mains, typically within 
a housing development or small 
Commercial park. For apartment/ 
fat developments, a metering 
panel may be required 

Metering panel unlikely likely possible 
to allow for sub-metering of 
electricity use within shared 
buildings 

network Reinforcement Cost variable 
Contingent on local network 
conditions 
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F1.1.2 inforcement Costs 

Reinforcement costs can comprise a number of works 
required to facilitate a new connection, including: 

• upgrading of local transformer equipment; 

• Replacement of Hv switchgear; and 

• upgrading of Hv underground or overhead Hv lines. 

Costs for such works will be unique to the site in question 
and condition of the existing local network. these costs 
are partially passed on to the connection applicant via 
use of a “Cost apportionment Factor”. there are two Cost 
apportionment Factors; one based on capacity (shown 
immediately below) and one based on fault level (shown 
below in worked example on generation. the approach, 
used by both enw and Sp Manweb, is calculated as 
follows: 
Cost Apportionment Factor (CAF) = Customer Required Capacity x 100% 

New Network Capacity 

this factor is applied to the total cost of any reinforcement 
works to determine the fraction to be paid by the applicant. 

in order to demonstrate how costs for new connection 
requiring network reinforcement are distributed, the 
following worked example has been sourced from enw’s 
methodology document for connection charges. 

F1.1.3 Worked Example: new commercial supply 
connection requiring reinforcement 

in this example, a commercial customer requires a new 
200kv connection. However, the 500 kva transformer at the 
local network substation is fully loaded and will have to be 
replaced with an 800 kva transformer. this arrangement is 
illustrated below, with the customer’s point of connection 
indicated. 

New load 

Existing network 
substation Point of connection 

LV cable 
200 kVA 

the following table shows how the various costs for new 
and replaced infrastructure would be apportioned between 
the dno and the customer. 

aSpeCt oF Related CoSt and appoRtiontMent (£) 
ConneCtion 

woRKS total appliCant dno 

Replacement of 
transformer 

14,760 3,690 11,070 

Jointing to 
existing LV 

Network 
352 352 0 

Installation of 
new LV cabling 

9,550 9,550 0 

Metering Panel 1,420 1,420 0 

26,082 15,012 11,070 

all infrastructure and works associated solely with the new 
connection are charged in full to the customer. in this case, 
these comprise all works beyond the new transformer. 

the costs of reinforcement, represented in this case by the 
replacement of an existing transformer, are attributed as 
follows: 
Total cost of reinforcement = £14,760 

Cost Apportionment Factor (CAF) = Customer Required Capacity x 100% 

New Network Capacity 

= (200 / 800) x 100% = 25% 

Customer reinforcement charge = £14,760 x 25% = £3,690 

F1.2 ConneCtion oF geneRation 

in the case of distributed generation, confgured to feed 
electricity into a network, the level at which they connect is 
determined by the size of generation, the size of the site it is 
embedded within and the utility infrastructure available in the 
area. 

electricity generation from wind turbines and CHp 
arrangements will most commonly occur at 11 or 6.6kv, 
though larger installations may seek to connect at 33kv. 

in most cases, the scale of wind turbines and CHp 
arrangements being targeted within the partner authority 
areas would likely connect to the local network at Hv level, 
that is, into an 11 or 6.6 kv circuit. 
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F1.2.1 Costs of Connections 

physical connection of generators to local networks will 
occur either via dedicated switchgear (either existing or 
new) or via a primary substation. as such, the related cost 
of connection will be, as for a supply-only connection, 
dependent a combination of: 

• proximity of generator to local Hv network; 

• Condition of and available capacity within network; 

• presence of local Hv substation; and 

• availability of existing switchgear. 

Connections may also be subject to additional reinforcement 
costs. 

F1.2.2 Reinforcement Costs 

an important aspect of generation connection to existing 
networks is the resulting affect on power fow. this is directly 
related to the magnitude and location of the connecting 
generation. 

if part of a network features more generation than demand, 
it is said to be an exporting area. the addition of any further 
generation within such an area will result in increased power 
fows and may require system reinforcement works, with an 
associated cost to be borne by the generator. 

in order to illustrate how reinforcement costs are 
apportioned, another worked example follows, taken from 
enw’s charging methodology document. 

F1.2.3 Worked Example: new connection for 
distributed generator requiring reinforcement 

in this example, the connection of a 3 Mw distributed 
generator involves the upgrading of 500 m of overhead 
line (between points a and b on the existing distribution 
network) to carry the export capacity of the distributed 
generator, the upgrading of the switchgear at point a for 
increase fault level on the distribution network and the laying 
of 500 m of new cable (between b and the customer’s 
installation). point b is the point of connection for the 
distributed generator 

Primary substation 

11kV circuits 
Reinforced assets New switchgear 

500m of overhead line 

500m of cable Customer’s installation 

A 

B 

New connection assets 

the following table shows how the various costs for new 
and replaced infrastructure would be apportioned between 
the dno and the customer. 

aSpeCt oF Related CoSt and appoRtiontMent (£) 
ConneCtion 

woRKS total appliCant dno 

New Switchgear 725,000 87,000 638,000 

New 500m HV 
overhead line 

57,180 34,308 22,872 

HV pole top 
terminated 

1,003 1,003 0 

New buried 500m 
HV cable 

100,840 100,840 0 

884,023 223,151 660,872 

once again, all infrastructure and works deemed directly 
associated with the new connection (termed the “new 
connection assets”) are charged in full to the customer, 
while the costs of reinforcement works were attributed 
as follows. 

New Switchgear 

this upgrade is required to remove fault level constraints 
and facilitate electricity export from generator. 

Fault level contribution from connection = 10 MVA 
Connecting generator fault level = 250 MVA 
Connecting generator capacity = 3 MVA 

Total cost of reinforcement = £14,760 

Cost Apportionment Factor (CAF) = Customer Required Capacity x 100% 

New Network Capacity 

= [(3 x 10) / 250] x 100% = 12% 

Customer fault level charge = £725,000 x 12% = £87,000 

New HV Overhead Line 

this upgrade is required to remove capacity constraints. 

New network capacity = 5 MVA 
Connecting generator capacity = 3 MVA 

New network capacity = £14,760 

Cost Apportionment Factor (CAF) = Customer Required Capacity x 100% 

New Network Capacity 

= (3 / 5) x 100% = 60% 

Customer fault level charge = £57,180 x 60% = £34,308 
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	gloSSaRy 
	gloSSaRy 
	gloSSaRy 

	anchor load 
	anchor load 
	anchor load 
	a term referring to a single heat load within a development which, in isolation, provides a maintained level of heat demand. whilst district heating networks can be viable with a suitable combination of a number of complimentary heat loads, the presence of an identifiable anchor load is preferable when the use of CHp equipment is being considered. 

	biomass 
	biomass 
	biomass is biological material derived from living, or recently living organisms. in the context of biomass for energy this is often used to mean plant based material, but biomass can equally apply to both animal and vegetable derived material (biomass energy Centre) 

	CHp 
	CHp 
	Combined Heat and power 

	distribution system 
	distribution system 
	the system consisting of electric lines owned or operated by the dno and used for distribution of electricity (Sp Manpower) 

	dH 
	dH 
	district Heating 

	dno 
	dno 
	distribution network operator – responsible for electrical infrastructure 

	de 
	de 
	decentralised energy – energy supplied in a local area not sourced from the national grid network 

	eHv 
	eHv 
	extra High voltage networks – networks for serving large regional substations. these are more than 22kv but not more than 72kv (Sp Manpower) 

	electricity Substation 
	electricity Substation 
	term for equipment which transforms voltage within a transmission or distribution system from high to low (or vice versa) using transformers 

	Fault level 
	Fault level 
	the maximum prospective current or power that will flow into a short circuit at a point on the network, usually expressed in Mva or ka (Sp Manpower) 

	Hv 
	Hv 
	High voltage more than 1kv but no more than 22kv (Sp Manpower) 

	lv 
	lv 
	not more than 1kv (Sp Manpower) 

	load capacity 
	load capacity 
	the level of energy or electrical demand which a given system can meet 

	Mva 
	Mva 
	Mega volts amps – measure of electricity demand/available capacity 

	Mwth 
	Mwth 
	Mw thermal heat – thermal capacity of CHp plants in Mw 

	Mwe 
	Mwe 
	Mw electrical – electrical capacity in Mw 

	Metering panel 
	Metering panel 
	Comprises equipment which measures electricity consumption (or generation) at a given point within a distribution system 

	transformer equipment 
	transformer equipment 
	enables the transfer of electrical energy between different circuits/systems 

	Switchgear 
	Switchgear 
	a combination of equipment which facilitates the isolation of electrical equipment or circuits, allowing for maintenance and/or connection works to take place 


	1. intRoduCtion 
	1. intRoduCtion 
	1. intRoduCtion 
	1.1 intRoduCtion 
	1.1 intRoduCtion 
	arup was commissioned to undertake a Renewable energy Study in July 2009 for a partnership of eight local authorities to provide the technical evidence base to support local planning authorities in setting out a policy framework for low and zero carbon development. Halton borough Council; Knowsley Metropolitan borough Council; liverpool City Council; Sefton Metropolitan borough Council; St Helens Council; and wirral Metropolitan borough Council are the core members of the liverpool City Region, and warringt
	Following completion of Stage one, this second stage study was commissioned in February 2010. this document should be read in combination with the Stage one report and is complemented by a further study carried out in 2009 looking at ‘Renewable and low Carbon energy options’ for Knowsley borough Council. 
	it should be noted in reading this report that at the latter stages of development of this technical report, significant political changes at national, regional and sub-regional scale have taken place with the establishment of a new government and changes to regional planning structures. the implications of these changes for this study have been emerging throughout the development process including the abolition of Regional Spatial Strategies. Further details on how this relates to the study are set out in 

	1.2 puRpoSe 
	1.2 puRpoSe 
	the primary aim of this study has been to prepare a technical report that provides evidence to support the emerging local development Frameworks (ldF) for the eight participating authorities. the commission has been split in to two distinct stages to ensure that each local authority has a robust, credible and consistent level of evidence to move their ldFs forward. Stage one provided an introduction to renewable energy technologies and targets, the key 
	the primary aim of this study has been to prepare a technical report that provides evidence to support the emerging local development Frameworks (ldF) for the eight participating authorities. the commission has been split in to two distinct stages to ensure that each local authority has a robust, credible and consistent level of evidence to move their ldFs forward. Stage one provided an introduction to renewable energy technologies and targets, the key 
	issues associated with them and how suitable they are in the context of the partner authority areas. Heat mapping for the eight partner authority areas was also carried out. the report output was designed to provide planners and other professionals and stakeholders with an introduction to energy technology and infrastructure and the strategic planning and development context for low and zero carbon energy in the study area. 

	the purpose of Stage two is to provide more detailed spatial evidence for each local planning authority by identifying priority zones for delivery of low and zero carbon energy technologies and to identify broad areas of potentially least constraint for wind energy development. the study will inform planning policy in terms of promoting low and zero carbon technology delivery and provide part of the evidence for informing future land allocations. a guiding policy structure for energy and low carbon developm


	1.3 Stage two appRoaCH 
	1.3 Stage two appRoaCH 
	1.3 Stage two appRoaCH 
	the Stage two project team worked with each local planning authority to identify priority zones for low and zero carbon energy technology, taking account of existing heat demand information (Stage one heat mapping) and linking that to future growth potential identified through emerging Strategic Housing land assessments and employment land Studies. this exercise has been complemented by an update on electricity grid capacity. broad areas were also considered for wind energy development and whilst all areas 
	alongside this, a viability assessment tool has been developed to assist each local planning authority consider potential for low and zero carbon energy generation associated with new development proposals. 
	Stage two has been developed working closely with the local planning authorities through one to one interviews, a policy workshop and regular steering group engagement. 

	1.4 Key iSSueS identified in this study and similarly some proposals may not be acceptable within the broad areas, dependant 
	below is a short summary of the key issues that have 
	below is a short summary of the key issues that have 
	below is a short summary of the key issues that have 
	below is a short summary of the key issues that have 
	on the outcome of further detailed impact assessment; 

	emerged through the development of the Stage two report: 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	the building Regulations are quickly driving targets towards zero carbon development; 

	• 
	• 
	plans for growth across the eight partner authority areas up to 2025 amounts to potential future demand for energy to increase by approximately 200,000 tonnes of Co. to enable sustainable growth, serious measures will be required to ensure that new development can access the infrastructure necessary to meet energy needs without contributing to growth in carbon emissions; 
	2


	• 
	• 
	without the right infrastructure in place there is a risk that developers will seek to prioritise other authority areas for investment; 

	• 
	• 
	planning authorities will need to support and promote the delivery of infrastructure for district heating to enable developers to achieve demanding future building Regulation targets; 

	• 
	• 
	planning policy requiring investment in low and zero carbon energy needs to be balanced with other planning objectives for development; 

	• 
	• 
	Consultation on a new planning policy statement for planning for a low carbon future in a changing climate was published at time of writing which provided a useful guide to policy development. However more recent government plans are for all planning policy statements to be rationalised and replaced. the ppS documents would be replaced by a consolidated national planning framework covering all forms of development and setting out national economic environmental and social priorities; 

	• 
	• 
	the targets identified in this report for delivering low and zero carbon energy technologies are set out as guidelines and should not be interpreted as maximum targets for energy delivery. nor should they be considered restrictive in terms of what technology is proposed, for example a spread of smaller scale wind energy technologies across a wider area may achieve a similar or better result than focusing a single large scale array in one location; 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	whilst 10 priority zones have been identified, not all will be developed. instead the priority zones are indicative areas where, based on available data, the critical mass of heat demand and development growth would indicate potential; 

	• other areas across the eight partner authorities will also have good potential for dH and larger scale energy schemes. However, without access to consistent and detailed data, it is difficult to pin point all opportunities; 

	• 
	• 
	availability of suitable wind energy sites in the study area is limited by a range of constraints, including, for example, proximity to natural environment designations. the exact nature and scale of a wind energy proposal may mean that schemes will be acceptable beyond the broad areas 


	• officer training is needed to improve technical skills in relation to energy planning. 


	1.5 Key ReCoMMendationS 
	1.5 Key ReCoMMendationS 
	1.5 Key ReCoMMendationS 
	the following key recommendations have emerged from this study. Further details of these recommendations are presented in Section 8: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	partner authorities are encouraged to find a mechanism to coordinate future partner working to help create the right environment for low carbon development and to develop effective monitoring systems; 

	• 
	• 
	10 priority zones have been identified for delivery of district Heating (primarily CHp but other low and zero carbon energy technologies also have the potential to contribute to energy delivery in these and other areas). Further site specific investigation is now required into the feasibility and viability of these zones; 


	• other areas are also potentially suitable for delivery of district Heating and partner authorities are encouraged to actively seek out opportunities through the development planning process (the content of this report provides support to facilitate this); 
	• opportunities to create wider ‘low carbon economic zones’ could be investigated and areas ear marked with potential to link into the wider agenda for economic growth and regeneration. the principles of such zones would need to be investigated further as part of a more focussed delivery strategy for low and zero carbon energy; 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	all eight partner authorities should seek to incorporate a consistent planning policy for energy into their local development Frameworks; 

	• 
	• 
	a pilot planning application should be used to test the draft policy; 

	• 
	• 
	investment is required in the resources and skills necessary to deliver low and zero carbon energy; 

	• 
	• 
	Support for planning departments across the local authorities will be necessary to deliver a low carbon future; 

	• 
	• 
	Further detailed appraisals of the broad areas of least constraint for wind will be required before any wind scheme could be considered acceptable; 

	• 
	• 
	an economic impact assessment to consider the implications of changes to the building Regulations is recommended. 





	2. developMent Context FoR Renewable eneRgy 
	2. developMent Context FoR Renewable eneRgy 
	2.1 intRoduCtion 
	2.1 intRoduCtion 
	2.1 intRoduCtion 
	this section presents a brief overview of the context for future low and zero carbon development in the partner authority areas, including estimated projections for future energy demand growth and associated carbon emissions. it includes a brief update on planning policy context following on from the Stage one study plus presents details on forthcoming changes to the building Regulations in relation to energy performance of buildings. this is followed by an overview of key development projects identified by
	the purpose of this section is to firstly highlight the wider context for future development standards (and justification), which is particularly relevant to planning policy wording discussed in Section 5. 
	2.2 poliCy and developMent ManageMent Context update 
	Since publication of the Stage one report there have been developments in national policy and legislation as well as the regional and local context. the key changes are summarised here. this review is relevant to ‘appendix b1 Review of local authority Renewable energy policies’ in the Stage one report. 
	the UK Renewable Energy Strategy was adopted in 2009 and the requirement for generation of electricity from renewable sources is reduced to 30% from 35% as previously set out in the draft strategy. 
	the Climate Change Act 2008 has set a target for the uK to reduce carbon emissions by 80% by 2050 from the 1990 baseline. the Household Energy Management Strategy now sets out the current strategy to help people make their homes warmer, more energy efficient and encourage greater use of small scale use renewable energy sources. a target has been set to reduce carbon emissions from the household sector by 29% to help meet national targets. 
	the Infrastructure Planning Commission (ipC) is now active and will make decisions on nationally significant energy infrastructure proposals, including onshore electricity generation stations with a capacity of 50Mw or more. national policy Statements (npS) have been produced to guide decision making by the ipC on applications for energy infrastructure. draft npSs were produced by the previous government subject to public consultation and parliamentary 
	the Infrastructure Planning Commission (ipC) is now active and will make decisions on nationally significant energy infrastructure proposals, including onshore electricity generation stations with a capacity of 50Mw or more. national policy Statements (npS) have been produced to guide decision making by the ipC on applications for energy infrastructure. draft npSs were produced by the previous government subject to public consultation and parliamentary 
	scrutiny. the Coalition government has announced that it will publish revised drafts for further consultation and the revised draft energy npS was published for consultation in october 2010. of the seven draft npSs produced there are three that are of particular relevance to decentralised energy. these are: 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Overarching National Energy Infrastructure Policy -this draft recognises that Combined Heat and power is technically feasible for all types of thermal generating stations, including nuclear, energy from waste and biomass. 

	• 
	• 
	Renewable Energy Generation -this draft applies to large generation from on shore wind, biomass and waste plants (over 50Mw generating capacity). Combustion plants which generate electricity using waste or biomass are also included. 

	• 
	• 
	Fossil Fuel Electricity Generating Infrastructure 


	– this draft covers nationally significant electricity generating infrastructure over 50 Mw of electricity generating capacity. 
	the ipC is soon to be replaced with the Major Infrastructure Planning Unit. this will be established within the planning inspectorate to continue fast-tracking major infrastructure projects. Ministers will take decisions on applications within the same statutory fast-track timeframe as the current regime. in addition, all npS will be subject to ratification by parliament. 
	‘Planning for a Low Carbon Future in a Changing Climate’ was consulted upon in early 2010. this draft proposed to bring together the planning and Climate Change supplement to ppS1 and ppS22 on Renewable energy. it was envisaged at the time of writing this report that the ppS would become a consolidated supplement to ppS1. in the latter stages of completing this study however the new government identified plans to streamline the policy into a wider, less detailed, national planning framework. 
	in the absence of further information on how the more streamlined policy will emerge, reference to the draft is maintained for the purposes of this study and has been helpful in developing the policy recommendations set out in Section 5. 

	there were several key changes in the document relevant to the draft ppS also provided guidance for local authorities this study: in determining planning applications for the development 
	• targets: upon introduction of the proposed 2013 revisions to part l of the building Regulations, targets for a minimum level of decentralised energy use in new developments should be considered to be unnecessary. However, up until 2013 targets should be expressed in a dpd. targets should also be expressed as either: 
	• targets: upon introduction of the proposed 2013 revisions to part l of the building Regulations, targets for a minimum level of decentralised energy use in new developments should be considered to be unnecessary. However, up until 2013 targets should be expressed in a dpd. targets should also be expressed as either: 
	-the percentage reduction in Coemissions to be achieved. in doing so, local planning authorities should set out how the target relates to standards for Coemissions set by building Regulations; or 
	2 
	2 

	-an amount of expected energy generation expressed in kwh. 
	the draft ppS proposed that when setting out local requirements for decentralised energy, including those expressed as a target, a local authority would seek to ensure that the requirements: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Relate to identified development areas or specific sites; 

	• 
	• 
	be consistent with giving priority to energy efficiency measures; 

	• 
	• 
	Focus on opportunities at a scale which developers would not be able to realise on their own in relation to specific developments; and 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	are consistent with national policy on allowable solutions set out in support of the zero carbon homes and buildings policy. 

	local authorities would also have been encouraged to assess their respective areas for opportunities for decentralised energy with a focus on securing: 

	• 
	• 
	decentralised energy to meet the needs of new development; 

	• 
	• 
	greater integration of waste management with the provision of decentralised energy; 

	• 
	• 
	co-location of potential heat suppliers and users; and, 

	• 
	• 
	district heating networks based on renewable energy from waste, surplus heat and biomass, or which could be economically converted to such sources in the future. 


	the draft ppS indicated that local planning authorities should ensure that their development management policies should not prevent, delay or inhibit proposals for renewable and low carbon energy; and associated infrastructure. in assessing planning applications, authorities would have had to only require information which would have been proportionate and not require specific stand alone statements regarding energy. 
	of renewable or low carbon energy and associated infrastructure. of particular note were the following considerations: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	give significant weight to the wider environmental, social and economic benefits of renewable or low-carbon energy projects whatever their scale; 

	• 
	• 
	do not require applicants for energy development to demonstrate the overall need for renewable or low-carbon energy; 

	• 
	• 
	expect developers of decentralised energy to support the local planning approach for renewable and low-carbon energy set out in the ldF; 

	• 
	• 
	do not refuse planning permission for a renewable energy project because a renewable energy target set out has been reached. 




	2.2.1 Regional 
	2.2.1 Regional 
	2.2.1 Regional 
	on the 6th July 2010 eric pickles, Secretary of State for Communities and local government announced that Regional Spatial Strategies would be revoked with immediate effect. Further to this government has also announced that england’s Regional development agencies (Rdas) are to be scrapped and replaced with a new network of local enterprise partnerships (leps) headed up by locally-elected leaders. 
	in light of the abolition of the statutory basis for Regional Strategies the government has placed decision-making on planning and housing matters solely in the hands of local authorities. 
	despite this emerging position, to enable this study to proceed, the relevant energy targets in the north west of england RSS have been retained. Similarly, regional targets for housing and employment have been referred to for the purposes of illustrating the energy demand and carbon emissions potentially associated with new development, described below. 


	2.2.2 Local 
	2.2.2 Local 
	2.2.2 Local 
	local development Frameworks and local planning remain in place and planning authorities now have a further role in setting the policy context and framework for development. a review of local authority policy was carried out as part of Stage 1 and is detailed in appendix b2 of the Stage 1 report. Since publication of the Stage 1 report local authorities have progressed production of their ldFs. as progress continues at pace with each local authority, for the latest information on ldF progress, please refer 

	the table below is current as of time of writing (october 2010). 
	loCal autHoRity 
	loCal autHoRity 
	loCal autHoRity 
	Stage 2 update 

	St Helens 
	St Helens 
	amended Core Strategy re-published in January 2011. examination in public is now expected to be in august 2011. target adoption date is august 2012. 

	Halton 
	Halton 
	Core Strategy preferred options stage completed end of 2009. Consultation on proposed Submission document scheduled for november 2010. target adoption date is october 2011. 

	liverpool 
	liverpool 
	the Submission version of the Core Strategy is currently (october 2010) being prepared for publication, following consultation on the Core Strategy preferred options Report in March 2010. the target date for adoption is november 2011. 

	Sefton 
	Sefton 
	Core Strategy preferred options is to be determined in autumn 2010 with a possible further consultation period in Summer 2010. 

	west lancashire 
	west lancashire 
	Core Strategy at options stage and due to publish preferred options early 2011. target adoption date Summer 2012. 

	Knowsley 
	Knowsley 
	the Core Strategy is currently at the issues and options stage. target adoption date is September 2012. 

	warrington 
	warrington 
	Consultation on the Core Strategy preferred options is targeted for august 2010 with adoption targeted for winter 2011. 

	wirral 
	wirral 
	Consultation on the Core Strategy preferred options is due to commence in november 2010. target adoption is 2012. 



	2.3 RegulatoRy CHange 
	2.3 RegulatoRy CHange 
	2.3 RegulatoRy CHange 

	Regulations 17a, 17b and 17C of the building Regulations part l implement articles 3, 4 and 5 of the energy performance directive. these specify the Secretary of State’s right to approve the methodology for calculation of the energy performance of buildings and approve the minimum energy requirements for new buildings in the form of target Coemission Rates (teR). emission factors are given for each fuel to allow the calculation of the building Coemission Rates (beR). 
	2 
	2 
	1

	progress towards the ‘zero carbon’ development will be made through progressive tightening of the building Regulations. over time these changes will replace the energy related elements of the Code for Sustainable Homes (CSH) standards and the building Research establishment environmental assessment Method (bReaaM) standards for non domestic buildings 
	(note, these standards cover other sustainability criteria such as water use and ecology which will not be covered by changes to Part L). 
	Changes will improve energy performance requirements based on reducing carbon emissions relative to the standards set out in 2006. the target improvement rates for all new homes are as follows: 
	2010 
	2010 
	2010 
	2013 
	2016 

	25% improvement 
	25% improvement 
	44% improvement 
	Zero Carbon Homes 


	proposals are also in place to introduce improved energy efficiency standards for new non-domestic buildings, with net zero carbon target from 2019. 
	2

	the changes to the building Regulations will have direct implications for growth trajectories for all local planning authorities whereby, beyond 2013, new developments that will come forward will need to achieve very high efficiency standards. where frameworks are not in place locally to support these higher standards there is a risk that growth targets will not be achieved. 
	1 when systems are capable of being fired by more than one fuel then for biomass-fired systems rated at greater than 100kw output but where there is an alternative appliance to provide standby, the Co2 emission factor should be based on the fuel that is normally expected to provide the lead. this is to encourage biomass (either solid or liquid) systems, but which are often backed up by fossil-fuelled standby plant. 
	1 when systems are capable of being fired by more than one fuel then for biomass-fired systems rated at greater than 100kw output but where there is an alternative appliance to provide standby, the Co2 emission factor should be based on the fuel that is normally expected to provide the lead. this is to encourage biomass (either solid or liquid) systems, but which are often backed up by fossil-fuelled standby plant. 

	2 Communities and local government, 2007, building Regulations energy efficiency requirements for new dwellings, a forward look at what standards may be in 2010 and 2013 
	2 Communities and local government, 2007, building Regulations energy efficiency requirements for new dwellings, a forward look at what standards may be in 2010 and 2013 

	2.3.1 Smart grid 
	2.3.1 Smart grid 
	2.3.1 Smart grid 

	a key factor relevant to promoting the wider agenda for a low carbon energy future is the Smart grid approach to energy management. Smart grids are anticipated to transform energy use and management by delivering electricity to residents and businesses using two-way digital technology. this technology will facilitate control of appliances at consumers’ properties, recognising when energy is not needed and switching appliances off (subject to prior arrangements), making the most of available electricity capa


	2.4 eneRgy and CaRbon tRaJeCtoRieS 
	2.4 eneRgy and CaRbon tRaJeCtoRieS 
	2.4 eneRgy and CaRbon tRaJeCtoRieS 

	the table below summarises the estimated heat and electrical consumption data for housing and employment per partner authority based on potential future growth as set out in the RSS with adjustments as described in the footnote below. 
	1

	Sub Region aRea type pRoJeCted additional eneRgy ConSuMption on (Mwh) 2015 2020 2025 Heat eleCtRiCity TOTAL Heat eleCtRiCity TOTAL Heat eleCtRiCity TOTAL Halton Residential 17,387 15,648 33,036 31,992 31,645 63,637 34,915 34,846 69,761 Knowsley Residential 10,946 9,851 20,797 20,140 19,921 40,061 21,981 21,938 43,919 liverpool Residential 56,904 51,213 108,117 104,703 103,565 208,268 114,264 114,037 228,301 Sefton Residential 12,161 10,945 23,105 22,376 22,132 44,508 24,420 24,371 48,791 St Helens Residenti
	to put these figures into context: 
	to put these figures into context: 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	a typical three bedroom house will consume 9.5 Mwh of heat and 4.5Mwh of electricity per year; 

	• 
	• 
	a typical four storey office block (accommodating around 160 people) will consume approximately 250Mwh of heat and 350Mwh of electricity per year; 

	• 
	• 
	Fiddlers Ferry power station produces at peak output a quantity of electricity equivalent to the combined demand of some 750,000 homes. 


	these projected energy consumption figures are important because they demonstrate the challenge ahead in terms of achieving decreases in carbon emissions as described above. if growth is to proceed in each of the eight partner authority areas, then serious measures will be required to ensure that new development can access the infrastructure necessary to meet energy needs without contributing significantly, if at all, to growth in carbon emissions. 
	Residential data 
	Residential data 

	· provided sub-region specific RSS figures of new homes from 2005-2021 plus ‘growth point’ percentages used to compile a total figure for new homes · associated build-out per year derived, assuming even spread over 16 years and taking account of possible building regulation changes · according figures of ‘already completed’ homes calculated (i.e. 2005-2010 = 5 years of build-out at the assumed even rate) · these figures removed from total and remaining build-out per year used alongside arup consumption benc
	Employment Land data 
	Employment Land data 

	· a figure of planned additional RSS employment land for Merseyside and Halton plus warrington (in hectares) was provided and was equally split between the 7 relevant local authorities · assumptions were made as to how these hectares will be sub-divided between space-types to be built (i.e. b1, b2, b8 and ‘general’) and arup consumption benchmark figures applied to reach final figures · figure shown for warrington represents a 7th of the calculated total for Merseyside and Halton, with the remaining 6/7ths 
	1 For clarity, the data herein has been derived from the following sources: 
	1 For clarity, the data herein has been derived from the following sources: 

	2.4.1 Combined Energy Trajectory 
	2.4.1 Combined Energy Trajectory 
	the following figure displays a combined total of additional energy consumption trajectories for the eight partner authorities: 
	Combined Housing and Employment Delivery Target: Total Energy Trajectory 
	900,000 


	2.5 Key developMent pRoJeCtS 
	2.5 Key developMent pRoJeCtS 
	2.5 Key developMent pRoJeCtS 
	priority Zones for delivery of district heating (dH) have been identified in this study based on local planning authority housing and employment land data and taking into account existing heat loads based on heat mapping carried out at Stage one. these are presented in Section three of this report. However, there are other development projects in 
	the study area that may have potential for delivery of district 
	heating that have not been identified through the growth trajectories data provided. 
	in developing the study, partner authorities were asked to provide information on other major projects that may have potential to support dH development and also specific energy projects such as the Mersey tidal scheme. 
	a schedule of all identified major developments is presented in appendix b. it is important to note however that, as the source of data is somewhat ad hoc, the information provided could not be used as part of the overall evidence 
	800,000 
	700,000 600,000 500,000 400,000 300,000 200,000 100,000 0 
	Electricity Heat 
	2015 2020 2025 
	2015 2020 2025 


	New Build Energy Consumption (MWh) 

	2.4.2 Combined COEmissions 
	2.4.2 Combined COEmissions 
	2.4.2 Combined COEmissions 
	2 
	base to identify priority zones for dH. in addition to the 
	in order to relate projected additional energy requirements to potential Coemissions, the following figures plot “business as usual” emissions for each partner authority area, on the basis of all electricity notionally being imported from the grid and all heat being derived from conventional gas-fired plant. 
	2 

	the following emissions factors for these fuel-types have 
	the following emissions factors for these fuel-types have 
	priority Zones identified the following schemes are also considered as having potential for delivery of dH and would merit further investigation both through the use of the pilot viability tool developed as part of this study and through direct dialogue with relevant developers: 

	been used, sourced from defra (at the time of writing); 
	• natural gas -0.204 kg/Co/kwh 
	2

	• grid electricity -0.541 kg/Co/kwh 
	2

	the following figure displays a combined total of projected combined Coemission trajectories for the eight partner authorities. 
	2 

	Combined Housing and Employment Delivery Target: Total Emissions Trajectory 
	New Build Energy Conventional Emissions (Tonnes CO2) 
	250,000 
	200,000 
	150,000 
	100,000 
	50,000 
	0 
	CO2 Emissions (Electricity) CO2 Emissions (Heat) 
	2015 2020 2025 
	2015 2020 2025 


	• liverpool waters 
	• liverpool waters 
	• liverpool waters 
	• 3Mg (Mersey Multimodal gateway) 

	• Sefton business/Commerce park 
	• Sefton business/Commerce park 
	• butts green 

	• Mersey docks and Harbour 
	• Mersey docks and Harbour 
	• omega 

	• lea green Colliery 
	• lea green Colliery 
	• greenalls brewery Site 

	• worsley brow 
	• worsley brow 
	• derby Street 

	• vulcan works 
	• vulcan works 
	• biossense, eastham 

	• triplex Housing (ex triplex Site) 
	• triplex Housing (ex triplex Site) 
	• bromborough Masterplan 

	• united glass Site (new Rugby Stadium) 
	• united glass Site (new Rugby Stadium) 
	• woodside Masterplan 

	• widnes waterfront 
	• widnes waterfront 


	there will be genuine value in taking steps to review these sites further and to develop a consistent methodology for monitoring in order to create a comprehensive listing of major schemes and proposals. by having access to up to date and consistent listing of schemes, planning authorities will be much better placed to identify opportunities for joining up projects to promote district heating. 

	a key innovative project at Knowsley industrial park is also discussed further in a little more detail below to highlight the potential to lead the way for low carbon project delivery. 
	a key innovative project at Knowsley industrial park is also discussed further in a little more detail below to highlight the potential to lead the way for low carbon project delivery. 



	2.5.1 Knowsley 
	2.5.1 Knowsley 
	2.5.1 Knowsley 
	in July 2009, the Knowsley Renewable and low Carbon energy options report was published (knowsley.gov.uk/residents/environment,-recycling,-waste/ sustainable-development/environmental-policy.aspx). the study identified that Knowsley already has a thriving Renewable energy sector. though still in its infancy, with effective and timely support, there is considerable scope to ensure that the area becomes a key location for employment in the energy sector. the study identified that the local business community 
	see http://www. 

	the study also identified potential for the creation of a biomass hub (see below) as well as potential for district heating and large scale wind (four potential options). options for building integrated energy solutions and micro generation were also highlighted. 
	Site specific recommendations have included: 
	Site specific recommendations have included: 
	these areas of potential were identified through a local authority specific study and whilst not all have been picked up as priority zones for the purposes of this study, the nature of the sites provide a helpful indication of how other potential sites can be identified through a combination of local knowledge and developer engagement. Further advice on how to identify other areas of potential is provided in Section 3.8. 

	loCation 
	loCation 
	loCation 
	ReCoMMendation 

	Kirkby Shopping Centre 
	Kirkby Shopping Centre 
	Creation of a notional district heating network based on a cost of some £30-40m connecting the shopping centre to adjacent dwellings 

	Huyton business park 
	Huyton business park 
	district heating linking the business park and adjacent dwellings and commercial buildings. estimated capital cost of £50-65m 

	whiston Hospital 
	whiston Hospital 
	Heat distribution with estimated capital costs of £20-25m 

	Jaguar land Rover plant in Halewood 
	Jaguar land Rover plant in Halewood 
	Heat network to serve factory and neighbouring residential area with estimated capital cost of £15-20m 

	Knowsley industrial park 
	Knowsley industrial park 
	See below. 




	2.5.2 Knowsley Industrial Park 
	2.5.2 Knowsley Industrial Park 
	2.5.2 Knowsley Industrial Park 
	a masterplan for Knowsley industrial park is currently under development. as part of the masterplanning process, a number of opportunities for low carbon innovations, including energy generation are being investigated. the potential for introducing renewable technologies has been, in part, identified by the 2009 Knowsley energy study and Stage one of this study. this has demonstrated the value of developing evidence and skills to support local authorities to drive forward initiatives. the options currently 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	installation of a heat network using waste heat from park occupant Sonae to supply space heat and potentially process heat to initially a small cluster of neighbouring units; 

	• 
	• 
	installation of a heat network using waste heat from energos site to supply space heat and potentially process heat to initially a small cluster of units; 

	• 
	• 
	establish a site for a biomass hub that would receive biomass fuel from a variety of northwest sources and blend it to provide a consistent fuel stream for potential customers inside and outside the park; 

	• 
	• 
	to partner with Scottish power to invest in upgrading the electricity supply to smart grid standards. 


	in identifying such opportunities the masterplan team, including Knowsley Metropolitan borough Council and the Mersey partnership, will collectively seek to investigate the development of innovative financing arrangements to facilitate investment in green energy. 
	a considerable amount of further work is required to deliver projects including, for example: identifying what individual businesses have relevant heat requirements, work with companies producing waste heat to identify constraints on heat supply, identify funding sources; establish partnerships and agreements with land holders, energy providers and energy customers; establish the business case for projects; and establish appropriate governance structures (e.g. who will construct, own and manage the pipe net

	Figure

	2.6 building SCHoolS FoR tHe FutuRe 
	2.6 building SCHoolS FoR tHe FutuRe 
	2.6 building SCHoolS FoR tHe FutuRe 
	a number of building Schools for the Future (bSF) initiatives have been proposed in the partner authority areas (although further to recent government cuts, the number of schools to be developed under this scheme will have been dramatically reduced) and have been suggested as having potential to support priority zones. However, in isolation, schools are unlikely to constitute a dH opportunity at a significant scale without access to neighbouring heat loads. 
	this is due to the frequency of use of school buildings and levels of occupancy outside of term time. as such, it is recommended that schools be assessed individually as proposals are being developed. 


	2.7 loCal developMent oRdeRS 
	2.7 loCal developMent oRdeRS 
	2.7 loCal developMent oRdeRS 
	in addition to the above development context information, this report refers to local development orders (ldos) in Section 5 as a way for planning authorities to take action to help initiate the delivery of decentralised energy. an ldo is an order made by a local planning authority extending permitted development rights for certain forms of development (planning and Compulsory purchase act 2004, S40). ppS1 supplement for Climate Change states that: 
	“Planning authorities should give positive consideration to the use of local development orders (LDO) to secure renewable and low-carbon energy supply systems. LDOs could be used to provide additional permitted development rights across the whole of a planning authority’s area. LDOs could also be used to grant permission for certain types of development in parts of a planning authority’s area.” 
	the london development agency (lda) is currently running a project with the planning advisory Service and arup to set up ldos to help tackle cross-boundary issues and test complex issues of adoption and implementation at a multi-authority level. the ldo is intended to cover two boroughs, possibly extending to a third. 
	works permitted will include: site investigations, enabling works and temporary works and development below-ground works, (e.g. trenching and laying of pipe and other apparatus above ground apparatus and street furniture small buildings and building extensions works in the public highway). 
	in the context of the eight partner authorities engaged with this study, it has been discussed and agreed that opportunities for setting up ldos will be considered and investigated further in connection with the identified priority zones and or in the context of other areas of potential that are identified in the future. the current masterplan for the Knowsley industrial park presents a clear opportunity to consider the use of an ldo. 



	3. pRioRity ZoneS and aReaS oF SeaRCH 
	3. pRioRity ZoneS and aReaS oF SeaRCH 
	3.1 intRoduCtion 
	3.1 intRoduCtion 
	3.1 intRoduCtion 
	this section includes descriptions and locations of identified priority zones (pZ) suitable to support district Heating biomass CHp and identifies areas of search for wind energy. 
	it also includes details of the methodology employed to select these zones and provides guidance on how future zones may be identified. 
	in reading this section and the subsequent recommendations, it is important to note that the identified priority zones are based on CHp and wind energy only. the identified areas do not preclude other areas from being identified for energy development, nor do they preclude the delivery of other technologies in these particular areas including for example, building integrated solar pv and or wind. 
	Having highlighted these areas it would be worth considering what other types of coordinated investment would be appropriate to create a critical mass of investment supporting investment in ‘low carbon economic zones’. Further investigation into where and how such zones could be developed could help to drive further innovation and investment and is suggested as a recommendation of this report. 


	3.2 appRoaCH 
	3.2 appRoaCH 
	3.2 appRoaCH 
	of the renewable energy technologies discussed at Stage one that support aspirations for delivering low carbon decentralised energy, onshore wind turbines and biomass CHp represent the two most proven technologies. they are also the most dependent upon the location of: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Related demand for the energy produced (in the case of CHp and specifically the heat it generates); and 

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	Required resource (in the case of wind). 

	the methodologies applied in identifying areas have reflected these different criteria and are described below. 

	3.3 
	3.3 
	bioMaSS CHp and diStRiCt Heating 


	the successful implementation of biomass CHp requires that use of the heat produced is maximised. this can be achieved either via direct use of heat energy within a localised process (most commonly in an industrial setting) or via the production and subsequent distribution of hot water via district heating (dH). 
	the priority zones selected for biomass CHp during this stage of work relate directly to the opportunities for district heating within the areas of the eight partner authorities. 
	Further details of the link between biomass CHp technology and district heating are included within appendix d. 
	3.3.1 Heat Density 
	Stage 1 featured the mapping of existing heat density within each of the partner authority areas, allowing the identification of a number of locations with high existing heat densities, potentially offering opportunities for district heating. 
	at Stage 2, these areas have been considered further to determine more precisely the nature, location and suitability of the heat demands present and likely to emerge based on possible growth trajectories for employment and housing land. this process featured the following steps: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	establishing of existing and future potential space-types present (i.e. residential, commercial etc); 

	• 
	• 
	Removal of areas for which heat demands are primarily process driven; 

	• 
	• 
	identification of any potential “anchor” loads (eg hospitals and leisure centres with swimming pools); 

	• 
	• 
	division of approximate total build floor area by type based on employment land and Strategic Housing land availability assessment data; and 

	• 
	• 
	assessment of likely level of maintained heat demand. 


	a subsequent appreciation of the location and physical distance between key potential load centres within each area provides an indication of applicable heat density for a potential heat network. 
	3.3.2 Approximate Plant Capacity 
	For all identified pZ’s, broad indications have been given as to the likely viable capacity of CHp plant which could be sustained. these capacities have been based on a number of assumptions relating to the proportion of identified space-types and related heat loads which may connect to any heat network. 
	details of these assumptions are presented within appendix d of this report. 

	3.3.3 Gas Demand 
	3.3.3 Gas Demand 
	it is worth noting that the provisional capacities provided for biomass CHp arrangements do not represent an estimated maximum heat demand for these zones, rather the likely maintained level of demand against which CHp plant might operate. 
	as such, peak heat demand figures would be in excess of the proven capacity figures and would necessitate supplementary heat generation plant to operate alongside and CHp arrangement, most commonly gas-fired boilers. 
	3.3.4 Priority Zones 
	the following tables provide a summary of the priority Zones (pZs) identified in relation to potential CHp applications, via district heating, along with details of their key features and approx viable plant capacity. 
	note that the priority Zones are identified as areas of search and specific sites are not defined although grid areas are shown on plan for illustrative purposes. 

	TABLE 1: CHP PRIORITY ZONES 
	TABLE 1: CHP PRIORITY ZONES 

	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	Sub Region 
	StatuS 
	loCation deSCRiption 
	Mix oR SpaCe typeS potential CuStoMeRS/ paRtneRS 
	appRox. viable CHp CapaCity 
	potential ConStRaintS 
	CoMMentS 

	DH 
	DH 
	1 
	liverpool 
	existing 
	City centre area to west of lime Street station and east of prince’s dock 
	• Commercial buildings • Retail (shopping centres) • Hotels • town Hall • law Courts and prisons • leisure facilities • Residential buildings (flats) 
	≈ 3 MWe 
	• likely costs of pipework installation in dense urban area • Mix of land ownership • built heritage • air quality 
	• any CHp capacity will depend heavily on take-up within identified area • SHlaa plans feature new build-out areas in close proximity to priority zone • Need to identify potential energy centre sites 

	DH 
	DH 
	2 
	warrington 
	existing 
	area including and adjacent to the South and South-east of warrington Hospital 
	• Hospital • Commercial units • Retail park • School • Residential area 
	≈ 4.5 MWe 
	• linking to Retail park would entail crossing an a-road 
	• warrington Hospital represents key anchor load 

	DH 
	DH 
	3 
	liverpool 
	existing 
	Royal liverpool Hospital & university of liverpool 
	• Hospital • university Campus 
	≈ 3.5 MWe 
	• Requirement to cross lime Street rail cutting to link to South of university Campus 
	• Royal liverpool Hospital represents key anchor load 

	DH 
	DH 
	4 
	west lancashire 
	existing 
	ormskirk town Centre 
	• Commercial park • Supermarket • Retail park • College • Swimming pool 
	≈ 1 MWe 
	• Separation between main load centres 
	• Swimming pool represents a key anchor load 

	DH 
	DH 
	5 
	Knowsley 
	emerging 
	Knowsley business park & South of industrial park 
	Existing • Commercial buildings • light industry Emerging • new employment land build-out • energos energy from waste-plant 
	≈ 9 MWe (proposed by Energos) 
	• potential requirement to cross east lancashire road to access emerging industrial park load centres 
	• Significant benefit offered by the commitment of energos to install generation plant • Heat availability not necessarily limited by emergence of related demands 

	DH 
	DH 
	6 
	Sefton 
	emerging 
	development areas around Southport & Formby district general Hospital 
	Existing • Hospital Emerging • new college • Residential • light industry • Hotel 
	≈ 1.5 MWe 
	• planned Kew Southport residential development is awaiting cleanup of contaminated land • build-out dates for new King george v College not known 
	• Southport and Formby district general Hospital represents key anchor load • good mix of space-types planned within close proximity to Hospital 

	DH 
	DH 
	7 
	St Helens 
	emerging 
	area around Sutton leisure Centre and lea green distribution Centre 
	Existing • leisure Centre • Sports College • distribution Centre Emerging • new employment land built-out 
	≈ 0.5 MWe 
	• viability will depend on build-out phasing on employment land 
	• leisure Centre represents potential anchor load 

	DH 
	DH 
	8 
	Halton 
	emerging 
	green-field area in daresbury to west of a56 
	Existing • business park • Science park Emerging • new employment land built-out • new residential 
	≈ 0.6 MWe 
	• planned build-out area is relatively large at approx 2km in length 
	• existing load centres are at either end of planned development area, with feasibility of connection dependent upon new-build elements and precise types • new-build scheme providing opportunity to introduce dH from the start 

	DH 
	DH 
	9 
	wirral 
	potential 
	wirral waters 
	Planned • Commercial/office space • Retail and leisure • Residential • Hotels 
	≈ 3.5 MWe 
	• extent to which heat network could serve entirety of site could depend on timing and phasing of scheme • any anchor load(s) would ideally emerge early within scheme build-out 
	• potential to size plant against sizeable and mixed heat loads • new-build scheme providing opportunity to introduce dH from the start 

	DH 
	DH 
	10 
	Halton 
	potential 
	Runcorn docks 
	Planned • large residential area • likely requirement for complimentary non-residential spaces 
	≈ 0.2-0.7 MWe (based solely on residential build-out of between 1,200-4,000 homes) 
	• pure residential would not provide suitable mix to maximise plant size 
	• Scheme at this scale is likely to require provision of associated additional Community, Commercial and Retail spaces • new-build scheme providing opportunity to introduce dH from the start 


	3.4 onSHoRe wind 
	3.4 onSHoRe wind 
	the following image (below) displays the indicative physical size of wind turbines and their approximate relevant generation capacity. to help put these into context, the port of liverpool turbines (2.5Mw capacity) have hub heights of around 80m (second from the right). 
	5,000kW 124m 
	H114m H104m H80m H54m H43m H24m 2,000kW 80m 800kW 50m 500kW 40m 100kW 20m 50kW 15m Highlighting the indicative physical size of wind turbines and their approximate relevant generation capacity 
	unlike the installation of CHp technology, wind turbines have a lesser requirement to be located in close proximity to areas of high demand for generated energy (although all generation is best located near demand as it reduces the need for higher capacity infrastructure at all voltage levels 
	unlike the installation of CHp technology, wind turbines have a lesser requirement to be located in close proximity to areas of high demand for generated energy (although all generation is best located near demand as it reduces the need for higher capacity infrastructure at all voltage levels 
	as well as reducing the losses created by moving electricity across distribution networks). the key technical driver is that of resource availability, i.e. local wind speeds, and the proximity of electrical distribution network infrastructure. 

	3.4.1 Approach 
	it is wind speeds, in combination with local topography considerations that ultimately influence the potential electrical output from turbines. For the purposes of the Stage 2 study, wind speeds exceeding 6.5m/s, plus local constraints, have been referred to in order to identify areas of least constraint for large scale wind energy development. 
	table 2 below presents the elements considered in identifying constraints to wind energy development. 
	3.4.2 Wind Speed Data 
	the wind speed data used to identify wind potential in this study is taken from the noabl database produced by department for energy and Climate Change (deCC). whilst it is acknowledged that other sources of data exist, and there is a margin of error with this tool, including the fact that it does not take account of local wind obstacles, use of the noabl database was felt to be appropriate, as a recognised industry standard, for the purposes of deriving relative wind potential. 
	TABLE 2: CONSTRAINTS 

	ConStRaint type 
	ConStRaint type 
	ConStRaint type 
	ClaSSiFiCation 
	pReSent in aReaS identiFied 
	RationaliSation 

	Scheduled Monuments 
	Scheduled Monuments 
	prohibitive 
	no 

	parks & gardens 
	parks & gardens 
	prohibitive 
	no 

	Conservation areas 
	Conservation areas 
	prohibitive 
	no 

	100m listed building buffer 
	100m listed building buffer 
	prohibitive 
	no 

	500m address buffer 
	500m address buffer 
	non-prohibitive 
	bordering all areas identified 
	whilst not considered wholly prohibitive, extents of these buffer areas have been used to limit borders 

	deep peat areas 
	deep peat areas 
	prohibitive 
	no 

	bird Migratory Zones 
	bird Migratory Zones 
	prohibitive 
	no 

	Spa 
	Spa 
	prohibitive 
	no 

	SaC 
	SaC 
	prohibitive 
	no 

	lnR 
	lnR 
	prohibitive 
	no 

	nnR 
	nnR 
	prohibitive 
	no 

	SSSi 
	SSSi 
	prohibitive 
	no 

	Ramsar 
	Ramsar 
	prohibitive 
	no 

	green belt land 
	green belt land 
	prohibitive -unless very special circumstances are demonstrated 
	yes -all 3 areas 
	use of green belt land to site wind turbines is not without precedent 


	the outline quantification of associated potential wind turbine capacity and output within Stage two work has featured the rationalising of noabl data to account for realistic wind speed availability, including potential obstacles. 
	the outline quantification of associated potential wind turbine capacity and output within Stage two work has featured the rationalising of noabl data to account for realistic wind speed availability, including potential obstacles. 
	note that industry standard guidance is that average wind speeds in excess of 5 -6m/s are required to generate worthwhile quantities of electricity. given the relative imprecision of the data available, the areas of least constraint identified in this study have shown wind speeds equal or greater than 6.5m/s. this shows a best estimate of suitable locations, subject to identified constraints, including green belt. 
	it is highly recommended that further study into the suitability of recommended areas take place, including site-specific wind studies in the event that development proposals come forward. without these, localised effects produced by factors such as prevailing wind directions, proximity and height of buildings, cannot be determined. 
	3.4.3 Areas of Least Constraint 
	the following table provides a summary of the areas of least constraint identified in relation to potential wind turbine installations. note that all sites are within green belt areas and all are constrained to a greater or lesser extent. 
	table 3 does not identify these sites as being most suitable for wind energy development, but presents a best estimate of where wind energy generation may be most effective in the study area. 
	TABLE 3: WIND AREAS OF LEAST CONSTRAINT 

	bRoad aRea and ReF no. 
	bRoad aRea and ReF no. 
	bRoad aRea and ReF no. 
	Sub Region 
	loCation deSCRiption 
	loCal wind ConditionS 
	appRox. annual eleCtRiCal outputS 
	potential ConStRaintS 
	pRoxiMity to tRanSpoRt linKS 

	Wind 
	Wind 
	1 
	west lancashire 
	adjacent to River alt, South of great altcar 
	approx. average wind speed at 45m agl = 6.5-7.0m/s 
	15kW ≈ 10.6MWh/year 
	• Flood risk zone 3a (essential that any development would be designed to remain operational and safe for users in time of flood) • green belt • other environmental considerations 
	area is adjacent to a565, just South of little altcar 

	Wind 
	Wind 
	2 
	Sefton 
	adjacent to River alt, South of great altcar 
	approx. average wind speed at 45m agl = 6.5-7.0m/s 
	15kW ≈ 10.6MWh/year 2.5kW ≈ 1,100MWh/year 
	• Site is closer to residences within and around great altcar than adjacent pZ 1 • other environmental considerations 
	area is adjacent to a565, just South of little altcar 

	Wind 
	Wind 
	3 
	west lancashire 
	adjacent to a5209, between burscough and newburgh 
	approx. average wind speed at 45m agl = 6.3-7.0m/s 
	15kW ≈ 10.6MWh/year 
	• green belt • adjacent to conservation area • other environmental considerations 
	area is adjacent to a5209 


	3.4.4 Interpretation 
	3.4.4 Interpretation 
	it is important to note that whilst this desk based study has helped to identify areas of least constraint for onshore wind in the study area, it has not provided a full viability assessment. Major potential constraints, such as landscape character, flood risk and cumulative impacts of development have not been accounted for. the findings of the study therefore do not identify preferred areas and do not preclude the requirement for detailed assessment should a development proposal come forward. Similarly th
	in recognition of this, partner authorities demonstrating most potential for wind energy were asked to identify if there were any over-riding issues of local importance that might constrain this type of development. in the case of wirral, the project team was asked to consider local valued landscapes as an additional key constraint and therefore no area of least constraint has been identified in this area. in west lancashire, it was noted that the site adjacent to a5209, between burscough and newburgh neigh
	the results showing broad areas of least constraint demonstrate that there will be particular value in assessing in more detail whether or not wind development in these areas can be considered acceptable by the planning authority. the broad areas should in no way be considered as either a designation or a conclusion that wind energy elsewhere in the study area is unsuitable. 
	to illustrate this point further, in the 2009 Knowsley Study, opportunities for wind energy were also identified to the north of Halewood. these sites have not come through in the current assessment due to the constraints considered, however there will still be potential to promote these sites, subject to further detailed site investigation. 
	Landscape and the Green Belt: a key question raised by stakeholders is whether or not the provision of wind energy may cause harm to the green belt and or sensitive landscape areas. 
	the green belt is in place to, amongst other things, safeguard the countryside from encroachment and avoid harm to visual amenity by development that would be conspicuous. 
	ppS22 for Renewable energy recognises the potential for wind turbines to have “the greatest visual and landscape effects”. However the policy requires that local authorities recognise that the impact on the landscape will vary according to the size and number of turbines and the type of landscape involved. 
	to this effect, the approach recommended is that green belt is considered to be a constraining factor for wind energy development. very special circumstances need therefore to be demonstrated before a wind energy proposal could be deemed acceptable in the green belt. 
	3.5 pRioRity ZoneS and bRoad aReaS Key pointS 
	it should be noted that the identified priority Zones and broad areas of least constraint are not intended to represent an exhaustive list of all potential areas where biomass CHp and onshore wind turbines may be employed. instead, these zones represent areas where suitable (relevant) resources for each technology have been identified and which represent the “quickest wins” in terms of implementing them. potential sites for energy centres have not been identified and where the relevant planning authority wi
	the map overleaf displays the locations of all identified priority Zones for decentralised heat and the broad areas of least constraint for wind, with reference numbers linked to the summary tables presented in this section. 
	3.6 CapaCitieS 
	the following summarises the potential capacities for biomass CHp with district heating and onshore wind within the identified priority Zones. See table 4 overleaf. 

	3.7 diSaggRegated taRgetS 
	3.7 diSaggRegated taRgetS 
	one of the original aims of the study was to provide the partner local authorities with an indicative breakdown of the renewable energy targets based on those identified for sub-region by the Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS). as has been explained elsewhere, RSS has now been rescinded and these targets, which were in any case indicative, do not carry any statutory weight. However, the partner local authorities elected to proceed with this exercise as an aide to developing their own approaches to the setting 
	in examining this issue, the key aim is to achieve growth in the installed capacity of renewable energy generation generally, rather than prescribing an exact mix of renewable energy technology to be pursued. this study has sought to suggest how suitable particular technologies might be for implementation within the study area, but it remains for the partner local authorities to determine for themselves the particular mix that is locally suitable. 
	the approach taken here is to suggest how RSS might be divided between individual local authority areas, and then to provide an indication of the contributions that might be made by the technologies under principal consideration within this report, which are biomass CHp and on-shore wind. all of the figures presented below draw on the work undertaken in Stage 1 of the study. 
	the targets suggested here are indicative and do not imply any binding commitment on the part of the partner local authorities to achieve them. it is also the case that they are not maximum targets. it may be that the gathering of further local evidence during the ldF process will lead local authorities to make adjustments before any targets are finally incorporated into policy. in that respect, the figures provided below should be seen as a starting point rather than as a definitive position. 
	presenting in this way demonstrates the total renewable energy potential and does not compromise the targets by imposing technology specific reasoning. 
	the targets on table 5, do not equal the identified technology specific potentials identified later in this section as they are based on the weighted disaggregation of refined RSS targets. 

	TABLE 4: APPROXIMATE CAPACITIES OF IDENTIFIED OPPORTUNITIES 
	appRoxiMate CapaCitieS oF 
	appRoxiMate CapaCitieS oF 
	appRoxiMate CapaCitieS oF 
	bioMaSS CHp 
	onSHoRe wind (Mwh) 

	identiFied oppoRtunitieS 
	identiFied oppoRtunitieS 
	eleCtRiCal (Mwe) 
	tHeRMal (Mw) 

	Halton 
	Halton 
	0.7 -1.0 
	0.8 -1.3 
	-

	Knowsley 
	Knowsley 
	9.0 
	9.9 est 
	-

	liverpool 
	liverpool 
	5.4 
	6.5 
	-

	Sefton 
	Sefton 
	1.3 
	1.5 
	up to 1,100 

	St Helens 
	St Helens 
	0.4 
	0.5 
	-

	warrington 
	warrington 
	3.8 
	4.5 
	-

	west lancashire 
	west lancashire 
	0.8 
	1.0 
	up to 2,000 

	wirral 
	wirral 
	2.9 
	3.5 
	-

	ToTAL 
	ToTAL 
	24.3 -24.6 
	28.2 -28.7 
	up to 3,100 


	TABLE 5: COMBINED BIOMASS CHP AND ONSHORE WIND TARGETS 
	CoMbined bioMaSS CHp and onSHoRe wind taRgetS 
	CoMbined bioMaSS CHp and onSHoRe wind taRgetS 
	CoMbined bioMaSS CHp and onSHoRe wind taRgetS 
	MeRSeySide 
	Halton and waRRington 
	weSt lanCaSHiRe 

	2010 
	2010 
	2015 
	2020 
	2010 
	2015 
	2020 
	2010 
	2015 
	2020 

	original RSS target (Mw 
	original RSS target (Mw 
	28.24 
	39.36 
	39.36 
	12.66 
	14.19 
	54.19 
	no additional capacity required 

	Refined target (Mw) 
	Refined target (Mw) 
	16.74 
	27.86 
	27.86 
	10.54 
	12.07 
	30.67 
	23.27 
	28.42 
	28.77 

	disaggregated targets (Mw) 
	disaggregated targets (Mw) 
	Knowsley 
	3.26 
	5.35 
	5.35 

	liverpool 
	liverpool 
	3.81 
	6.66 
	6.66 

	Sefton 
	Sefton 
	5.68 
	8.75 
	8.75 

	St Helens 
	St Helens 
	2.89 
	4.48 
	4.48 

	wirral 
	wirral 
	1.11 
	2.61 
	2.61 

	Halton 
	Halton 
	5.27 
	6.04 
	12.24 

	warrington 
	warrington 
	5.27 
	6.04 
	18.44 


	3.7.1 Biomass CHP Potential 
	3.7.1 Biomass CHP Potential 
	3.7.1 Biomass CHP Potential 
	3.7.2 onshore Wind Potential 

	local authority suggested goals for biomass CHp 
	local authority suggested goals for biomass CHp 
	Suggested goals for onshore wind have been 

	have been disaggregated from the RSS targets in 
	have been disaggregated from the RSS targets in 
	disaggregated from the RSS indicative targets in 

	consideration of the following (see table 6 below): 
	consideration of the following (see table 6 below): 
	consideration of the following (see table 7 below): 

	• Results of heat mapping work; 
	• Results of heat mapping work; 
	• Results of wind speed mapping work; 

	• derived energy trajectories; 
	• derived energy trajectories; 
	• number and scale of identified areas of 

	• number and scale of identified dH priority zones; and 
	• number and scale of identified dH priority zones; and 
	least constraint for wind; and 

	• Cognisance of potential biomass/SRF sources. 
	• Cognisance of potential biomass/SRF sources. 
	• Cognisance of constraints. 


	TABLE 6: CHP TARGETS 
	TABLE 6: CHP TARGETS 

	bioMaSS CHp taRgetS 
	bioMaSS CHp taRgetS 
	bioMaSS CHp taRgetS 
	MeRSeySide 
	Halton and waRRington 
	weSt lanCaSHiRe 

	2010 
	2010 
	2015 
	2020 
	2010 
	2015 
	2020 
	2010 
	2015 
	2020 

	original RSS target 
	original RSS target 
	4.00 
	9.00 
	9.00 
	2.10 
	2.10 
	42.10 
	targets were lancashire-wide 

	Refined target 
	Refined target 
	3.70 
	8.70 
	8.70 
	no additional capacity required 
	18.60 
	0.63 
	0.98 
	1.33 

	disaggregated targets 
	disaggregated targets 
	Knowsley 
	0.65 
	1.52 
	1.52 

	liverpool 
	liverpool 
	1.20 
	2.83 
	2.83 

	Sefton 
	Sefton 
	0.46 
	1.09 
	1.09 

	St Helens 
	St Helens 
	0.28 
	0.65 
	0.65 

	wirral 
	wirral 
	1.11 
	2.61 
	2.61 

	Halton 
	Halton 
	no additional capacity required 
	6.20 

	warrington 
	warrington 
	12.40 


	TABLE 7: WIND ENERGY POTENTIAL 
	TABLE 7: WIND ENERGY POTENTIAL 

	onSHoRe wind taRgetS 
	onSHoRe wind taRgetS 
	onSHoRe wind taRgetS 
	MeRSeySide 
	Halton and waRRington 
	weSt lanCaSHiRe 

	2010 
	2010 
	2015 
	2020 
	2010 
	2015 
	2020 
	2010 
	2015 
	2020 

	original RSS target (Mw 
	original RSS target (Mw 
	24.24 
	30.36 
	30.36 
	10.56 
	12.09 
	12.09 
	no additional capacity required 

	Refined target (Mw) 
	Refined target (Mw) 
	13.04 
	19.16 
	19.16 
	10.54 
	12.07 
	12.07 
	22.64 
	27.44 
	27.44 

	disaggregated targets (Mw) 
	disaggregated targets (Mw) 
	Knowsley 
	1.63 
	2.40 
	2.40 

	liverpool 
	liverpool 
	1.63 
	2.40 
	2.40 

	Sefton 
	Sefton 
	3.26 
	4.79 
	4.79 

	St Helens 
	St Helens 
	1.63 
	2.40 
	2.40 

	wirral 
	wirral 
	no goal set, wirral will pursue other renewable energy opportunities in preference to on-shore wind 

	Halton 
	Halton 
	5.27 
	6.04 
	6.04 

	warrington 
	warrington 
	5.27 
	6.04 
	6.04 


	NOTE: with no information on potential within the rest of Lancashire, the refined target resulting from our Stage 1 work has not been altered, however West Lancashire specific potential for wind energy output (MW hours) is shown in table 1 of this section at up to 2,000MWh. 
	Figure
	3.8 identiFiCation oF new potential ZoneS 
	3.8 identiFiCation oF new potential ZoneS 
	as existing development proposals progress and new ones arise, it is appropriate that their suitability for decentralised energy generation be assessed. the broad methodology used to identify zones in this stage of work may be applied to these future opportunities and uses the following steps: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	establish use class(es) of developments and related split of floor areas; 

	2. 
	2. 
	project level of heat consumption, in combination with suitable benchmark figures; 

	3. 
	3. 
	use knowledge of use classes to gauge level of maintained heat demand; 

	4. 
	4. 
	identify distance between buildings on site (in order to gauge heat density); and 

	5. 
	5. 
	take account of any major constraints to potential dH infrastructure (e.g. major roads or watercourses). 


	this process serves as a suitable ‘first-pass’ approach to initially highlight potential opportunities for district heating (and in turn biomass CHp). 
	a viability tool, provided alongside this study and summarised in appendix e, can be used to determine many of these parameters, given a suitable level of input information, and will return initial information about: heat consumption; heat density; and outline suitability for district heating. 
	Further detailed analysis of suitability is likely to comprise the following additional steps: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	identification of potential sites for locating energy centres; 

	2. 
	2. 
	undertaking heat demand profiling, to confirm site base heat load; 

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	identification of any phasing of site build-out, to understand development of heat load scale and locations 

	(e.g. does site development radiate from a central point); 

	4. 
	4. 
	Sizing of potential district heat network to serve site, either with knowledge of or to determine energy Centre location; and 

	5. 
	5. 
	Sizing of likely heat generation plant (both CHp 


	and supplementary heat generators). this level of detail would ultimately be required in order to perform a complete commercial appraisal of a potential dH scheme. 

	4. inFRaStRuCtuRe CapaCity 
	4. inFRaStRuCtuRe CapaCity 
	4.1 intRoduCtion 
	in the context of the energy technologies being considered in this report, the key infrastructure element is that of the existing electricity network. 
	there are two incumbent distribution network operators (or “dno’s”) in the northwest who are responsible for the electrical infrastructure: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Scottish power Manweb (Sp Manweb) 

	2. 
	2. 
	electricity north west (enw) 


	Sp Manweb is responsible for the majority of the electrical infrastructure for the eight partner authorities; however enw does also have a role. in the case of enw, physical infrastructure is operated and maintained by united utilities. 
	this section provides an introduction to the existing energy infrastructure in the eight authority areas, including details of existing infrastructure and electricity network constraints. guidance on how new development can connect to the network is provided in appendix F. 
	4.2 exiSting inFRaStRuCtuRe 
	4.2.1 Voltage Levels 
	electricity infrastructure operates at a range of voltages, depending upon its position within the overall network. 
	the great britain national grid features electrical transmission at either 400kv or 275kv and links power station generation to grid supply points, where power is transformed to lower voltages. 
	beyond these points, regional distribution networks operate at up to 132kv and provide either direct connection to heavy industry or to primary substations. 
	these substations transform the incoming 132kv feed to either 66kv or 33kv, at which level additional industry applications connect and extra High voltage (eHv) networks serve large regional substations. 
	a further voltage drop occurs to establish localised “High voltage” (Hv) 11kv and 6.6 kv networks which distribute electricity around towns and cities, via either overhead or buried cables. 
	a final stage of transformation to low voltage (lv) subsequently occurs before distribution to residential, commercial and light industrial buildings. 
	4.2.2 Networks within Study Area 
	dno’s publish 5-year long term development Statements (ltdS) which feature, amongst other information, snapshots of demands on available load capacity within their networks. 
	the following image is taken from Sp Manweb’s ltdS and displays their 132kv network within the study area. the original ltdS document can be viewed online via the following link: / SpM2009ltdS.pdf 
	http://www.manweb.co.uk/uploads

	Figure
	4.3 netwoRK CapaCity 
	the dno within a given area maintains records of network capacity within their systems and can determine where available capacity exists to meet the demands of any new requested connections. 

	4.3.1 33kV system 
	4.3.1 33kV system 
	the following image and data table are taken from Sp Manweb’s ltdS. the map shows indicative available load capacity within their northwest network at 33kv level. 
	Figure
	33kV Load Spare Capacity Map (2009) 
	33kV Load Spare Capacity Map (2009) 


	this map indicates that the majority of the electricity network within the study area contains in excess of 2 Mva capacity at 33kv for new connections. this can be equated to between approximately 750 -1,000 new homes. Many areas have access to spare capacity of more than 10 Mva (or supply for up to 4,000 homes). However it is important to note that single large scale developments such as an industrial/commercial development could knock out significant volumes of spare capacity. 
	the following areas are where outline network capacity is below 2 Mva: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	north Sefton 

	• 
	• 
	north-west liverpool 

	• 
	• 
	Much of St Helens 

	• 
	• 
	bromborough 


	For the area within the study area not covered by this map, specific information has been obtained from electricity north west in reference to their 33kv substations within west lancashire. 
	the information, displayed in the table below, identifies the capacity of the substation and the recorded maximum existing demand (for the year 2008/09). it also forecasts demand for a 5-year period (2009-2014) based upon known planned addition (or removal) of connected load. this information suggests that available load capacity at 33kv within much of west lancashire is within or beyond the 2-10 Mva level. 
	4.3.2 Local Distribution Networks 
	whilst information is available from dno’s regarding capacity within 132 kv and 33 kv substations, a corresponding level of detail is not published for local 11 kv substations. dno’s will only reference capacity at this level upon receipt of a new connection enquiry, with a resulting connection quote reflecting ability of the local infrastructure to provide the demand requested. 

	enw SubStation naMe 
	enw SubStation naMe 
	enw SubStation naMe 
	voltage level 
	SubStation CapaCity 
	Max. load (2008/09) 
	FoReCaSt load (Mw) 
	appRox. available CapaCity 

	kv 
	kv 
	Mva 
	Mva 
	2009/10 
	2010/11 
	2011/12 
	2012/13 
	2013/14 
	<2 Mva 
	2 10 Mva 
	> 10 Mva 

	burscough 
	burscough 
	33 
	17.5 
	13.3 
	12.7 
	12.7 
	12.7 
	12.7 
	12.8 

	ormskirk 
	ormskirk 
	33 
	22.9 
	13.9 
	13.1 
	13.1 
	13.2 
	13.2 
	13.2 

	pimbo 
	pimbo 
	33 
	30.0 
	18.9 
	18.4 
	18.4 
	18.4 
	18.5 
	18.5 

	Scarisbrick 
	Scarisbrick 
	33 
	5.0 
	5.7 
	5.7 
	5.7 
	5.7 
	5.7 
	5.7 

	Skelmersdale 
	Skelmersdale 
	33 
	22.9 
	18.1 
	17.7 
	17.7 
	17.7 
	17.8 
	17.8 

	tarleton 
	tarleton 
	33 
	17.5 
	16.9 
	16.9 
	16.9 
	16.9 
	17.0 
	17.0 

	willow Hey 
	willow Hey 
	33 
	22.9 
	14.8 
	13.8 
	13.8 
	13.8 
	13.9 
	13.9 

	woodfield 
	woodfield 
	33 
	22.9 
	22.1 
	21.0 
	21.1 
	21.2 
	21.2 
	21.3 

	wrightington 
	wrightington 
	33 
	22.9 
	15.1 
	14.8 
	14.9 
	14.9 
	14.9 
	14.9 


	This information suggests that available load capacity at 33kV within much of West Lancashire is within or beyond the 2-10 MVA level. 
	4.4 planning poliCy and inFRaStRuCtuRe CapaCity 
	4.4 planning poliCy and inFRaStRuCtuRe CapaCity 
	published in 2008, ppS12 sets out the importance of spatial planning in creating strong, safe and prosperous communities stating that planners need to “collaborate actively with the wide range of stakeholders and agencies that help to shape local areas and deliver local services”. 
	the ppS requires that the Core Strategy, as the key plan in the local development Framework (ldF), is supported by evidence of what physical, social and green infrastructure is needed to enable the amount of development proposed for an area to occur. 
	the priority for a planning authority is to gather information to enable constructive dialogue with stakeholders to facilitate development supportive of a spatial strategy and vision. this includes building relationships with infrastructure delivery partners such as utilities companies, to align processes and strategies and also building sufficient flexibility into plans to take account of areas where certainty or strategic alignment cannot be achieved. 
	this section has identified that there is existing capacity in the electricity network for the study area. it also highlights however that there are some constraints, in particular in north Sefton, north-west liverpool and much of St Helens. 
	in terms of ldFs, the key message is that it should be assumed that growth targets can be pursued but that developers, in particular for larger scale schemes, will need to factor in costs for connecting to the electricity network where capacity is limited to access energy. Similarly, where creating new energy sources, connection to the grid may result in system reinforcement costs that will need to be given consideration in terms of overall viability and feasibility. 
	Further to this the exercise of gathering comprehensive data on existing, forthcoming and planned development has the potential to establish an invaluable source of knowledge and information about infrastructure delivery. where gathered in a comprehensive way, connections between development opportunities can be made and areas of infrastructure constraint can be anticipated effectively. 
	Comprehensive understanding of both infrastructure and development will enable authorities to tackle queries such as: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	How is the demand for infrastructure changing from existing parts of the area such as increasing electricity demand for air conditioning, or an increase in demand for residential care for elderly residents? 

	• 
	• 
	where is technology change bringing in new infrastructures, such as high speed broadband or smart grids? 

	• 
	• 
	what will be the impact of the need to reduce carbon emissions, such as the provision of heat networks, or electric vehicle charging points? 



	5. planning poliCy 
	5. planning poliCy 
	5.1 intRoduCtion 
	this section of the report provides a suggested model policy wording for low and zero carbon energy, taking account of the earlier technical elements of the study. it presents recommendations for wording to be integrated with all partner authority local development Frameworks (ldFs). it provides supporting narrative to explain the policy context and highlights opportunities for promoting low and zero carbon development, including district heating. 
	given the identified potential for growth in carbon emissions associated with growth trajectories shown in Section 3, the policy recommendations set out an expectation that the partner authorities will commit to driving forward the agenda for low carbon development. policy and supporting text are not therefore simply based on setting out expectations for new development proposals but require each authority to take action to create the right environment that will support a low carbon future. 
	the wider economic implications of creating a low carbon infrastructure across the authority areas are not yet fully understood, however, it is likely that as building Regulations change, developers will be dependant on having access to decentralised energy networks to achieve low and zero carbon targets. this will be particularly the case after 2013 when carbon reductions targets for housing development will require a 44% improvement over 2006 standards. it is understood that the building Regulations are l
	this section of the report assumes that the changes in buildings Regulations will proceed as expected at the time of writing. However, it is recognised that these assumptions could be affected by government reviews of planning and energy policy and that any such change may have implications for policy at the ldF level. 
	Currently, a number of emerging Core Strategies within the study area rely significantly, at least as an interim measure, on direct continuity from policy eM18 of the former RSS and/or on local udp policies requiring 10% renewable energy provision or carbon reduction in new development. Monitoring of the implementation of these policies has not been comprehensive, though the approach is considered to have been generally successful. However, the need to improve monitoring is a key recommendation of this repo
	the latest indications are that a target-setting approach will be supported only up to 2013 when building Regulations are due to be updated. However it is possible that the policy approach suggested may prove to be a useful fall-back position should significant changes in the direction of government policy occur. However, in the current context, assembling a suitable evidence base to support a specific carbon reduction requirement may not be cost-effective for the short period the target would be in effect.
	5.2 planning poliCy 
	prior to abolition, the northwest Regional Spatial Strategy sought to promote sustainable energy production, and energy efficiency and conservation. the eight partner authorities have agreed to continue to seek to create a positive planning framework that supports both low carbon development proposals and facilitates the accommodation of new energy infrastructure. 
	planning policies for energy need to be developed with consideration of a wide range of factors from detailed and robust evidence base of what is suitable and acceptable, understanding of geographical opportunities and what can be expected of developers as well as what local authorities have to facilitate. planning policies must be supported by a credible evidence base, flexible over approximately a 15 year period and be: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Justified; 

	• 
	• 
	effective; and 

	• 
	• 
	Consistent with national policy. 


	Further to this, local planning authorities must be able to demonstrate that policies are deliverable and results can be monitored into the future. 

	a useful reference for testing good policy is to be able to ensure that the following questions can be answered: 
	a useful reference for testing good policy is to be able to ensure that the following questions can be answered: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	what? 

	• 
	• 
	why? 

	• 
	• 
	where? 

	• 
	• 
	when? 

	• 
	• 
	How? 


	whilst in the policy wording it may not be immediately apparent what the answers to these questions will be, it is important that the supporting context of the policy can respond effectively to these questions either through supporting text or as part of supporting baseline evidence. a summary note of questions (ie what, why and where?) is provided at the end of the section. 
	5.2.1 Local Development Framework 
	the proposed local development Framework (ldF) policy wording set out below is presented to be relevant to all types and scale of development (subject to certain exclusions set out in 5.2.4 below). it is presented on the basis of including the entire policy in a single development plan document (dpd). 
	it is recommended that the wording is included in the Core Strategy, not least as this will help the policy to be adopted in the shorter term. However, it may be appropriate for some authorities to include policy within a separate development Management dpd where one is proposed. if the policy is not included in the Core Strategy then an appropriate policy hook will be required for inclusion in that document. 
	note that it would not be appropriate to include this type of detailed policy within a Supplementary planning document (Spd). However supporting guidance, for example in relation to the viability tool, could be provided in an Spd. 
	it should also be noted that there are links between this energy policy and policy for broader issues related to sustainable design. this is particularly relevant where Code for Sustainable Homes (CSH) or building Research establishment environmental assessment Method (bReeaM), or similar, standards are required to improve all aspects of building sustainability, for example in relation to water consumption and biodiversity. 
	in relation to energy, the CSH standards achieve the following: 
	• CSH level 3 = 25% carbon saving on the 2006 building Regulations standards = new part l building Regulation standard 2010; 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	CSH level 4 = 44% saving on 2006 building Regulations standards = proposed part l building Regulation standard 2013; and 

	• 
	• 
	CSH level 6 = 100% saving on 2006 building Regulation standards = proposed part l building Regulation standard 2016. 


	where relevant, it is important that this relationship is consistent across different policy areas. 
	5.2.2 Carbon Reduction Targets 
	in developing the policy approach, a key question has been raised regarding how achievable specific carbon reduction targets are for developers and how appropriate it might be to use these in the policy wording of ldFs. in this context, experience of using targets elsewhere in the uK has been considered and examples from greater london and Sheffield are presented below. 
	Greater London experience 
	the report ‘Monitoring the london plan energy policies phase 3’ was published by london South bank university in december 2009. produced to analyse and report on the energy and Cosavings achieved through the gla’s planning process and application of the london plan energy policies. 
	2 

	the report identified that since the publication of the draft Further alteration to the london plan in September 2006, more than half of the planning applications analysed achieved Cosavings (over building Regulations standards) of at least 30% and approximately a quarter met or exceeded 40% Cosavings through the use of a combination of energy efficiency, CHp and renewable energy measures. 
	2 
	2 

	a quarter of the sample met or exceeded the plan’s 20% Cosavings from renewable energy technologies policy, a third of developments achieving between 10% and 20% Cosavings, and a further 38% achieving up to 10% savings. 
	2 
	2 

	it is noted that the contribution that energy efficiency, CHp and renewable energy can make varies from development to development. For example in some applications renewable energy was able to contribute well over 30 per cent of savings, but in some cases contributed under 10%. 
	this analysis has shown that, in the context of development in the greater london area, percentage targets over and above building Regulation standards have been relatively successful. 

	However, in the context of the partner authority areas for this current study, the results, whilst optimistic, cannot be assumed to be directly relevant. this is due to the significant differences in land and development values. that said, whilst targets to achieve 40% improvement over building Regulations may be too ambitious without specific local testing, the results indicate that some improvements over minimum building Regulation standards could be considered to be achievable at least until Regulations 
	However, in the context of the partner authority areas for this current study, the results, whilst optimistic, cannot be assumed to be directly relevant. this is due to the significant differences in land and development values. that said, whilst targets to achieve 40% improvement over building Regulations may be too ambitious without specific local testing, the results indicate that some improvements over minimum building Regulation standards could be considered to be achievable at least until Regulations 
	Sheffield City Council experience 
	in the case of Sheffield City Council a planning policy is in place to reduce carbon emissions associated with the development by 20%. the City Council’s policy team has advised that at the time of producing their energy policy, the detail of evidence to support the percentage improvement was limited to a strategic level energy study carried out in 2006. to support the percentage target position the authority instead referred to experience in its Housing Market Renewal areas where there was already evidence
	Subsequently, it has been found by the Council that delivery of the policy has not generated any serious issues with developers, in part due to the viability/feasibility clause that enables developers to avoid meeting the targets where satisfactory evidence is provided to show it is not possible. 
	in looking back, the Council has advised however that, based on their experience to date, if re-writing the policy, a percentage target for carbon reduction on building Regulations may be too onerous in the future given the emerging changes to building Regulations (whereby a 20% improvement over a higher standard in 2013 or 2016 will not be as achievable). 
	in conclusion, both examples from london and Sheffield indicate that a target to improve carbon emissions associated with development is realistic and achievable. However, the exact extent of what that target might be needs to be linked to evidence of successes elsewhere in the local area, in particular if a target of 20% or above is to be set. Further to this, in the context of forthcoming changes to building Regulations (see 5.2.1) and significant improvements in minimum standards for energy efficiency, a
	5.2.3 Policy Suggestion 
	the following text presents suggested policy wording for renewable and low carbon energy that reflects the findings of the priority zones study and responds to the existing and emerging national and regional planning policy context. 
	it is recommend that all authorities consider this text and seek to incorporate this, or similar, wording to ensure that there is a consistent policy framework for low and zero carbon development. the wording has been set up to be linked directly to the findings of this study to ensure that policies are evidence based and robust. 
	Policy title: Low carbon development and renewable energy 
	a) All development 
	using contemporary building Regulations standards as the baseline for carbon (Co) reduction standards, all applicants for development (subject to exclusions set out in the supporting text) should seek to achieve additional reductions in carbon emissions associated with the development. 
	2

	How improvements are achieved should be set out in an energy plan as part of the planning application. the energy plan will quantify improvements to the Coemissions savings over the required baseline standard associated with the following: 
	2 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	all energy efficient building design solutions that ensure future occupiers will have reduced energy requirements; and 

	• 
	• 
	energy supply from decentralised low and zero carbon sources. 


	development not achieving improvements above the baseline will not be approved unless applicants can demonstrate that it is not feasible or viable to do so. 
	b) District heat (DH) where a dH network is in, or scheduled to be, in place, developers will be required to enter into a commercially acceptable connection agreement, as part of a planning obligation. 
	where it is not considered to be viable or feasible to connect to an existing or scheduled dH network, and where exceeding baseline energy targets is shown to be unfeasible and or unviable, applicants will be required to make a financial contribution towards the development and operation of a local dH network where technically and commercially feasible plans are in place. 

	within 1,000m of an identified priority zone, but where a network is not yet in place, development proposals will be required to make provisions to enable future connectivity in terms of site layout, heating design and site-wide infrastructure design, where there is a clear prospect of a viable and realistic scheme coming forward. 
	within 1,000m of an identified priority zone, but where a network is not yet in place, development proposals will be required to make provisions to enable future connectivity in terms of site layout, heating design and site-wide infrastructure design, where there is a clear prospect of a viable and realistic scheme coming forward. 
	c) Large scale grid connected energy and offshore energy 
	Subject to successful assessment and mitigation of impacts of development proposals, the planning authority will seek to support proposals for grid-connected renewable energy infrastructure and equipment, including, but not limited to wind, solar pv and biomass CHp. 
	development proposals to create on-shore infrastructure for off-shore energy will also be supported in principle by the Council subject to the appropriate mitigation of significant environmental impacts. 
	5.2.4 Supporting Text 
	the above recommended policy wording is relatively lengthy in order to cover all aspects of promoting low carbon development. in setting out the wording, we have sought to keep the detail as limited and clear as possible, however it will be important that the policy is read in the context of supporting text. the following paragraphs set out what is proposed. 

	SUPPORTING TEXT the following paragraphs provide further advice to developers on how the planning authority will implement 
	the planning system has a key role to play in delivering 
	the planning system has a key role to play in delivering 
	the planning system has a key role to play in delivering 
	this policy framework: 


	targets for low and zero carbon development in the uK as part of working towards energy security and mitigating the • Local Development Orders: the planning authority may causes of climate change through reducing greenhouse use its local development order (ldo) powers to help gas emissions. speed up the development process and to encourage 
	the creation of heat networks (as part of a dH scheme) 
	the creation of heat networks (as part of a dH scheme) 
	the creation of heat networks (as part of a dH scheme) 
	the creation of heat networks (as part of a dH scheme) 
	the creation of heat networks (as part of a dH scheme) 
	the creation of heat networks (as part of a dH scheme) 
	the creation of heat networks (as part of a dH scheme) 
	the creation of heat networks (as part of a dH scheme) 
	the creation of heat networks (as part of a dH scheme) 
	the creation of heat networks (as part of a dH scheme) 
	the creation of heat networks (as part of a dH scheme) 
	the creation of heat networks (as part of a dH scheme) 
	the creation of heat networks (as part of a dH scheme) 
	the creation of heat networks (as part of a dH scheme) 
	the creation of heat networks (as part of a dH scheme) 
	the creation of heat networks (as part of a dH scheme) 
	the creation of heat networks (as part of a dH scheme) 
	the creation of heat networks (as part of a dH scheme) 
	the creation of heat networks (as part of a dH scheme) 
	policy has been set out to ensure that, through effective 

	in identified priority zones. this will be where a strategy 

	development Management, the planning authority 

	has been developed to demonstrate deliverability 

	influences the quality of development proposals to promote 

	and where key development partners are engaged in 

	energy efficiency and sustainable sources of energy 

	the process. the intention will be provide confidence 

	supply. the policy also sets out a supportive framework 

	to developers and energy services companies that 

	for delivering low and zero carbon energy infrastructure 

	potentially viable schemes will be supported by the 

	to demonstrate to investors the authority’s commitment 

	planning authority and that schemes will not be delayed 

	to supporting the right types of development in the 

	by the planning system unnecessarily. this commitment 

	right locations. 

	will have a key role in ensuring that the council area 
	the above policy wording has been developed with direct 
	the above policy wording has been developed with direct 
	is ready for the emerging low carbon economy and 

	reference to planning policy Statement (ppS) 1 supplement 
	reference to planning policy Statement (ppS) 1 supplement 
	the tough emerging targets for new buildings that will 

	for climate change and also to the draft ppS, ‘planning 
	for climate change and also to the draft ppS, ‘planning 
	come into force through the building Regulations. 

	for a low Carbon Future in a Changing Climate’. note 
	Connecting to future networks -1,000m threshold: 

	that whilst the draft ppS is no longer being progressed 
	that whilst the draft ppS is no longer being progressed 
	that whilst the draft ppS is no longer being progressed 
	that whilst the draft ppS is no longer being progressed 
	that whilst the draft ppS is no longer being progressed 
	that whilst the draft ppS is no longer being progressed 
	that whilst the draft ppS is no longer being progressed 
	that whilst the draft ppS is no longer being progressed 
	that whilst the draft ppS is no longer being progressed 
	• 

	the distance to any connecting network or generation 

	by government, it has been used as a basis throughout 

	plant has the largest single effect on the related 

	the development of this study and provides a clear 

	capital costs, through provision of both dH pipe-

	guiding framework for promoting low and zero carbon 

	work and (most critically) related trenching and 

	development through the planning system. 

	installation costs. a notional upper limit for likely viable connecting distance has been set at 1,000m, with distances larger than this deemed prohibitive from a commercial perspective except in special cases. 
	installation costs. a notional upper limit for likely viable connecting distance has been set at 1,000m, with distances larger than this deemed prohibitive from a commercial perspective except in special cases. 
	Continued overleaf 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Connecting to future networks -measures 
	• Viability and feasibility 2: where it is concluded that 

	TR
	for developers: measures that developers 
	the connection to dH is not viable or feasible, the 

	TR
	will be expected to consider include: 
	developer should provide the following information to the 

	TR
	-provision of communal heating systems; 
	planning authority in advance of submitting a planning 

	TR
	-safeguarding routes for laying 
	application for further appraisal by that authority: 

	TR
	network infrastructure; and 
	-low energy targets for the development; 

	TR
	-providing an undertaking to enter into 
	-energy options and costs considered; 

	TR
	negotiations with future network operators 
	-Funding sources considered; 

	TR
	to agree to connect to such a network. 
	-total site area (m2); 

	• 
	• 
	Planning contributions referred to in this policy will be 
	-Combined building footprint area (m2); 

	TR
	in line with the planning Contributions policies and will 
	-Related total building floor area(s) (m2); 

	TR
	take account of the type and scale of development. 
	-number and type of residential properties; and 

	• 
	• 
	Energy conservation: the planning authority will 
	-Schedule of non-residential floor areas by type 

	TR
	consider favourably proposals that also provide 
	(eg commercial or industrial). 

	TR
	targets for Cosavings that can be achieved 2 

	TR
	through influencing conservation behaviours 
	• Identifying Opportunities and Monitoring: in order 

	TR
	amongst building occupiers and users and set out 
	to optimise opportunities for joining up development 

	TR
	a framework for ensuring targets will be met. 
	proposals and to measure the relative success of 

	• 
	• 
	Energy development and Environmental Assessment: for all energy development proposals 
	energy policy and the commitment to preparing for a low carbon future, the planning authority will: 

	TR
	(note minor schemes would be covered by permitted 
	-Require all applications to fill out the 

	TR
	development rights and therefore automatically 
	on-line dH viability tool; and 

	TR
	excluded) the planning authority will require the 
	-Monitor all energy projects developed or consented. 

	TR
	submission of an environmental impact screening 
	the stakeholder forum established to 

	TR
	opinion request in advance of applications being submitted. the request for a screening opinion should be accompanied by sufficient information to 
	promote low carbon energy delivery will also be responsible for monitoring. 

	TR
	enable the planning authority to determine whether 
	Exclusions: 

	TR
	or not a full environmental impact assessment is required before an application is made. 
	in certain circumstances the planning authority does not consider it appropriate to require applicants to 

	• 
	• 
	Viability and feasibility 1: where it is considered by 
	submit energy plans as part of planning applications. 

	TR
	the developer that it is not viable or feasible to exceed 
	these exclusions include applications for: 

	TR
	baseline carbon reduction targets, this should be raised with the planning authority in advance of submitting a planning application as part of pre-application discussions and then explained in full as part of the 
	-Material change of use of land or buildings, unless it also involves operational development; -all householder development; 

	TR
	application with reference to the factors set out in the 
	-advertisement control; 

	TR
	supporting text for this policy. no improvement over 
	-Shop fronts; 

	TR
	the baseline target may be acceptable where evidence 
	-tree preservation orders; 

	TR
	clearly demonstrates barriers to a higher target. 
	-Storage of hazardous substances; 

	TR
	-Minor operations not permitted under the 

	TR
	general permitted development order; 

	TR
	-temporary buildings and uses; and 

	TR
	-telecommunications equipment. 


	5.3 CRoSS autHoRity CooRdination 
	5.3 CRoSS autHoRity CooRdination 

	in order to push forward the agenda for promoting low and zero carbon energy solutions and in particular to initiate the creation of district Heating networks, the partner authorities recognise that it will be necessary to find a coordination mechanism for cross authority coordination to help promote district Heating and to initiate the delivery of heating networks. as development proposals come forward applicants could, for example, be invited to engage with this forum to test opportunities for connecting 
	5.4 planning poliCy teSt 
	5.4 planning poliCy teSt 

	as part of the process of preparing the above policy wording, a simple exercise of querying the policy has been carried out. the summary table below sets out the outcome of this. 
	TEST QUESTIONS: When? 
	•the policy promotes pre-application consultation to 
	•the policy promotes pre-application consultation to 
	What? 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	encourage developers to explore options for energy; 
	•all development is required to demonstrate how it can 

	•at the application stage, it is clear that developers 

	improve upon building regulation standards for carbon 

	must provide clear evidence to the authority supporting 

	emissions; 

	the energy solutions that will be integrated into the 

	•all applicants (subject to exclusions) are required to 

	development; 

	provide an energy plan setting out what is proposed; 

	•the timescales for the effective delivery of the policy 

	•where building regulation standards cannot be exceeded, 

	will be dependant on the effective promotion of dH 

	developers are required to provide evidence that all 

	networks and will only become truly effective once 

	options have been investigated and to provide key data 

	priority Zones identified have been further investigated 

	to the planning authority to enable a further feasibility 

	and technical projects are under development. For this 

	assessment to be carried out; 

	reason it is recommended that the policy is built into the 

	•developers, where relevant, are required to connect to 

	Core Strategy where possible, to ensure further delays 

	dH or contribute to its delivery; 

	are avoided. 

	•the policy encourages the delivery of energy applications 
	How? 

	subject to the normal tests of suitability and viability; and provides a prompt to ensure that all developers are •there is a strong focus on how applicants will be aware of the need to screen and scope the potential for required to achieve low and zero carbon development; environmental impacts. this is particularly important as •the policy will benefit where the planning authorities can developers seek to take up on incentives for low carbon create an environment that facilitates low and zero carbon techno
	the local authority (including departments other than 
	the local authority (including departments other than 
	Why? 
	planning) has a key role in ensuring that there is 
	planning) has a key role in ensuring that there is 
	planning) has a key role in ensuring that there is 
	planning) has a key role in ensuring that there is 
	planning) has a key role in ensuring that there is 
	planning) has a key role in ensuring that there is 
	planning) has a key role in ensuring that there is 
	planning) has a key role in ensuring that there is 
	•the national and regional framework for delivering low 

	infrastructure in place to prepare for the future low carbon 

	and zero carbon development is set out in the main 

	economy. the policy framework has been worded based 

	report (Stage one and two) and is referred to in the 

	on the commitment by the local authority to create a 

	supporting text. 

	modern energy infrastructure that will support future 
	Where? 
	development as building Regulations change. 
	•the 
	•the 
	•the 
	policy has been phrased to avoid prescribing on site energy solutions but instead encourages various solutions including those that seek to connect to dH networks; 

	•the 
	•the 
	policy is linked, where appropriate, to the identified priority zones. 



	6. SuMMaRy ConCluSion and ReCoMMendationS 
	6.1 intRoduCtion 
	6.1 intRoduCtion 
	in developing this Stage two report key areas with potential for promoting low and zero carbon energy solutions and developments have been identified and a supporting policy framework has been presented. 
	it is important to note however a number of key messages regarding how to move forward with the information provided. this final summary section highlights an overview of key issues that have emerged and presents recommendations on how to progress. the report is then completed with a short note of next steps that are recommended in the short term. 
	6.2 Key iSSueS 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	whilst 10 priority zones have been identified, not all will be developed. instead the priority zones are indicative areas where, based on available data, the critical mass of heat demand and development growth would indicate potential; 

	• other areas across the eight partner authorities will also have good potential for dH and larger scale energy schemes. However, without access to consistent and detailed data, it is difficult to pin point all opportunities; 

	• 
	• 
	the building Regulations are changing and driving targets for zero carbon development by 2016 (housing) and are aligning with targets for Code for Sustainable Homes and sustainable buildings in terms of buildings and efficient energy supply; 

	• 
	• 
	planning authorities will need to not only promote sustainability in association with new development applications but also support, promote and develop procurement opportunities for the delivery of new decentralised energy infrastructure to ensure that in the future new development applicants can achieve demanding building regulation targets; 

	• 
	• 
	without creating a policy and infrastructure framework, that will support the establishment of low and zero carbon buildings, there is a risk that developers will seek to prioritise other authority areas where decentralised energy networks are emerging or in place; 


	• 
	• 
	• 
	the skills and capacity of officers at most of the partner authorities are currently limited in relation to energy and low and zero carbon development. there is a need to create a realistic framework that enables planners to promote innovative solutions whilst minimising the amount of assessment tasks; 

	• 
	• 
	Skills none the less need to be enhanced and it will be through application of policy in association with new development that this skills base will be enhanced; 

	• 
	• 
	planning policy requiring investment in low and zero carbon energy needs to be balanced with other planning objectives for development including affordable housing, school provision, safe and efficient transport network etc. Further understanding of the importance of creating a development framework for low carbon development will help to determine the relative importance of energy policies in this wider context; 

	• 
	• 
	availability of suitable wind energy sites in the study area is very limited. three areas of least constraint have been identified by considering the constraints as detailed within section 4.2.5 of this report. However these areas still demonstrate levels of constraint, for example in terms of flood risk and cultural heritage. of all areas in the eight authority areas, it is these areas that might be most likely to attract developer interest for wind. Further investigation of suitability is therefore recomm

	• 
	• 
	the identification of the broad areas indicate where pressure for development might occur and it is important to note that these areas are not prioritised for wind but enable authorities to be well placed to guide developer enquiries where these arise. 

	• 
	• 
	in relation to identifying broad areas of least constraint for wind, partner authorities were asked to identify if there were any over-riding issues of local importance that might constrain wind energy development. wirral suggested local valued landscapes as an additional key constraint to wind energy development. no other over-riding local constraints were identified by the partner authorities. 



	6.3 ReCoMMendationS 
	6.3 ReCoMMendationS 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	all authorities are encouraged to find a mechanism to coordinate future partner work to help create the right environment for low carbon development in the future, providing the right infrastructure that future developers and investors will need to continue to invest in the area as building Regulations change; 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	10 priority zones have been identified for delivery of district Heating. Further site specific investigation is now required into the feasibility and viability of these zones, including determination of the potential reach of a distributed network to ensure that there is a clear understanding locally of what and how development can contribute to and connect with networks plus, identification of potential sites for energy centres; 

	• opportunities to create wider ‘low carbon economic trade zones’ could be investigated and areas ear marked with potential to link into the wider agenda for economic growth and regeneration; 

	• 
	• 
	whilst the identified priority zones offer the potential for significant contributions toward managing carbon emissions, planning authorities should continue to identify other potential priority zones, for example at the omega site in warrington; 

	• 
	• 
	all eight planning authorities should seek to incorporate a consistent planning policy basis for low and zero carbon energy generation in line with the recommendations set out in this report; 

	• 
	• 
	if there is a risk that dpds will be delayed coming forward, serious consideration should be given to using the recommended policy wording in the Core Strategy; 

	• 
	• 
	the eight partner authorities should continue to work together to establish improved monitoring systems in order to enable future priority Zone opportunities to be identified; 

	• 
	• 
	there is value in testing the emerging policy recommendations with a pilot planning application, subject to cooperative working with a developer; 

	• 
	• 
	investment is required in the resources and skills necessary to deliver low and zero carbon energy. opportunities for sharing demanding resource requirements should be investigated further. 

	• 
	• 
	Support for the planning department from across the local authority will be necessary to deliver the ambitions of the recommended priority zones and policy wording. in the early stages, there may be value in the authorities working together to seek further support from a sub-regional and national level including from the planning advisory Service; 


	• 
	• 
	• 
	Further detailed site appraisals for the broad areas of least constraint for wind should be carried out at the development application stage. this work should take into account of further constraints as noted above and a review of community impacts and sensitivities should be carried out; and 

	• 
	• 
	in order to continue to demonstrate the value of creating a low carbon infrastructure network across the partner authority areas, it is recommended that an economic impact assessment is carried out. this study would consider the implications of changes to the building Regulations on developer willingness to invest in areas with and without decentralised heat networks and supportive context for low carbon technologies. this could prove particularly helpful in circumstances where there is opposition to develo


	6.4 next StepS 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	the eight partner authorities have agreed to run shared workshops to help disseminate the findings of this study to other planning authority officers. these workshops should seek to provide an overview of the key findings and recommendations, present examples of dH networks and promote commitment to creating low carbon infrastructure across all authority areas; 

	• 
	• 
	the current project steering group for this study should seek to find a way to coordinate to promote delivery of district Heating and to coordinate development proposals. Coordination will also help to identify other potential priority zones. the partner authorities should also seek to identify how monitoring can take place to improve coordination. the partner authorities could take a lead on promoting the agenda for investment in the low carbon economy and seek to identify particular priority zones for est

	• 
	• 
	the authorities should seek to make the viability tool an online resource so that developers will be in a position to upload application data quickly and effectively. it may be possible to secure funding to set this up through the emerging local economic Forums as announced by the new government in July 2010; 

	• 
	• 
	planning policy teams should seek to review policy wording and take a view as to how to incorporate the policy into the ldF, with a view to achieving adoption as soon as possible. it is recommended that the project steering group continues to communicate to ensure that a consistent cross authority approach is achieved and where there are variations that these are complementary; 



	• advantage should be taken of the free eSCo development advice offered by energy Saving trust. For the lCR participating authorities a workshop is anticipated to be the most appropriate delivery of the advice. details of MeaS have been passed to the programme manager in order to commence with the dialogue; 
	• advantage should be taken of the free eSCo development advice offered by energy Saving trust. For the lCR participating authorities a workshop is anticipated to be the most appropriate delivery of the advice. details of MeaS have been passed to the programme manager in order to commence with the dialogue; 
	• one priority zone should be identified to further test the recommendations of this report and to develop officer skills, including financing and procurement skills for delivering decentralised energy, including setting up and running energy Services Companies (eSCos). this would ideally incorporate both housing and commercial development proposals. partner developers should be approached and opportunities discussed before establishing a more formal agreement for moving forward. this should be done in the 

	appendix a StaKeHoldeR woRKSHop 
	appendix a StaKeHoldeR woRKSHop 
	a1 StaKeHoldeR woRKSHop 
	a1.1 intRoduCtion 
	a planning policy workshop was held on the 12th april at the arup liverpool offices. the workshop started off with introductions and arup providing a project update. envirolink then presented on renewable energy applications and delivery in the northwest, before arup provided a planning policy overview. the second half of the workshop was divided in to three breakout sessions on delivering effective local authority local development Framework policies for renewable energy across the liverpool City region. t
	1. are delegates confident that the three policy streams cover everything and link effectively with wider objectives? the three policy streams area: 
	i. grid connected 
	ii. decentralised energy 
	iii. other development proposals 
	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	what is the likely developer response where policies affect development proposals? 

	3. 
	3. 
	How will the political climate affect effective delivery of policy objectives? 

	4. 
	4. 
	How will the planning officers’ skills need to be developed to deliver policy? 

	5. 
	5. 
	How can monitoring systems be adjusted to ensure that targets will be measured? 

	6. 
	6. 
	what actions will you take away from today? 


	the workshop was closed with a summary of the day from arup. 
	a1.2 delegateS 
	oRganiSation 
	oRganiSation 
	oRganiSation 
	delegate 

	Halton borough Council 
	Halton borough Council 
	Rachel winstanley 

	andrew plant 
	andrew plant 

	Knowsley Metropolitan borough Council 
	Knowsley Metropolitan borough Council 
	philip Monaghan 

	Justin wilson 
	Justin wilson 

	Jan lourens 
	Jan lourens 

	liverpool City Council 
	liverpool City Council 
	Ray bowers 

	dave Horton 
	dave Horton 

	TR
	andrea o’Connor 

	Sefton Metropolitan borough Council 
	Sefton Metropolitan borough Council 
	david Colbourne 

	TR
	Sue tyldesley 

	St Helens Council 
	St Helens Council 
	Chris page 

	alan Kilroe 
	alan Kilroe 

	TR
	Kevin usher 

	warrington borough Council 
	warrington borough Council 
	Mike davies 

	TR
	dave Ringwood 

	west lancashire district Council 
	west lancashire district Council 
	gillian whitfield 

	peter Richards 
	peter Richards 

	wirral Metropolitan borough Council 
	wirral Metropolitan borough Council 
	eddie Flemming 

	Matt Rushton 
	Matt Rushton 

	Merseyside wda 
	Merseyside wda 
	Carl beer 

	government office for the north west 
	government office for the north west 
	paul Stower 

	envirolink 
	envirolink 
	denise oliver 

	Merseyside environmental advisory Service 
	Merseyside environmental advisory Service 
	paul Slinn 

	TR
	Ruth Jackson 

	arup 
	arup 
	Mark anderson 

	Steve pimlott 
	Steve pimlott 

	alison ball 
	alison ball 



	a1.3 woRKSHop diSCuSSion 
	a1.3 woRKSHop diSCuSSion 
	A1.3.1 Question 1: Are the delegates confident that the three policy steams (grid connected; decentralised energy; and other development proposals) cover everything and link effectively with wider objectives? 
	there were a few issues that delegates felt were not covered or discussed in detail. More clarification on how infrastructure will be paid for was requested. the question of how existing property owners contribute to deliver targets was raised. it was asked whether it was possible for planning to influence existing land owners to link into decentralised energy and how forward planning policy can influence the partnership structures necessary to support the delivery of decentralised energy. 
	the scale of development thresholds was also raised as something not covered in detailed. it was suggested that a local authority could have different thresholds to those set in the RSS. it was noted that developers have been known to split applications to come in under the thresholds. to combat this it was suggested that policies could be applied to all developments rather than set a threshold, however this would need to be across the areas of all partner authorities to be successful. 
	there was a general discussion on what ‘other development proposals’ meant to the delegates. the issue of meeting targets in this area, including RSS targets and sustainability checklists was a concern, especially in light of the council officer skill shortage in this area. 
	A1.3.2 Question 2: What is the likely developer response where policies affect development proposals? 
	the key issue discussed here was cost and the economics in relation to installing renewable energy in a development. it was pointed out that developers are primarily concerned with the short term as the long term commercial viability of schemes is more often than not of no interest to the developer as they are not usually responsible for long term involvement in site management and operation. Some developers may not even want to get involved in the initial stage of delivering and/or connecting to a distribu
	it was thought that policy needs to be carefully worded and balanced in relation to developers. development pressures need to be considered strategically and there is a need to ensure that the policy framework and the priority zones don’t discourage investment in key areas. developers need to have certainty as they have many considerations. lpas need to keep it simple and clearly set out where energy sits as a priority against other requirements. Code for Sustainable Homes is currently an issue and it was t
	in terms of the financial implications of policy for developers it was highlighted that contributions requirements will need to be part of a contributions dpd. there was also concern that there could be conflicts with other priorities for contributions such as affordable housing. it was generally recognised that the policy options provide a real opportunity to link planning with economics; however in doing so any policy would need to recognise that the economics of proposed schemes can change rapidly. 
	Finally the issue of choice and prescriptive policy was raised. it was pointed out that planning cannot restrict where occupants source their energy from. it was also viewed that policies should recognise that at the point of delivery, an alternative renewable technology may provide improved options for the overall development. Consequently it was viewed that policies should focus on energy capacity and carbon savings only and not prescribes technology options. 
	A1.3.3 Question 3: How will the political climate affect effective delivery of policy objectives? 
	this question was not widely discussed, but a few points were made. it was pointed out that members are politically motivated and whilst they will support the broad vision for a low carbon future, we need to be confident that policy is mindful of factors that influence political decisions. it was suggested that if arup provide wording on emissions targets that is not too technical, it will help support the case for supportive planning decisions. this could include overarching statement on air Quality Manage

	A1.3.4 Question 4: How will the planning officers’ skills need to be developed to deliver policy? 
	A1.3.4 Question 4: How will the planning officers’ skills need to be developed to deliver policy? 
	there was a general acknowledgement that there are significant skills gaps in local planning authorities to implement policy in the determination of planning applications for low carbon energy. there was also a concern about officers having a sufficient skills base to understand information submitted by applicants and there is the danger that developers are likely to exploit this lack of knowledge. it was recognised however that the lCR Stage 1 report provides a starting point for understanding issues about
	the concern regarding skills is compounded by the fact that development control departments often work on a geographic basis and there could be resource issues if one part of a borough had more potential for low carbon energy than another. 
	it was therefore readily agreed that skills and education programmes are needed across councils. it is therefore important that the appraisal tool that arup produces is user friendly and designed for use by planners. the tool should also limit the amount of resources necessary for it to function effectively. Knowsley and Sefton also acknowledged that pretty much everyone is likely to need a 3rd Stage study to cover eSCo and 3rd party model delivery vehicle development. a partnership approach to delivery wou
	another solution to the resource and skills problem suggested is outsourcing. envirolink can provide an application overview role and there are application energy performance checking services such as Croydon energy network (Cen) and the Ce appraisal certificate scheme (paid for). there was also the suggestion that applicants who cannot meet policy targets pay a fee to the Council to enable an independent viability assessment to be carried out. 
	A1.3.5 Question 5: How can monitoring systems be adjusted to ensure that targets will be measured? 
	the key concern expressed here was in relation to the capacity of local authorities to conduct the monitoring. it was thought that dC officers would not be able to carry out the monitoring without incentives or additional staff resources, and that this need should be communicated back to government. it was viewed that central resources such as Merseyside environmental advisory Service would be useful in delivering grant assistance to enable monitoring. 
	the other discussion arising concerned process, with a reminder that the planning role is generally focused on applications not installations. it was stressed there is a need to request applicants provide information in a consistent manner. envirolink stated that standardised monitoring and application questions should be used by all planning officers. it was suggested that for big schemes it would be possible to have conditions for providing post completion updates to the Council. 
	there was some discussion regarding enforcement with an acknowledgement by some local authorities that they have no powers or resources to enforce targets. Specifically, Sefton have to-date restrained themselves from requesting that developers installing renewable generation provide proof of operation by revealing their RoCs. 
	A1.3.6 Question 6: What actions will you take away from today? 
	Many of the authorities stated that they would be raising the issues discussed with their wider teams, including energy and policy specialists. Some believe it could have an immediate effect on their Core Strategy and they would be looking at policy wording in the Core Strategy as a result. wirral thought that there was potential for the workshop discussions to influence a current major application and would arup would contact them directly concerning this. 
	A1.3.7 Additional Discussion 
	additional comments were made on viability. it was commented that there is a need to join up project viability models and ensure energy viability work is a key component. it was however noted that viability assessments could delay decision making periods and affect Hdg. one way to avoid this is through the use of planning performance agreements, but this is not a technique often used in the study area and may require further investigation. 
	a discussion on delivering priority Zone projects was also held. Some thought it was hard to see a role in delivery as priority Zones are currently outside of planning. However it was pointed out that priority Zones provide direction and a starting point for knowing where the most commercially viable areas are. 

	the issue of potential oversupply was discussed i.e. current concerns with the amount of pipeline efw and the sensitivities surrounding it such as in Cheshire at present. 
	the issue of potential oversupply was discussed i.e. current concerns with the amount of pipeline efw and the sensitivities surrounding it such as in Cheshire at present. 
	there was also a discussion of the post planning process and who would take the implementation/development role. utility companies or housing departments were highlighted as usually taking this role. Supply chain issues could be recognised in policy as a potential barrier to implementing consented schemes, however it was recognised that this was not within the planning remit and therefore other organisations would need to ensure the market could be serviced. 
	other issues concerned finance. KMbC are initiating an asset management project for example, resulting from the earlier work arup undertook to identify project potential. it was suggested that a Sustainable infrastructure Fund (SiF) approach could be an interesting capital raising option, but development timing may prove to be a challenge. a SiF however might push developers into locating schemes in neighbouring local authorities where it is not required and renewable targets are low. or it might encourage 
	a1.4 SuMMaRy oF Key MeSSageS 
	the key issue arising from the workshop was delivery; on the developer front as well as delivery by the local authority. 
	A1.4.1 Developer 
	the short versus long term viability of a scheme is an important consideration. developers will mainly be concerned with short term gain and prefer just to make a cash contribution. if this is to be the accepted process then contribution levels need to be set out in a planning Contributions dpd. 
	there needs to be a joined-up approach in policy of the mandatory requirements of developers. policy should be kept simple both to enable the developer to deliver and the dC officer to interpret the policy. Careful consideration is needed of how prescriptive a policy can be on technologies and location. a realistic approach is needed to writing policy otherwise targets will not be met. a unified approach was also felt to be equitable in terms of ensuring that there is a level playing field in policy terms a
	A1.4.2 The Local Authority 
	there is a very strong perceived lack of skills and resources to deal with applications and relevant low carbon energy requirements. experience is needed in dealing with developers’ viability and feasibility arguments as well as in understanding technical issues and opportunities. officers will need to have a more in-depth knowledge of technologies and locational issues to process applications and monitor developments and targets. the resources to deal with applications and carry out monitoring is an ongoin

	appendix b otHeR pRoJeCtS 
	appendix b otHeR pRoJeCtS 

	aRea 
	aRea 
	aRea 
	developMent pRoJeCtS 
	detailS 
	CoMMentS 

	Merseyside Wider Area 
	Merseyside Wider Area 
	peel energy estuary 
	power from the Mersey scheme in the Mersey estuary that has the potential to supply up to 260,000 homes. 
	not applicable to Stage 2 priority Zones as this scheme is off-shore and consequently not subject to planning controls. However, policy recommendations have considered facilitating relevant on-shore infrastructure 

	Halton 
	Halton 
	west point energy from waste 
	ineoS Chlorvinyls is a leading manufacturer of chlorine and pvC. this is a highly energy intensive site. the latest investment at the Runcorn Site will see the construction of £400 million energy from waste CHp plant. 
	ineoS website suggests that heat generated via efw will be used to raise steam for use on site. Further details would be required before the amount of waste heat in the form of usable hot water could be derived. 

	Runcorn docks 
	Runcorn docks 
	Runcorn docks will be subject to comprehensive redevelopment for a residential led, mixed use development with the capacity to deliver up to 4,000 households, delivered by peel ports. 
	identified as a dH priority Zone. note that given the identified potential, it is recommended that opportunities are discussed with developers in advance of any planning application 

	daresbury 
	daresbury 
	largest single development area in Halton with potential to deliver significant amounts of housing and employment development. this includes an extension to the world class Science and innovation Campus and daresbury park. 
	identified as a dH priority Zone. note that given the identified potential, it is recommended that opportunities are discussed with the developer in advance of any planning application 

	3Mg (Mersey Multimodal gateway) 
	3Mg (Mersey Multimodal gateway) 
	Multimodal logistics and distribution facility in ditton, widnes (184 ha), focused on b8 employment development to deliver regionally significant logistics and distribution development. 
	not identified as a priority Zone, however future potential may exist. 

	widnes waterfront 
	widnes waterfront 
	this area is an employment-led, mixed-use regeneration area (C3, d2, b1, b2, b8), encompassing 139 ha. the area also includes planning permission for the Hive development on the widnes waterfront venture Fields site (07/00011/ out), a new leisure park with a mix of entertainment facilities, restaurants and hotel 
	not identified as a pZ, however this may have potential and should be tested using the viability tool 

	Knowsley 
	Knowsley 
	Knowsley industrial park 
	planning permission has recently been granted to build an energy from waste gasification plant in Knowsley, through the technology supplier energos. 
	identified as a dH priority Zone. See notes below regarding Knowsley industrial park 

	Liverpool 
	Liverpool 
	liverpool waters 
	Mixed use development at pipeline proposal stage. 
	whilst not identified as a priority zone, given that a mixed use development is proposed, there would be merit in investigating further with the developer what opportunities may be available and how these could be linked to other existing and proposed development 

	Royal liverpool Hospital 
	Royal liverpool Hospital 
	to be redeveloped and to continue operation of on site CHp. 
	identified as a dH priority Zone. note that given the identified potential, it is recommended that opportunities are discussed with the developer in advance of any planning application 

	liverpool university 
	liverpool university 
	independent energy masterplan being prepared favouring city centre campus. Currently the university has a new £14m energy centre that aims to reduce the university's annual energy consumption. 
	identified as a dH priority Zone. note that as works are ongoing looking at energy opportunities, there may be value in engaging further with the developer to seek opportunities for sharing knowledge and experience 

	dock estate 
	dock estate 
	Further information on these projects would be necessary to enable comment 
	However, should the planning authority consider that these schemes have potential, then the content of this report and the supporting viability tool should help to enable opportunities to be identified 

	Stonebridge business park 
	Stonebridge business park 

	project Jennifer 
	project Jennifer 

	alder Hey Hospital 
	alder Hey Hospital 


	aRea 
	aRea 
	aRea 
	developMent pRoJeCtS 
	detailS 
	CoMMentS 

	Sefton 
	Sefton 
	Council own building stock energy review 
	identification of specific areas of interest for renewable energy. working with Capita investigating the details for potential of district heating in the borough. information is not currently available to inform this study. 
	the opportunities being identified by the Capita study are not currently available, however, the policy framework recommended in this report should provide a supportive framework for results that emerge 

	Southport Floral Hall 
	Southport Floral Hall 
	Has an existing CHp plant. 
	it can be assumed that existing CHp plant has been sized to meet existing building(s) demands. in lieu of any details of existing loads and age of plant (i.e. likely replacement timescale), this is not felt to constitute a pZ at present. 

	Kew Southport 
	Kew Southport 
	new housing and small business units on a former landfill site. a gas fired CHp is being considered (for 10% renewables target) on this site which is close to business/Commerce park. 
	identified as a dH priority Zone. it is recommended that if the opportunity remains, then discussions could be had with the developer to investigate potential to broaden the scope of the energy element of the proposal. 

	Sefton business/ Commerce park 
	Sefton business/ Commerce park 
	Current connected grid electricity capacity is limiting development potential on this site. it could cost up to £2m to upgrade the connection according to Scottish power. 
	is adjacent to the above development and would best be considered as part of related identified pZ 

	Mersey docks and Harbour 
	Mersey docks and Harbour 
	gasification efw plant proposed to accept industrial waste. 
	whilst not identified as a priority zone, this development proposal may offer an opportunity to provide heat to the local area as well as connect into the national grid. opportunities may be investigated through the application process 

	Sainsburys 
	Sainsburys 
	plan for new store at Crosby to feature biomass boiler. 
	in lieu of electricity generation, it is unlikely that a commercial case would exist to upsize any such boiler and deliver heat to additional buildings. this is due to the costs of infrastructure that need to be recouped 

	peel ports 
	peel ports 
	Mersey docks and Harbour features a major steam raising CHp installation 10-12 years old. 
	it can be assumed that existing CHp plant has been sized to meet existing building(s) demands. in lieu of any details of existing loads and age of plant (i.e. likely replacement timescale), this is not felt to constitute a pZ at present. 

	pontins at ainsdale 
	pontins at ainsdale 
	existing leisure destination that may have potential as a key energy load. 
	whilst site may feature maintained heat requirements during peak seasons, it is felt unlikely that such a requirement is present all-year round in order to allow plant to operate and serve any would-be connecting loads (most likely neighbouring residences). 

	St Helens 
	St Helens 
	interRail Freight Facility 
	in 2006 an application was made for a large scale inter-modal freight facility at the former parkside Colliery. the developer has now withdrawn from the proposal and future development of the site is not uncertain. 
	it is understood that the timescale for this development remain unknown and that its implementation remains uncertain. 

	lea green Colliery 
	lea green Colliery 
	650 homes proposed. 
	not identified as a pZ, however this may have potential and should be tested using the viability tool 

	worsley brow 
	worsley brow 
	1,200 homes proposed. 
	not identified as a pZ, however this may have potential and should be tested using the viability tool 

	vulcan works 
	vulcan works 
	650 units proposed. 
	not identified as a pZ, however this may have potential and should be tested using the viability tool 

	triplex Housing (ex triplex Site) 
	triplex Housing (ex triplex Site) 
	300 units proposed. 
	not identified as a pZ, however this may have potential and should be tested using the viability tool 

	united glass Site (new Rugby Stadium) 
	united glass Site (new Rugby Stadium) 
	18,000 seat rugby stadium, food superstore, sport and leisure facilities. 
	not identified as a pZ, however this may have potential and should be tested using the viability tool 

	Warrington 
	Warrington 
	butts green 
	99 homes proposed with HCa support. 
	not identified as a pZ, however this may have potential and should be tested using the viability tool 

	omega 
	omega 
	233 hectare previously developed site (including some unimplemented consents) to the north west of warrington town centre. the site is designated for employment use and it is being promoted for mixed use development 
	this site has good potential for a pZ. However, it has not emerged through the pZ identification process because specific intentions for this site (i.e. to include the relatively dense development of primarily Commercial buildings) were not known. Consequently the heat demand figures generated as part of the bigger employment land quantification work did not derive the types of results that would have emerged through specific research and assessment if the omega scheme. 

	greenalls brewery Site 
	greenalls brewery Site 
	Stockton Heath; 178 dwellings proposed. 
	this omission highlights to the importance of ongoing assessment of development opportunities as these come forward and highlights that the identified priority zones in this study are in no way a fixed set of priority areas but instead a first stop identification of areas of potential 


	aRea 
	aRea 
	aRea 
	developMent pRoJeCtS 
	detailS 
	CoMMentS 

	West Lancashire 
	West Lancashire 
	derby Street 
	outline application for a mixed use scheme with approx 178 dwellings plus and b1 units (840sqm new space and 4000m2 intended for replacement Council building). 
	not identified as a pZ, however this may have potential and should be tested using the viability tool 

	Skelmersdale town Centre Regeneration 
	Skelmersdale town Centre Regeneration 
	Masterplan is under development and supported by local planning policy. 
	Study has assumed that regeneration of existing sites is unlikely to greatly alter the existing heat density 

	edge Hill university 
	edge Hill university 
	30 hectare site, 20,000 students and 2,000 staff 
	previous heat density mapping work has suggested existing loads do not make this a priority Zone at present. no confirmed expansion plans provided to help assess how this might change. 

	Wirral 
	Wirral 
	biossense, eastham 
	planning permission granted for 30Mw gasification plant. 
	Further information on this proposal would be required before potential could be identified 

	bidston HwRC 
	bidston HwRC 
	Methane recovery site. 
	Further information on this proposal would be required before potential could be identified 

	wirral waters 
	wirral waters 
	peel development proposed to include 10% renewable energy. 
	identified as a dH priority Zone. 

	bromborough Masterplan 
	bromborough Masterplan 
	bromborough energy group (group of businesses) were keen for local energy generation which would provide consistent energy prices and be low in carbon emissions. a feasibility study has been carried out but no clear project has emerged to date. 
	once a project emerges, this could offer a good opportunity for introduction of renewable energy of some form. 

	woodside Masterplan 
	woodside Masterplan 
	endorsed by wirral Council Cabinet in august 2005. Major mixed use waterfront regeneration scheme currently subject to pre-application discussions. 
	not identified as a pZ, however this may have potential and should be tested using the viability tool 

	tesco Heswall 
	tesco Heswall 
	CHp planning application recommended for approval. 
	application is believed not to be in relation to biomass 

	wallasey docklands 
	wallasey docklands 
	land based infrastructure for receiving power generated by the off shore wind farm at burbo bank, which will have a capacity of up to 234 Mw following expansion if allowed. 
	More details would be needed in order to build up a picture of heat requirements and related density. 

	port Sunlight 
	port Sunlight 
	Close to the bromborough area (above) is the historic port Sunlight village. the village trust has recently applied for funding to create a small scale biomass facility to test potential for low carbon energy supply in the area. 
	there may be value in investigating further potential in this area. 
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	elR and SHlaa aSSuMptionS FoR eneRgy tRaJeCtoRieS 
	C1 eneRgy tRaJeCtoRy woRK 
	C1.1 intRoduCtion 
	the intention of the provided energy trajectory figures is to identify each partner authority’s potential areas for housing and employment land and to quantify potential build-out in terms of additional heat and electricity requirements over the next 15 years in order to identify potentially suitable locations for district Heating 
	Stage 1 work considered existing levels of energy requirement within the areas of the partner authorities. For Stage 2, areas of potential energy demand change have been identified by taking account of areas for potential future growth as set out in: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Strategic Housing land availability assessment (SHlaa) data; and 

	• 
	• 
	employment land Review (elR)/employment land and premises Study (eplS) data 


	the areas of potential energy demand identified through this process have been used to identify areas potentially suitable for delivery of district heating which have been presented in Section Four. 
	C1.2 MetHodology 
	energy trajectory figures have been calculated using predicted kwh/m2/year (ie the amount of energy used, per m2 of a property in any one year) benchmark data. these benchmarks have been derived taking account of how building energy requirements will change in the future as a consequence of changes to building Regulations and Code for Sustainable Homes (CSH) standards for energy use of new buildings. 
	the energy consumption estimates are broadly proportional to the amount of land (hectares) identified through SHlaa and employment land data. these areas have been rationalised to an extent to derive what may comprise the actual built floor area (m2). However for data which features no subdivision of area, either by intended use class or floor area build-out, this process has been, by necessity, somewhat imprecise and may result in some returned energy trajectory figures being higher than anticipated, 
	in lieu of more detailed information for sites of this size, more precise figures for future consumption cannot be derived with much accuracy. this is described in more detail below. 
	C1.2.1 Employment Land Data 
	the elR data provided by some partner authority areas included specific figures of both space-types and related floor area that are penned for development. these details have been used alongside published and projected benchmarks of energy consumption for buildings on a kwh/ m2 basis to derive outline energy consumption figures. 
	when provided information featured no indication of either intended built floor area and/or specific space-types, assumptions were required in order to derive any meaningful figures of potential energy consumption. 
	in these cases, the following assumptions were made; 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	if no indication of space-types was provided, an even mix of a1, b1, b2, b8 and C1 was assumed 

	• 
	• 
	unless provided data stated otherwise, an even split of area build-out was assumed for 2015, 2020 & 2025 

	• 
	• 
	if no figures of built floor area were provided, a floor area to floor area to land area factor of 0.46 was applied, i.e. for every hectare (or 10,000m2) of land it was assumed that around 4,600m2 of treatable building area would be developed 


	this figure was derived as an average of those calculated for the partner authority area information provided featuring floor area data 
	whilst this final assumption is admittedly rather broad-sweeping and will result in very large energy consumption figures being derived for particularly large identified elR area, such an assumption was necessary in order to project these figures. 
	naturally, as greater levels of detail become available, specific site/scheme consumption figures can be refined. 

	C1.2.2 Housing Land Data 
	C1.2.2 Housing Land Data 
	provided housing land data from all partner authorities comprised number of residential units to be constructed, often divided by year or across a period of years. 
	in order to allow a similar consumption calculation to be undertaken, using benchmarks of heat and electricity use on a per m2 basis, the following assumptions were required; 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	all units were assumed to comprise an even mix of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5-bed properties 

	• 
	• 
	the following figures were adopted from english partnership guidance on minimum floor area per property type 


	•. where not specified otherwise, the build-out of properties was assumed to occur evenly over the 15-year period to 2025. 

	Figure
	English Partnerships Guidance on minimum floor area per property 
	English Partnerships Guidance on minimum floor area per property 

	C2 ConSuMption benCHMaRKS 
	C2.1 intRoduCtion 
	C2.1 intRoduCtion 
	in order to derive trajectories of energy usage against the provided SHlaa and elR data, benchmarks of consumption were needed for each space-type. 
	the energy trajectory data has been used to identify the priority Zones for district Heating and may subsequently be used to inform decisions about future housing and employment land allocations. it has not been used however to estimate future energy demand (and therefore carbon emissions) because this would be likely to present an over-estimate of potential future demand. when reading the main report therefore, please note that in Section 2.4, the table presented refers to Regional Spatial Strategy data to
	C2.2 benCHMaRK deRivation 
	whilst benchmark data is broadly available for existing and recently constructed buildings, the periods of future build-out being considered herein (up to 2025) required the prediction of bespoke benchmarks for new construction following impending and incremental changes to building Regulations requirements. 
	C2.2.1 Building Regulations (Part L) 
	2010 
	the recently published 2010 revision of building Regs part l stipulates that emissions savings of 25% be achieved above and beyond the previous (2006) requirements. this refers solely to “regulated” energy use under the regulations which includes the following: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Heating 

	• 
	• 
	Hot water 

	• 
	• 
	Cooling 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	lighting 

	but excludes the following: 

	• 
	• 
	Small power 

	• 
	• 
	pumps and fans 


	2013 
	it is currently proposed that the subsequent 2013 revision of part l require a further 19% reduction against 2006 building emissions levels (so a total of 44% reduction). 
	2016 
	though acknowledged that it may be refined based on industry performance, it is also proposed that the 2016 regulations push this total emissions reduction to 49% against 2006 levels. 
	C2.3 applied benCHMaRKS 
	based on a related reduction in building energy use, in response to the ongoing building Regs requirements to reduce associated emissions, the following benchmarks were derived and applied for various space-types (note: figures are annual and represent kwh/m2/year). 
	Table
	TR
	2010 benCHMaRKS 

	Heating 
	Heating 
	eleCtRiCity 

	A1: Retail 
	A1: Retail 
	kwh/m2/year 
	85.0 
	265.5. 

	B8: Distribution & Warehouse 
	B8: Distribution & Warehouse 
	kwh/m2/year 
	109.1 
	47.0 

	B1: Office 
	B1: Office 
	kwh/m2/year 
	74.7 
	112.1 

	C1: Hotel 
	C1: Hotel 
	kwh/m2/year 
	147.7 
	102.8 

	C3: Residential 
	C3: Residential 
	kwh/m2/year 
	80.0 
	42.0 

	D2: Leisure 
	D2: Leisure 
	kwh/m2/year 
	227.6 
	88.8 

	B2: Industrial 
	B2: Industrial 
	kwh/m2/year 
	83.6 
	58.7 

	D1: Libraries 
	D1: Libraries 
	kwh/m2/year 
	26.8 
	94.8 


	Table
	TR
	2013 benCHMaRKS 

	Heating 
	Heating 
	eleCtRiCity 

	A1: Retail 
	A1: Retail 
	kwh/m2/year 
	81.7 
	255.2 

	B8: Distribution & Warehouse 
	B8: Distribution & Warehouse 
	kwh/m2/year 
	102.8 
	44.3 

	B1: Office 
	B1: Office 
	kwh/m2/year 
	67.2 
	100.8 

	C1: Hotel 
	C1: Hotel 
	kwh/m2/year 
	139.2 
	96.9 

	C3: Residential 
	C3: Residential 
	kwh/m2/year 
	50.0 
	45.0 

	D2: Leisure 
	D2: Leisure 
	kwh/m2/year 
	216.7 
	78.8 

	B2: Industrial 
	B2: Industrial 
	kwh/m2/year 
	79.1 
	55.4 

	D1: Libraries 
	D1: Libraries 
	kwh/m2/year 
	25.3 
	89.4 


	Table
	TR
	2016 benCHMaRKS 

	Heating 
	Heating 
	eleCtRiCity 

	A1: Retail 
	A1: Retail 
	kwh/m2/year 
	80.8 
	252.5 

	B8: Distribution & Warehouse 
	B8: Distribution & Warehouse 
	kwh/m2/year 
	101.2 
	43.6 

	B1: Office 
	B1: Office 
	kwh/m2/year 
	65.2 
	97.8 

	C1: Hotel 
	C1: Hotel 
	kwh/m2/year 
	137.0 
	95.4 

	C3: Residential 
	C3: Residential 
	kwh/m2/year 
	42.0 
	46.0 

	D2: Leisure 
	D2: Leisure 
	kwh/m2/year 
	213.9 
	77.8 

	B2: Industrial 
	B2: Industrial 
	kwh/m2/year 
	77.9 
	54.5 

	D1: Libraries 
	D1: Libraries 
	kwh/m2/year 
	24.9 
	88.0 



	appendix d pZ plant CapaCitieS 
	appendix d pZ plant CapaCitieS 
	d1 CHp plant CapaCitieS 
	d1.1 intRoduCtion 
	as with all combined heat & power technologies, the selection and sizing of suitable biomass CHp plant is primarily dependent upon the nature of connecting heat loads. 
	optimised operation of such plant (both technically and commercially) requires the presence of a maintained level of heat demand in order to maximise run hours and to ensure that any requirement to “dump” generated heat is eliminated or at least minimised. 
	in planning terms the nature and scale of biomass CHp plant can vary considerably and the suitability of schemes in planning terms would need to be reviewed on a case by case basis depending on the scale of energy generation required. 
	D1.1.1 Good Quality CHP 
	the dumping of heat reduces the overall operational efficiency of the plant and has financial implications, with the potential failure to maintain “good Quality CHp”, as determined via the Combined Heat & power association (CHpa) quality indexing system, denying access to the Climate Change levy exemptions and enhanced Capital allowance offered to those achieving the required Qi rating. 
	D1.1.2 District Heating 
	in order to access maintained levels of heat demand, buildings served by a CHp arrangement must either operate on an uninterrupted 24-hour basis or, more commonly, will comprise a mix of building and space-types, with complimentary usage patterns and related periods of heat demand. 
	the most common way of facilitating the combining of heat loads from a variety of building types & locations is via a district heating network. 
	the technical viability for such a network is based both around the scale of amalgamated heat demands plus the related “heat density”. 
	d1.2 CapaCity aSSuMptionS 
	in combination with the quantification of existing and potential future heat loads, further assumptions are required in order to estimate the achievable scale of CHp plant to serve potential dH networks. 
	this section describes and records the assumptions made in the analysis and selection of each of the dH priority Zones identified within this report. 
	d1.3 MaRKet penetRation 
	in reference to the proportion of identified heat load which could connect to a district heating network, bespoke market penetration factors were assumed for each space type within the priority Zones. 
	these factors are included within the following tables and were derived based on a mix of considerations, including; 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	proportion of existing/projected heat load suitable to dH low temperature hot water 

	• 
	• 
	physical spread and related heat density of buildings present/emerging 

	• 
	• 
	Cost consideration of connecting to existing buildings 

	• 
	• 
	proportion of heat load represented via new-build elements 



	D1.3.1 -DH1: Liverpool D1.3.1 -DH6: Sefton 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	StatuS 
	building oR SpaCe typeS 
	aSSuMed MaRKet penetRation 

	TR
	Commercial 
	50% 

	TR
	Retail 
	65% 

	TR
	Hotels 
	35% 

	DH 
	DH 
	1 
	existing 
	town Hall 
	80% 

	law Courts 
	law Courts 
	80% 

	leisure 
	leisure 
	50% 

	Residential 
	Residential 
	15% 


	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	StatuS 
	building oR SpaCe typeS 
	aSSuMed MaRKet penetRation 

	TR
	emerging 
	Hospital 
	60% 

	TR
	College 
	100% 

	DH 
	DH 
	6 
	new 
	Residential 
	100% 

	light industry 
	light industry 
	100% 

	Hotel 
	Hotel 
	100% 


	D1.3.1 -DH7: St Helens 
	D1.3.1 -DH2: Warrington 

	D1.3.1 -DH8: Halton 
	Table
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	StatuS 
	building oR SpaCe typeS 
	aSSuMed MaRKet penetRation 

	TR
	Hospital 
	60% 

	TR
	Commercial park 
	50% 

	DH 
	DH 
	2 
	existing 
	light industry 
	35% 

	School 
	School 
	100% 

	Retail park 
	Retail park 
	50% 

	Residential 
	Residential 
	0% 



	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	StatuS 
	building oR SpaCe typeS 
	aSSuMed MaRKet penetRation 

	TR
	leisure Centre 
	100% 

	TR
	existing 
	College 
	100% 

	DH 
	DH 
	7 
	new 
	distribution Centre 
	80% 

	new employment land build-out 
	new employment land build-out 
	100% 


	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	StatuS 
	building oR SpaCe typeS 
	aSSuMed MaRKet penetRation 

	TR
	business park 
	25% 

	DH 
	DH 
	8 
	existing 
	Science park 
	25% 

	new 
	new 
	new employment land build-out 
	75% 


	D1.3.1 -DH3: Liverpool 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	StatuS 
	building oR SpaCe typeS 
	aSSuMed MaRKet penetRation 

	TR
	Hospital 
	60% 

	DH 
	DH 
	3 
	existing 
	university (academic) 
	60% 

	university (Residential) 
	university (Residential) 
	35% 


	D1.3.1 -DH9: Wirral 
	D1.3.1 -DH4: West Lancashire 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	StatuS 
	building oR SpaCe typeS 
	aSSuMed MaRKet penetRation 

	TR
	Retail 
	75% 

	TR
	Commercial 
	75% 

	DH 
	DH 
	9 
	new 
	leisure 
	75% 

	Hotel 
	Hotel 
	50% 

	Residential 
	Residential 
	50% 


	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	StatuS 
	building oR SpaCe typeS 
	aSSuMed MaRKet penetRation 

	TR
	Commercial 
	50% 

	DH 
	DH 
	4 
	existing 
	Retail 
	50% 

	College 
	College 
	65% 

	TR
	Residential 
	30% 


	D1.3.1 -DH10: Halton 
	D1.3.1 -DH5: Knowsley 
	in the case of the Knowsley dH priority Zone, the potential for district heating has been led by the implementation of the energos energy from waste plant, thus providing heat rather than requiring it. 
	as such, the scale of heat available from the energos plant has led the sizing of opportunity here, in combination with surrounding employment development land, rather than details of existing buildings. 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	pRioRity Zone type and ReF no. 
	StatuS 
	building oR SpaCe typeS 
	aSSuMed MaRKet penetRation 

	TR
	Residential 
	100% 

	DH 
	DH 
	10 
	new 
	(additional nonresidential elements) 
	-

	0% (no details yet available) 



	d2 wind tuRbine CapaCitieS 
	d2 wind tuRbine CapaCitieS 
	d2.1 intRoduCtion 
	with more detailed site analyses required in order to derive optimal turbine capacities, the work undertaken within this study in relation to wind pZ’s has instead provided indications of potential electrical outputs for a small range of turbine sizes. 
	d2.2 tuRbine outputS 
	the methodology applied to determine potential turbine outputs followed the following steps. 
	D2.2.1 Local Wind Speeds 
	wind speed data collated for each pZ area was used to derive average speeds for specific turbine hub-heights, as applicable for the capacities identified. 
	D2.2.2 Turbine outputs 
	achievable electrical outputs for each selected turbine capacity were calculated, using power curves as published by turbine manufacturers. 
	D2.2.3 Capacity Factor 
	Finally, a suitable capacity factor was applied to the calculated output figures, in order to reflect the annual proportion for which suitable wind speeds occur in order for turbines to operate. 

	appendix e viability tool 
	appendix e viability tool 
	e1 viability tool 
	e1.1 intRoduCtion 
	ppS1 supplement planning and Climate Change, sets out that in dealing with development applications, planning authorities are expected to consider the potential viability of energy solutions. 
	a tool therefore has been developed as part of this study for use in reference to applications for district heating arrangements within identified priority zones, or for developments for which decentralised energy networks may be considered, potentially creating a new priority zone. 
	the tool provides an enhanced filtering process for developments that planning officers can use. it uses a combination of bespoke input development figures and relevant characteristics, alongside previously derived financial characteristics (e.g. plant-specific Capex (capital expenditure) and operation and maintenance (o&M) cost levels). 
	this is felt to be more appropriate than a tool designed to accept large amounts of detailed input data or to perform a complete commercial viability calculation, a task most often not feasible at the early concept stages at which developments proposals first reach planning departments. 
	note that the effectiveness of the tool will be determined by the quality of input data. at the time of writing, key cost data has been provided, however the partner authorities should seek to keep this data as up to date as possible in order to reflect changing circumstances. Similarly, as additional priority zones are identified, this information should be built into the tool. 
	e1.2 How it woRKS 
	E1.2.1 Tool Structure 
	Comprising a look-up/searchable reference tool, this enables the user to relate development applications to particular priority zone energy infrastructure opportunities. 
	the tool consists of three key components: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	planning application ‘input’; 

	2. 
	2. 
	priority Zone Reference energy project look-up; and 

	3. 
	3. 
	‘output’ Summary. 


	Represented below as three spreadsheets worksheets where the ‘tool’ use process consists of: 
	Input output 
	Energy Project Look up 
	E1.2.2 Inputs 
	developers will be asked to provide quantitative data to input to the tool, including: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	developer name, location, contact details; 

	• 
	• 
	development location; 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	low-energy targets for: 

	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Residential elements 

	2. 
	2. 
	non-residential elements 



	• 
	• 
	total site area (m²); 

	• 
	• 
	Combined building footprint area (m²); 

	• 
	• 
	Related total building floor area(s) (m²); 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	number and type of residential properties 

	(e.g. 2-bed flats, 3-bed houses etc); and 

	• 
	• 
	approx breakdown of non-residential floor area by space-type (e.g. Commercial, leisure, industrial etc). 


	these inputs will provide both a record of the application characteristics and information from which approximate energy load densities of the proposed developments can be derived. 
	E1.2.3 Additional Parameters 
	intended to be applied alongside the provided input data/info, the following parameters are used to further filter development suitability for dH. these take the form of simple drop-down menus, with options: YES, NO or UNKNOWN; 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	is development within or immediately adjacent to an identified priority zone? 

	• 
	• 
	does development include or sit adjacent to a Hospital or leisure Centre? 

	• 
	• 
	is development located within 25 miles of a potential biomass fuel supply point? 



	E1.2.4 Priority Zone Look-up 
	E1.2.4 Priority Zone Look-up 
	the priority zone reference energy project look-up consists of a table of priority zone project information, presented in a spreadsheet format hidden and fixed from the tool user rather than as a visible table. 
	this contains key tool searchable characteristics which are pulled together to form a descriptive output related to the developer application input: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	priority Zone reference 

	• 
	• 
	pZ characteristic description 

	• 
	• 
	energy infrastructure options classification • options vital statistics 


	E1.2.5 outputs 
	the following output will be produced by the tool as a summary of developer details, priority zone characteristics and high level energy parameters appropriate to the developer: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	development summary description; 

	• 
	• 
	applicable priority Zone name/reference; 

	• 
	• 
	pZ energy option characteristics summary; 

	• 
	• 
	“priority Zone proximity”, displayed via simple traffic light system: HIGH, MEDIUM or LOW; 

	• 
	• 
	“development energy intensity (heat and power)”, using a similar traffic light system: LARGE CONSUMER, MEDIUM CONSUMER or SMALL CONSUMER; 

	• 
	• 
	“development energy density characteristics”: HIGH, MEDIUM or LOW; 

	• 
	• 
	“development suitability to centralised pZ options”: SUITABLE, POSSIBLY SUITABLE or UNSUITABLE; 

	• 
	• 
	“incentive/opportunity for technology to be biomass-fuelled”: YES or NO; 

	• 
	• 
	“initial assessment of financial viability”: LIKELY VIABLE: Further study justified, POSSIBLY VIABLE: Viability largely dependent upon: a) linking to adjacent sites or b) sourcing of third-party Capital funding, LIKELY UNVIABLE: Would require significant additional heat loads or third-party Capital funding to improve commercial case. 


	e1.3 noteS 
	whilst the tool is cognisant of certain cost inputs (as derived at time of writing) a large part of the tool is given over to deriving the likely levels and characteristics of development energy requirements. this tool is focussed on technological solutions and does not provide information on carbon savings. 
	the level of additional inputs and related provisional heat network details required in order to perform a full commercial appraisal are rarely available during the early stages of development masterplanning. as such, the provided tool seeks to allow a provisional assessment to be made, based upon a limited level of development details. 
	whilst specific capital and operating costs will vary from year to year, the basic elements required to make consideration of district heating a viable strategy remain based on the heat demand characteristics. 
	given the established nature of district heating technologies, marginal year-on-year cost changes are unlikely to affect the output from the tool. However, a function has been included within the tool whereby the sensitivity of economic viability to changes in the capital cost of installing a notional network is reported and can be manipulated via the inputs section. 
	in the cases where further study is recommended beyond the use of the tool, such studies will be able to incorporate more precise costs. 

	appendix F gRid ConneCtionS 
	appendix F gRid ConneCtionS 
	F1 gRid ConneCtionS 
	F1.1 new Supply ConneCtionS 
	Requests for new connections are made directly to local dno’s and need to include details of precise site/ development location and anticipated maximum level of demand. dno responses will provide the costs for connection and the costs for any required reinforcement of the existing network to facilitate the connection of the new demand. applicants will be required to pay the whole cost of and network extensions necessary to facilitate their connection. 
	in areas where available capacity within the network is low, the party requesting the connection may be required to share the cost of associated “reinforcement” of local infrastructure, in addition to the normal cost of connection, in order to increase the overall capacity whilst maintaining the security of supply of the distribution network. 
	whilst not negating the need for individual infrastructure searches and connection applications, the provided Sp Manweb map and enw substation information can be used as a rough indicator as to where largely “unconstrained” capacity for new electrical connections exists (at the time of publishing), though the accessibility of this capacity is entirely bespoke depending on the location of new development and condition of local high and low voltage infrastructure. 
	F1.1.1 CoStS oF ConneCtionS 
	precise costs of new connection are determined on an individual basis and will depend upon a number of key factors. these considerations are included in the table below, along with related applicability to development types. 
	For areas where outline capacity is below 2Mva, such as north Sefton, west liverpool and much of St Helens, it should be noted that the risk of related costs of connection for any new developments is likely to be higher than elsewhere due to the need to facilitate network reinforcement. 

	aSpeCt oF ConneCtion woRKS 
	aSpeCt oF ConneCtion woRKS 
	aSpeCt oF ConneCtion woRKS 
	appliCability to ConneCtion type 
	deSCRiption 

	doMeStiC 
	doMeStiC 
	CoMMeRCial 
	induStRial 

	installation of Hv cabling 
	installation of Hv cabling 
	unlikely 
	possible 
	likely 
	Hv cabling linking to local 11kv network 

	provision of Hv Switchgear 
	provision of Hv Switchgear 
	unlikely 
	possible 
	likely 
	provision for direct connection to Hv network 

	provision of distribution Substation 
	provision of distribution Substation 
	likely 
	possible 
	possible 
	providing voltage transformation from Hv to lv 

	installation of lv mains cabling 
	installation of lv mains cabling 
	likely 
	possible 
	possible 
	on-site lv mains, typically within a housing development or small Commercial park. For apartment/ flat developments, a metering panel may be required 

	Metering panel 
	Metering panel 
	unlikely 
	likely 
	possible 
	to allow for sub-metering of electricity use within shared buildings 

	network Reinforcement Cost 
	network Reinforcement Cost 
	variable 
	Contingent on local network conditions 


	F1.1.2 inforcement Costs 
	F1.1.2 inforcement Costs 
	Reinforcement costs can comprise a number of works required to facilitate a new connection, including: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	upgrading of local transformer equipment; 

	• 
	• 
	Replacement of Hv switchgear; and 

	• 
	• 
	upgrading of Hv underground or overhead Hv lines. 


	Costs for such works will be unique to the site in question and condition of the existing local network. these costs are partially passed on to the connection applicant via use of a “Cost apportionment Factor”. there are two Cost apportionment Factors; one based on capacity (shown immediately below) and one based on fault level (shown below in worked example on generation. the approach, used by both enw and Sp Manweb, is calculated as follows: 
	Cost Apportionment Factor (CAF) = 0% 
	Customer Required Capacity x 10

	New Network Capacity 
	this factor is applied to the total cost of any reinforcement works to determine the fraction to be paid by the applicant. 
	in order to demonstrate how costs for new connection requiring network reinforcement are distributed, the following worked example has been sourced from enw’s methodology document for connection charges. 
	F1.1.3 Worked Example: new commercial supply connection requiring reinforcement 
	in this example, a commercial customer requires a new 200kv connection. However, the 500 kva transformer at the local network substation is fully loaded and will have to be replaced with an 800 kva transformer. this arrangement is illustrated below, with the customer’s point of connection indicated. 
	New load 
	Existing network substation 
	Figure
	Point of connection LV cable 200 kVA 
	the following table shows how the various costs for new and replaced infrastructure would be apportioned between the dno and the customer. 
	aSpeCt oF 
	aSpeCt oF 
	aSpeCt oF 
	Related CoSt and appoRtiontMent (£) 

	ConneCtion woRKS 
	ConneCtion woRKS 
	total 
	appliCant 
	dno 

	Replacement of transformer 
	Replacement of transformer 
	14,760 
	3,690 
	11,070 

	Jointing to existing LV Network 
	Jointing to existing LV Network 
	352 
	352 
	0 

	Installation of new LV cabling 
	Installation of new LV cabling 
	9,550 
	9,550 
	0 

	Metering Panel 
	Metering Panel 
	1,420 
	1,420 
	0 

	TR
	26,082 
	15,012 
	11,070 


	all infrastructure and works associated solely with the new connection are charged in full to the customer. in this case, these comprise all works beyond the new transformer. 
	the costs of reinforcement, represented in this case by the replacement of an existing transformer, are attributed as follows: 
	Total cost of reinforcement = £14,760 
	Cost Apportionment Factor (CAF) = Customer Required Capacity x 100% 
	New Network Capacity 
	= (200 / 800) x 100% = 25% 
	Customer reinforcement charge = £14,760 x 25% = £3,690 
	F1.2 ConneCtion oF geneRation 
	in the case of distributed generation, configured to feed electricity into a network, the level at which they connect is determined by the size of generation, the size of the site it is embedded within and the utility infrastructure available in the area. 
	electricity generation from wind turbines and CHp arrangements will most commonly occur at 11 or 6.6kv, though larger installations may seek to connect at 33kv. 
	in most cases, the scale of wind turbines and CHp arrangements being targeted within the partner authority areas would likely connect to the local network at Hv level, that is, into an 11 or 6.6 kv circuit. 

	F1.2.1 Costs of Connections 
	F1.2.1 Costs of Connections 
	physical connection of generators to local networks will occur either via dedicated switchgear (either existing or new) or via a primary substation. as such, the related cost of connection will be, as for a supply-only connection, dependent a combination of: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	proximity of generator to local Hv network; 

	• 
	• 
	Condition of and available capacity within network; 

	• 
	• 
	presence of local Hv substation; and 

	• 
	• 
	availability of existing switchgear. 


	Connections may also be subject to additional reinforcement costs. 
	F1.2.2 Reinforcement Costs 
	an important aspect of generation connection to existing networks is the resulting affect on power flow. this is directly related to the magnitude and location of the connecting generation. 
	if part of a network features more generation than demand, it is said to be an exporting area. the addition of any further generation within such an area will result in increased power flows and may require system reinforcement works, with an associated cost to be borne by the generator. 
	in order to illustrate how reinforcement costs are apportioned, another worked example follows, taken from enw’s charging methodology document. 
	F1.2.3 Worked Example: new connection for distributed generator requiring reinforcement 
	in this example, the connection of a 3 Mw distributed generator involves the upgrading of 500 m of overhead line (between points a and b on the existing distribution network) to carry the export capacity of the distributed generator, the upgrading of the switchgear at point a for increase fault level on the distribution network and the laying of 500 m of new cable (between b and the customer’s installation). point b is the point of connection for the distributed generator 
	Primary substation 
	Figure
	11kV circuits 
	Reinforced assets 
	New switchgear 
	500m of overhead line 
	500m of cable Customer’s installation 
	A B New connection assets 
	the following table shows how the various costs for new and replaced infrastructure would be apportioned between the dno and the customer. 
	aSpeCt oF 
	aSpeCt oF 
	aSpeCt oF 
	Related CoSt and appoRtiontMent (£) 

	ConneCtion woRKS 
	ConneCtion woRKS 
	total 
	appliCant 
	dno 

	New Switchgear 
	New Switchgear 
	725,000 
	87,000 
	638,000 

	New 500m HV overhead line 
	New 500m HV overhead line 
	57,180 
	34,308 
	22,872 

	HV pole top terminated 
	HV pole top terminated 
	1,003 
	1,003 
	0 

	New buried 500m HV cable 
	New buried 500m HV cable 
	100,840 
	100,840 
	0 

	TR
	884,023 
	223,151 
	660,872 


	once again, all infrastructure and works deemed directly associated with the new connection (termed the “new connection assets”) are charged in full to the customer, while the costs of reinforcement works were attributed as follows. 
	New Switchgear 
	this upgrade is required to remove fault level constraints and facilitate electricity export from generator. 
	Fault level contribution from connection = 10 MVA Connecting generator fault level = 250 MVA Connecting generator capacity = 3 MVA 
	Total cost of reinforcement = £14,760 Cost Apportionment Factor (CAF) = Customer Required Capacity x 100% New Network Capacity = [(3 x 10) / 250] x 100% = 12% Customer fault level charge = £725,000 x 12% = £87,000 
	New HV Overhead Line 
	this upgrade is required to remove capacity constraints. 
	New network capacity = 5 MVA Connecting generator capacity = 3 MVA 
	New network capacity = £14,760 Cost Apportionment Factor (CAF) = Customer Required Capacity x 100% New Network Capacity = (3 / 5) x 100% = 60% Customer fault level charge = £57,180 x 60% = £34,308 

	appendix g SuppoRting MapS 
	appendix g SuppoRting MapS 
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